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Founded nearly eighty years ago, the first Protestant Chinese 
Church in all China, this strong, self-supporting 
church still stands, to remind us at this time 
of storm and stress in China, that 
firm foundations have 
been laid.
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particularly to the stirring message issued by the Council upon the 
“Call to all w h o  seek the W a y  of Life.” The report makes grateful 
reference to the pronouncements of the Council upon the Christian atti­
tude toward the status of Christianity in China.
Taking up its o w n  particular field of activity, the Mission is 
rejoicing in the new dormitory for the A m o y  Girls’ School, made pos­
sible by the amount allocated to A m o y  from the W o m a n ’s Board Jubilee 
funds. A  striking instance of the growing capacity of the Chinese to 
support the work being carried on a m o n g  them is the statement that 
the hospital at A m o y  is self-supporting and has carried out the erection 
of a branch institution in A m o y  City, the $10,000 Mex. involved having 
been entirely borne by the hospital. The growing financial position of 
the hospital is impressively illustrated by the following table of receipts:
1923 ....... $11,673 1925....... $26,700
1924 .......  24,929 1926 .......  35,162
A n  important action of the Synod of South Fukien, representing the 
United Church of that portion of the Province, was the decision that the 
two grades of the Theological Seminary, hitherto carried on in two 
separate stations, should unite in a single institution of a higher grade 
in Amoy.
Another instance of the growing capacity of the Chinese churches 
is the record of the fact that the old First Church in A m o y — the first 
to be erected in China— is maintaining out-stations with their evangelists 
and Bible teachers, having taken on during the year an additional inland 
station, one member of the Church himself having given $4,000 Mexican 
for the erection of an out-station church building. Similarly, the other 
three Churches in A m o y  City are carrying forward independent and 
progressive evangelistic and educational work.
The Chiang-chiu District is growing constantly in importance, it 
n o w  being the home of Talmage College. The Church in this Station 
had a banner year. During the W e e k  of Prayer attendance at services 
was more than double that of previous years. T he Chioh-be Church of 
this Station has stressed the need of family worship so that nearly 
one-half of the families n o w  maintain the altar in the home. Talmage 
College has completed the year without student strikes or enforced sus­
pension of work in an atmosphere where colleges and universities are 
constantly disturbed. In the Union University at Foochow, in the sup­
port of which our Mission and Board co-operate, the students from 
Talmage College have made a notable record for leadership in scholar­
ship and in student activities. During the recent grave crisis at this 
University, the leader of the moderate group of students was a Tal­
mage College boy, all the other representatives of Talmage joining 
in his suppport. The leadership of this student from our Mission, in a 
crisis that was critical to the life of the University, was illustrative of 
the highest qualities of loyalty and Christian devotion, and of strength. 
T h e  College Y. M. C. A. has carried on its usual activities, and during 
the months of July and August a six weeks’ summer school was main­
tained at Talmage.
It is recorded of the Leng-na Station, most distant from Amoy, 
that wars and rumors of war have had their effect, but that the Church
vertically upon all nations. A m o n g  the creative influences of trade and 
art and thought which bind each nation to the other and help each 
forward to the fulfillment of destiny, the fellowship of the Christian 
brotherhood will run like a golden cord, tied at one point in time and 
space to God, and carrying along its length its strange power of linking 
m en afresh to God, through the life and influence of the incomparable 
Christ.
In China’s long history, there must have been m a n y  times when her 
state was even more disheartening than now, and yet she has not only 
emerged, but also prodigiously multiplied and unaccountably prospered. 
Lincoln reminded us that G o d  must have loved the c o m m o n  people 
because H e  made so many of them. Give the c o m m o n  m a n  the least 
possible chance and he will revive after any calamity. W h e n  w e  are sorely 
tempted to pessimism about China, we have two things to fall back 
upon: the c o m m o n  m a n  w h o m  God hath made, and the G od w h o  made 
him. Will H e  leave him to utter destruction?
T H E  M I S S I O N S  A T  W O R K
A m o y
It is a strange and notable fact that, notwithstanding the prox­
imity of the Fukien Province in South China to the Kwangtung 
Province of which Canton is the capital and the very base of the 
new Nationalist movement so deeply influenced by the C o m m u n i s m  im­
ported from Russia, our missionaries have reported from the outset that 
there have not been serious disturbances in the area of their work. The 
Southern army, representing the Nationalist movement, has moved north­
ward from Canton, whole sections of it passing through the interior 
stations of our Mission— Sio-khe, Chiang-chiu, Leng-na— on their way 
northward to Foochow. The spirit of the people does not seem to have 
been greatly aroused. There have been inconveniences owing to the 
temporary occupancy of chapels, churches and schools by troops; there 
has been, naturally, an interruption to free movements of evangelists and 
missionaries in the interior, but there has been no instance of personal 
animosity to our missionaries or to their Chinese associates, except from 
occasional bandits. By reason of the insistence of the American Consul 
at A m o y  upon precautionary measures with a view to avoiding incidents 
arising out of possible mob violence toward foreigners, the members 
of the A m o y  Mission were finally persuaded to come to the port city 
of A m o y  where protection and possible evacuation could be more easily 
accomplished. Notwithstanding this general, though reluctant, mo ve ­
ment of our missionaries toward the coast, two members of the Mission 
have remained throughout in the most interior station of Leng-na, three 
days removed from Amoy,— the physician and the evangelistic mission­
ary. The report that reaches the Board is that the Christians in the 
interior stations reluctantly sped the missionaries on their way, urged 
their speedy return and are waiting to welcome them when they return 
to their homes and resume their work in their midst.
The report of the Mission bears grateful tribute to the leadership 
throughout China of the National Christian Council, pointing out that its 
support is increasingly drawn from the Chinese Church and referring
the building up of a great movement are to see its collapse and all their 
hopes frustrated. The crisis finds m en and w o m e n  facing wholly 
changed methods, hut full of hope as to the end in view and the cer­
tainty of its attainment.
Analyzing the situation carefully, the considerations appear to fall 
into three general categories:
In the first place, the challenge of a new nationalism is abroad in 
the land. In the second place, a new rationalism is much in evidence. 
In the third place, there is a new challenge to the bearer of the spiritual 
message which has helped to precipitate the crisis. H e  himself is held 
up for scrutiny, to determine whether he lives according to the philo­
sophy he advocates. The Chinese skeptic seems to be saying to h i m : 
“Tell m e  what Christianity really consists in? Is it the life and spirit 
of Jesus, or is it a massing of dogma that has been accumulating 
through the centuries and which clings to the movement without being 
really related to its core? Or, again, is the philanthropy which you 
have felt impelled to do, done in the name of your religion? I find 
m a ny  things in your life that I do not understand. H o w  shall I inter­
pret what you say about your religion?”
The missionary occupies a very responsible position in China. H e  
represents not only the oldest foreign movement of continuous life, but 
the most valuable investment in terms of schools and colleges and hos­
pitals and orphanages. But more than this, the missionary has been one 
of the most effective students and interpreters of the life of China to 
the world outside. Great dictionaries of the Chinese language, gram­
mars and textbooks in every branch of human knowledge, studies of 
village life and scholarly expositions of the Classics, have brought China 
more intimately within the ken of the uninformed West. In view of 
this large and vital part which the missionaries have taken in China for 
a century and a quarter, there is no good reason to fear any permanent 
withdrawal of missionary relationships in that land. The investment 
of spiritual living has been far too genuine for that. The Christian 
Faith has never died out in any land where the Bible has been effec­
tively put into the vernacular. All over China that task has been done. 
This achievement alone, apart from the fact of the existence of the 
Christian Church in China as a living organism, would seem to guar­
antee the future beyond serious question.
W e  are getting today, however, by reason of the swift passage of 
current events, a new understanding of the Chinese problem, which is 
interpreted in no simple terms of political and commercial usage, but in 
the language of human personality. The Chinese will not imitate the 
Viking races; they will be themselves, and to understand them, it is 
necessary to cross the bridge which the sympathetic imagination provides 
from heart to heart, from West to East. A  French writer says: “W e  
suffer alone; that is w h y  there are wars.” T o  prevent wars, it is above 
all things necessary for each nation to cross over into the inner life of 
other nations. It is the business of the Christian Churches, above all, 
to see China as G o d  sees it. They must cease, as one writer strikingly 
points out, from using the figure of a lateral approach and, if they must 
use metaphors of space, they must see the grace of God descending
China has c o me  into the world’s greatest adventure; the entrance 
of an ancient race into a new era. The old order has collapsed; its 
fundamental inspiration is irretrievably gone. The pathetic words of 
the Prophet Isaiah seem to be apt to the present situation; “The whole
head is sick and the whole heart faint, from the sole of the foot even
unto the head there is no soundness in it, but wounds and bruises and 
putrefying sores: they have not been closed, neither bound up, neither 
mollified with ointment.” W e  must remember, however, that, whereas 
most Western countries had one revolution at a time, centuries apart, 
China has several revolutions on her hands at one and the same time; 
political, industrial, intellectual and religious. The fundamental process 
is nation making. W e  are seeing the idea of a nation-state gradually 
superseding the conception of a family-state. The nation making is the 
main stream; the particular incidents, some of them tragic— such as
those at Foochow, H a n k o w  and Nanking, are the eddies and whirlpools.
The main stream, however, is permanent and irresistible, while the whirl­
pools and eddies are transient. The phenomenon of a vast populace, so 
notoriously distracted in recent years by factional governments, now 
unified in an expression of a passion for nationalism, is one of appealing 
significance. It is a striking instance of real democracy, the sheer un­
mitigated rule of the whole people on a living issue. The emotion which 
has so stirred the people of China springs from the soul of the nation.
Christian Missions in China are facing today, as a consequence, what 
is probably the most critical period in their entire history. In the earlier 
crises that befell Christianity, disaster and disappearance came twice, 
while serious persecution with official proscription were a consequence 
of a third. The first crisis, nearly 1300 years ago, followed upon the 
attempt of the Assyrian Nestorians to bring the Christian message to 
the western part of the Empire. The second was in the 13th century 
when Catholic Franciscans first reached Peking and when Nestorian 
Christians again sent missionaries to China. The third period of crucial 
testing for Christian Missions in China began with the arrival of Francis 
Xavier on an island off the southern coast of China in 1552. Since 1844, 
when the Emperor Tao K w a n g  issued a rescript again permitting Christ­
ian activity and worship, the number of missionaries from ma ny  lands 
to China has increased steadily until today when, almost in a moment, 
the movement has been made to face a group of perplexities, so confus­
ing, so almost overwhelming, as very nearly to appear to threaten its 
life. This crisis does not consist in the evacuation of the missionaries, 
nor yet in the appearance of vigorous anti-Christian activity in many 
parts of China. Serious as the latter is in some of its aspects, thought­
ful Chinese assure us that it is but a part of the nation-wide searching 
out of the old foundations, social and religious, to see whether they will 
really support the new structure of national life.
The crisis for the Missions lies rather in two facts; first, that their 
foreign aspect is being definitely challenged and attacked; second, that 
the question is being raised whether the Christian movement will remain 
a vital reality when the tutelage of the missionary is removed. This 
crisis affecting the Missions in China is indeed a real one. T o  make 
such a statement does not imply that the investment of centuries has 
come to naught, or that those w ho have given themselves devotedly to
more important, give assurance to those w h o  represent our Church on 
its distant frontier of an understanding sympathy which arouses courage 
and expectancy while they are engaged upon their distant and isolated 
tasks.
A  year ago the Board came to the meeting of General Synod with 
suggestions, some of them somewhat drastic, looking to practical meas­
ures of relief. Like the storm tossed mariner of the 107th Psalm, we 
are at our “wits' end” as to what new plan we m a y  have to offer now. 
N o  quickening devices will bring the increased revenue we need. The 
only hope, w e  believe, lies in the slower but surer processes of mis­
sionary education and spiritual awakening-— that renewal of spiritual fer­
vor which, in the last analysis, is the only real solution of the problem. 
The inexhaustible, indispensable reservoir of Divine grace is still and 
always available. By every principle of our religion; by every circum­
stance that enters into the logic of the Board’s situation, w e  are forced 
back upon God Himself as the measure of our relief and assurance. 
There m a y  be some w h o  wall say in a juncture like the present, it is a 
truism to affirm that we must cultivate the sense of dependence upon 
God. But there are times when truisms take on the qualities of new 
and passionately held convictions. F r o m  conversations with pastors and 
laymen; from letters coming to the desks of the officers of the Board, 
we are persuaded there are m a n y  w h o  feel that a craving for Divine 
help is the great desire of the present time; that what w e  need is a 
spiritual revival in our churches, a revival of prayer, of the understand­
ing of the purpose of G od in respect to the world, of the mission of 
the Church, of loyalty to Christ as the world’s Redeemer; a revival of 
obedience, of consecration, of a passion for the redemption of mankind.
“ S o m e  glorious morn— but when?
Ah, who shall say?—
The steepest mountain will become a plain,
A n d  the parched land be satisfied with rain.
The gates of brass all broken, iron bars.
Transfigured form a ladder to the stars.
Rough places plain and crooked ways all straight 
For him who with a patient heart can wait.
These things shall be on G o d ’s appointed day,
It m a y  not be tomorrow'— yet it may.”
T H E  M I S S I O N  F I E L D S
Again has China occupied the center of the picture, although the 
other great fields of our Church have had their full measure of activity 
and of anxiety. All of Asia continues to be aroused: Japan is outwardly 
calm and steady; its tremendous seriousness can with difficulty be 
realized. India is deep and mysterious; the responsibilities of those 
w h o  are endeavoring to affect its spiritual life are overpowering. 
Arabia and Mesopotamia, imbedded in centuries of stern adherence to 
the Islamic faith, are n o w  yielding perceptibly to external social and 
political and religious influences. But China, impervious through the 
millennium to external influences, is n o w  stirred to its very depths, its 
countless mutltitudes all sharing in a strange responsiveness to the unrest 
of Asia.
A N N U A L  R E P O R T ,  1927
The Board of Foreign Missions respectfully presents to General 
Synod its Ninety-fifth Annual Report and the Seventieth of its separate 
and independent action.
T h e  P e r s o n n e l of t h e  B oard
The terms of the following members of the Board expire with this 
Session of General S y n o d :
R ev. H e n r y E. C obb. DD. 
R ev. Jo h n  E ngels m a n  
R ev. J. A. Jo n e s, D.D. 
R ev. H a rr y W .  N oble
R ev. H. J. V eld m a n , D.D. 
M r. A. P. C obb 
M r. W .  E. F oster 
H o n . N elson Y. D u n g a n  
M r. E. E. O lcott
During the course of the year two members of the Board have made 
more or less prolonged visits to the mission fields, bringing back to the 
counsels of the Board the invaluable asset of personal observation and a 
point of view which, because of the separating oceans, is exceedingly 
difficult to possess.
T he Rev. J. H o w a r d  Brinckerhoff, accompanied by Mrs. Brincker- 
hoff, spent ten months in most thorough and sympathetic visits to all the 
Missions of our Church— in Japan, China, India, Arabia and Mesopo­
tamia. While on the various mission fields, Mr. Brinckerhoff kept 
steadily before him the purpose of getting into a personal acquaintance, 
not only with the general conditions of the field as observable from 
central stations, but with each one of the stations of all the Missions. 
The letters that have been coming to the Board as he and Mrs. Brinck­
erhoff continued on their journey have borne grateful tribute not only 
to their sympathetic attitude, but to their ability to understand the 
general and particular problems involved in the personnel and work of 
each Mission.
Dr. William Bancroft Hill, accompanied by Mrs. Hill, spent three 
months on an intensive visit to the Japan Mission, since both of them, 
by reason of the distribution of responsibilities among the members by 
the home Boards, bear special relations to the Mission in Japan. This 
visit of Dr. and Mrs. Hill to Japan has been peculiarly timely, not only 
with reference to general conditions in Japan, making adjustments desir­
able and necessary, but because of large problems involved in the recon­
struction of Ferris Seminary.
Of the present members of the Board, seven have had the ad­
vantage of personal visits to the Missions and study of problems on
the ground. These constitute an invaluable asset to the Board in its
counsels and in its interpretation of the work of our Missions to the
home churches. Such visits result inevitably in a sympathy of the
spirit, in an information of the mind and a tender affection of the
heart, which not only enrich the counsels of the Board but, what is even
under the leadership of a graduate of our o w n  Seminary had ma ny  new 
adherents among both m e n  and women. The Fagg Memorial Hospital 
at this Station records a year of continuous success. The Chinese assis­
tant doctor carried on nobly under difficult circumstances in the pro­
longed absence of the doctor in charge, illustrating the capacity for 
leadership among the Chinese.
In the Sio-khe District, it is stated that the spiritual life of some 
of the churches is strong while in others it has not been so conspicuous. 
The Sio-khe Church has held its o w n  in membership, though there have 
been adverse conditions present. The Boys’ Primary School of this 
Station has been rejoicing in a n ew building completed during the year, 
far more suited to its work than the previous temporary building. 
Neerbosch Hospital at Sio-khe has prospered, both as to its ministry 
of healing and its evangelistic agency.
In the Tong-an District, the resumption of the growing of opium 
has had a deleterious effect. W h e n  the Nationalist army took possession 
of Tong-an, the raising of opium was prohibited, but later again per­
mitted. As an illustration of the financial ability of individual Chinese, 
a former member of one of the churches of this district gave $20,000 
Mex. to establish a D a y  School which he has charged the Pastor to see 
is kept Christian. The Livingston Easter School at this Station has had 
a difficult year, strangely, because of the influence of a school system 
established by Chinese in a neighboring city, which has had a somewhat 
unhappy effect upon this school. However, the enrollment was 147 
pupils. The Elisabeth H. Blauvelt Memorial Hospital at Tong-an closed 
the year with a “great increase of liveliness in every line of the hos­
pital work”. M o re  patients were treated than last year. N o  one of 
the staff is said to be more thoroughly enthusiastic and successful than 
the remarkable w o m a n  w h o  has charge of the religious work of the 
hospital. The report bears grateful tribute to her wise faithfulness as 
the ground of many of the blessings and mu ch  of the success which has 
come to the hospital this year.
The report closes on this triumphant note: “Unquestionably, the 
Christian movement in China faces today a great crisis from the magni­
tude of the opportunity. The future of Christianity in the Orient for 
one hundred years to come will be determined largely by what Western 
Churches and Missions do in the next five years. With the rapid uni­
fying of China in a true nationalism, with the progress of the mass 
education movement, with the raising up of well trained Christian 
leaders, with the growing determination of Chinese Christians to build a 
self-supporting and self-perpetuating Church and with more intelligent 
hearing of the Gospel, stimulated by the anti-Christian movement, it is 
only nine o’clock in the morning for the cause of Christ in China.”
A rcot
T he perusal of the report that comes from India, under the name 
of the Arcot Assembly, which continues and includes the work of the 
Arcot Mission, is again impressive, not only as to the extent and variety 
of the work carried on, but as to its strong character and high efficiency.
The area is divided into Circles and the administration into Boards. 
Every Circle is alive with activity, and every Board is characterized by 
effectiveness. India is a constant illustration of the results of Christian 
work carried on among a people of strong religious tendencies and a 
spiritual heritage and under a government that maintains order and 
promotes progress.
The Arcot Assembly has completed the third year of its existence. 
It operates in all of the five Circles and through well organized depart­
ments, by means of Boards— -Evangelistic, Educational, Medical, Eco­
nomic and W o m e n ’s Evangelistic. There has recently been brought into 
effective organization a body, called the Board of Administration, which 
takes the place of the Indian Church Board which for more than a 
decade has conducted so effectively the evangelistic and village educa­
tional work of the Mission. This Board of Administration reports 
something absolutely n ew in Mission co-operation. Not only has work 
hitherto controlled by Missions been transferred to the control of the 
Indian Church, but the work of several Missions has been brought under 
the administration of a single body. The Missions so related are those 
of the Church of Scotland, the Free Church of Scotland and the Re­
formed Church in America.
A  similar and striking feature of this co-operative work in India is 
the development of strong union institutions for men, as for w o m e n ; as, 
for example, the Madras Christian College, in which 40 of the gradu­
ates of Voorhees College are studying; the Bangalore Theological Col­
lege, where 3 of the graduates of the Arcot Seminary are carrying on 
advanced theological study; the Union Tuberculosis Sanatorium in M ada- 
napalle, which is an outgrowth of the M a r y  Lott Lyles Hospital; the 
Union Medical College at Vellore, an outgrowth of the Ma ry  Taber 
Schell Hospital; the St. Christopher’s Training College at Madras; the 
Training School in Vellore, and other similar union institutions of 
strategic importance. N o r  does this tell the whole story of union work, 
as practically all direct evangelistic work is n o w  union in character, 
but this brief reference will serve to illustrate the wise economy of 
missionary policy which crowns each phase of activity with an institu­
tion of the strength and permanence impossible to secure save as we 
unite our energies and our counsels.
It is with a sense of deep gratitude to G od that the Board of 
Administration presents its first report, recording a substantial progress. 
There have been received during the year 3 new villages and 121 
families. In the area covered by the Arcot Mission "there are 5,023 
families. There were received 535 into the churches on confession of 
their faith, the largest number ever received in the history of the Mis­
sion in one year. O f  all the records of the year, this is the most 
significant and indicative of spiritual progress. There are n o w  5,207 
communicants and one out of each four members of the total Christian 
community is a communicant m e mber of the Church. The number of 
baptisms this year is unusually large— 1,317. Only three times has this 
record been surpassed. There is natural rejoicing over the fact that 
more have been baptized than have been received from the non-Christian 
community, which is interpreted as a spiritual advance.
Those newly received during the year under Christian instruction
number 1,112 which is 163 more than in the previous year. A n  illustra­
tion of the steady progress in the direct evangelistic results from the 
total activity of the Assembly is the interesting fact that only three times 
in the last ten years have there been less than 1,000 received into the 
Christian community. In 1918 the highest record was reached— 2,793. 
T h e  average for the last ten years is approximately 1,500. The total 
Christian community has n o w  passed 20,000, the figure being 20,598. 
There is some searching of heart because of the fact that the instruc­
tion of the young in Sunday Schools has not kept pace with the 
apparent opportunities, and the various pastorate committees are urged 
to make special efforts in this direction. The Christian Endeavor So­
cieties have an enrollment of 6,077 members, an increase over last year.
The contributions also show an increase, although a small one. The 
total is Rs. 22,563, the largest amount ever given through the churches. 
Looking back over the last ten years, the gifts have nearly doubled. 
It is interesting to notice that in a country where economic conditions 
are for the most part distressing, and not rapidly improving, the gains in 
Church contributions have been steadily and substantially maintained. In 
addition to these contributions coming through the churches there should 
be added the amount contributed by the Christian community toward the 
expenses of the children in Boarding Schools, amounting to about Rs. 
13.000 and making a total Indian contribution r proximating Rs. 35,000 
during the year.
The Assembly is stressing village schools. One especially trained 
member of the Mission is devoted to this task, along with the preparation 
of teachers for village schools, and an interesting experiment is being 
carried out of a central Village Boarding School, having for its pur­
pose the development and training suitable to the life of the village 
which constitutes so large a part in the social and economic life of 
India.
A n  interesting and impressive illustration of the growing influence 
of the Christian community is afforded by the circumstance that the 
Christian community in Vellore, the central station of the Mission, has 
contributed four members to the Municipal Council, while one is an 
honorary Bench Magistrate and another a member of the Taluk, or 
County Board.
Still another illustration of the growing influence of the Christian 
community, also in village areas, is afforded by the fact that in past 
years it was necessary to station two Christian families in each evangel­
istic center for protection and companionship. O n  account of the in­
creasing spirit of friendliness toward Christians, it is possible n o w  for 
a single family to be stationed alone, as the women, left alone so much 
in the absence of their husbands working among the village, soon find 
m a n y  friends a m o n g  the non-Christians.
The Assembly is endeavoring to meet the increasing nationalistic 
spirit in the methods of its work; as, for example, through preaching 
bands, evangelistic retreats and, particularly, the organization of the 
Ashram— the term meaning a spiritual retreat into which Christians and 
non-Christians are gathered for religious and spiritual meditation, all 
with a view to the interpretation of the spirit and life of Christ.
T h e  Educational Board of the Assembly is responsible for a very 
large and carefully organized work. Elementary and high schools for 
boys and girls, training schools, a college and a seminary are units 
of this oganization. A n  interesting development of the year is the 
approach of Government asking that the Mission m a n a g e m e n t  of one 
of its schools shall start a training department at Government cost.
Through the hostels strong Christian influences are brought to 
bear upon the Christians in the development of their character for re­
sponsible Christian leadership. T h e  Christian m e m b e r s  of the staff 
of Voorhees College gather together each week for an hour of Bible 
study, meditation and prayer for G o d ’s guidance and power in order 
that they m a y  meet the better the responsibility placed upon them. 
T h e y  have felt the need of m o re  intimate contact with students in 
smaller groups than the class r o o m  affords, and have therefore begun 
a “Fellowship of the Friends of Jesus.” It is hoped that in this w a y  
the message of the love of G o d  in Christ m a y  wo rk  in th em  a faith 
that shall transform their lives.
T h e  Arcot Theological Seminary has enjoyed a good year and 
has added to its usefulness by becoming affiliated with the Serampore 
Theological College and by introducing a course that leads to the 
degree of Licenciate of Theology. T h e  Seminary has tried to keep 
in the foreground the thought that what the Church in India needs is 
m e n  of deep spiritual experience; m e n  w h o  have seen G o d  and have 
heard the call to a self-sacrificing service.
T h e  Economic Board of the Assembly has the oversight of two 
unique institutions, the Katpadi Industrial Institute and the Agricul­
tural Institute. T h e  former has long been established and has c o m e  
to a high state of efficiency and productiveness and financial success, 
through singularly able management. T h e  latter is a newer experi­
ment, but is progressing along careful and approved lines.
T h e  Medical Board has a noble responsibility through the insti­
tutions that from the beginning have continued the ministry of heal­
ing in the Arcot Mission: the General Hospital at Ranipet, n o w  stand­
ing on the top of expectant days through an entirely n e w  plant 
erected by the generosity of the Scudder Memorial Association, aided 
by Government grants; the W o m e n ’s and Children’s Hospital at 
Madanapalle; the Dispensaries at Tindivanam and Punganur. T h e  
Union Medical School at Vellore is within the area of the Assembly 
and, though separately administered, contributes greatly through the 
practice and teaching of medicine and the strong Christian influences 
exercised b y  it.
T h e  Arcot Mission and Assembly, not only through their multi­
plied activities, but also through and because of the Christian life and 
service of their representatives, afford still another illustration of the 
persistence of spiritual influences and the pre-eminence of the Chris- 
tion ideal, even in an atmosphere so stirred by nationalistic impulses 
as that in India has been and continues to be. T h e  K i n g d o m  of G o d  
m a y  not always c o m e  by observation, but there is m u c h  to attract 
the Christian observer from afar as he watches the steady develop­
ment and growth of the Church of Jesus Christ in India.
Ja p a n
T h e  report of the year indicates no unusual mo ve m e n t s  in busi­
ness, politics, or religion. Considerable interest has been roused by 
the proposal of a n e w  religious control bill which names Christianity 
as one of the three leading religions of the empire. This recognition 
of Christianity is rather striking and encouraging, though it raises the 
question at once of the possible exercise of a rather bureaucratic con­
trol in the religious field, which might prove distinctly injurious.
T h e  National Christian Council, a b o dy  representing practically 
all church and missionary agencies of Japan, is justifying its 
existence. T h e  advantage of such a representative body was clearly 
demonstrated in connection with discussions over the n e w  bill m e n ­
tioned above, government officials consulting with officers of the 
Council as representatives of missionary opinion in Japan.
T h e  Mission maintains two educational institutions in co-opera­
tion with the Presbyterian Mission: Meiji Gakuin at Tokyo, consist­
ing of an academy, college, and seminary, and Sturges Seminary for 
girls, at Shimonoseki. It maintains also, independently, Steele 
A c a d e m y  for boys at Nagasaki, and Ferris Seminary for girls at 
Y o k o h a m a .  These institutions have again this year demonstrated 
their effectiveness as evangelizing agencies. Seventeen students were 
baptized at Steele Academy, thirty-three students and one teacher at 
Sturges, and at Ferris thirty-six m a d e  public confession of their 
faith. At Meiji Gakuin a Daily Vacation Bible School w as held on 
the campus for a period of three weeks during the summer. 106 boys 
and 158 girls attended and of the twelve teachers nine were students 
of Meiji Gakuin. This w as probably one of the largest schools of 
the sort in the country.
T h e  n e w  buildings for Ferris Seminary are slowly taking shape. 
During the year two residences and a dormitory to accommodate fifty 
girls were erected and the remaining parts of the n e w  plant required 
will be constructed as funds permit. It is encouraging to record the 
interest of the Japanese themselves in these plans. T h e  Alum n a e  
Association is endeavoring to raise $25,000, and parents and interested 
citizens in Y o k o h a m a  an additional $37,500. T h e  students themselves 
have started a “penny a day” fund with boxes conspicuously dis­
played about the rooms and 10,000 of these pennies have already been 
deposited.
In the field of general evangelistic work, the record is on the 
whole just the regular round of c o m m o n  tasks, with the steady de­
velopment of established churches in the direction of self-support. 
Particular mention should be m a d e  of the church at Miyazaki, which 
under an energetic young Japanese pastor has doubled and doubled 
again in membership during the year. Nineteen were baptized during 
the year and nine adults have c o m e  from other parts to join the 
church.
T h e  concluding words of the full report give s o m e  ground for 
encouragement and reveal also the dauntless spirit of the missionaries 
laboring in what is in m a n y  w a ys  a hard field, and a field which w e  
are signally failing to support as the needs of the situation require:
“There has been an excellent spirit of h a rm o n y  between foreign and 
Japanese workers at a time w h e n  relations have been greatly dis­
turbed in so me  other Oriental countries. There is no reason to be 
downhearted. T h e  K i n g d o m  of Heaven was never expected to be 
established in a day. It must always be ‘First the blade, then the 
ear,’ and the fruit only after the early and the latter rains. . . .
Ke en  disappointments have caused humility and heart-searching that 
should m a k e  more faithful and effective m e n  and w o me n .  But no one 
doubts that the Lord Omnipotent reigneth, and that w e  shall reap in 
due season if w e  faint not.”
A rabia
T h e  record of the year in Arabia is again the story of patient 
sowing of the seed, often in the face of strong opposition, trusting 
in G o d  for the increase. Here and there appears an eager inquirer 
but often discouraged by the prospect of persecution, he sinks back 
again into his old fatalistic M o h a m m e d a n  outlook. There has been 
an unusually receptive attitude on the part of the Arabs in and about 
Amarah, however, which gives ground for real hope of an impression 
upon the community. These encouraging developments immediately 
followed the death of one convert and one faithful inquirer. It was 
as if the convert’s death brought to life the faith of others, for two 
came forward and took part in the public services of prayer and 
were baptized. Three mo re  also pray publicly in the meetings and 
ten have expressed their belief in the truth of the missionary’s teach­
ings. Sunday services are increasingly popular and on one occasion 
five m e n  w h o  had been Moslems rose in succession and prayed in the 
n a m e  of Jesus. T h e  hard, discouraging work in Arabia has been 
m a d e  possible by the constant prayers of a wide circle of interested 
supporters. 1 he prayers of the whole church are earnestly requested 
for these converts and inquirers at Amarah.
Small schools for boys are maintained at Muscat, Kuwait, and 
Bahrain. T h o u g h  the attendance is limited, it is felt that this is one 
of the best approaches to the people, for opportunity is afforded for 
systematic teaching of the young M o h a m m e d a n s  in the truths of the 
Scripture. A  small school for girls has also been opened at Bahrain. 
1 he most important educational center is at Basrah, where a boys’ 
boarding school and two girls’ schools are maintained. In the boys’ 
school there was the largest enrollment in its history, the number 
reaching 242 in Januar}^. Very favorable co mm e n t s  have been m a d e  
upon the graduates by their employers w h o  have been impressed by 
their efficiency and good conduct.
Dr. D a m e  and Mr. V a n  Peursem m a d e  a very interesting tour in 
Oman, great opportunities for medical work being discovered. After 
Dr. D a m e ’s departure on furlough Dr. Harrison took over charge of 
the hospital at Bahrain. It was a year of hard times in the city and 
as a result of the general poverty there were fewer calls upon the 
hospital. N o  tours were m a d e  into the far interior but Dr. Harrison 
visited the district about Debai on the Pirate Coast. Political tension 
closed Debai itself to the doctor, but a most cordial reception was 
given him at Ajman, a small town on the coast about twenty miles
from Debai. Christian services were even requested and were well 
attended.
T h e  outstanding event of the year at Bahrain was the opening 
of the n e w  hospital for w o m e n  and children. A  large part of the 
necessary funds for erection of the building w as subscribed locally, 
and on the dedication and opening days ample evidence was afforded 
of the keen interest taken in this n e w  project. O n  one special day 
for w o m e n  two hundred and fifty came. It is one of the finest build­
ings on the Persian Gulf, though costing the Boards at h o m e  only 
about $10,000. It is a constant source of wonder to the Arab that 
such a splendid structure should have been provided for w o m e n ,  w h o  
occupy such a humble place in the esteem of M o h a m m e d a n  society.
Lansing Memorial Hospital, which for years occupied so influen­
tial a position at Basrah, has been transferred to Amarah, there seem­
ing greater scope for its activity there, civil hospitals having been 
provided in Basrah. W o r k  has been begun in unsatisfactory rented 
quarters, but already there is grateful appreciation of its services and 
it bids fair to strengthen greatly the evangelistic program of Amarah, 
where there are so m a n y  hopeful signs of progress.
Grateful reference is m a d e  in the report to the visit of Miss 
Cobb, Secretary of the W o m a n ’s Board, and real satisfaction is ex­
pressed that she has been able to secure a sympathetic understanding 
of the hard field in Mesopotamia and on the Persian Gulf.
M esopotamia
Mesopotamia is a land where the dead past continually thrusts 
itself upon our notice. O n  the site of old Nineveh, adjoining the 
present city of Mosul, stands a M o s q u e  guarding the supposed re­
mains of the Prophet Jonas. A  few hundred miles below, on the 
same River Tigris, is the burial place of the Prophet Ezra. M i d ­
w a y  between the two, Baghdad is closely identified with the tombs 
and mosques of the great leaders of Islam. All this is typical of the 
state of m e n ’s minds in this land. T h e  authority of tradition and 
unbridled fanaticism have abounded. These and the deadness of a 
petrified faith have for centuries m a d e  of this valley of the two 
rivers “a valley full of bones.” T h u s  was the vision of Ezekiel beside 
a river of Babylon, but the vision and the prophecy go together. T o  
this same land comes the voice, “T h us  saith the Lord Jehovah unto 
these dry bones, ‘Behold, I will cause breath to enter into you and 
you shall live and shall k n o w  that I a m  Jehovah.’”
In the report before us for 1926 the United Mission in M e s o p o ­
tamia asks the question, what has it done during this past year to 
hasten the fulfillment of this promise?
At Mosul a School for Girls carries an enrollment of 230. A  
novel feature of the year’s close was a pageant witnessed by 300 of 
the w o m e n  of the city.
At Baghdad the Bo ys ’ School, with its primary and high school 
departments enrolling 2S0 boys, celebrated its first C o m m e n c e m e n t  
during the year. T h e  presence of the British High Commissioner, 
the Consuls of foreign countries, the Iraq Minister of Education and 
twenty m e m b e r s  of Parliament gave dignity and official sanction to
the occasion. T h e  religious background of the school was recognized 
in the opening and closing prayer. A  full account of the exercises 
appeared in all of the city.papers.
T h e  Girls’ School at Baghdad, recently opened, is working along 
quiet and simple lines as becoming to a n e w  venture a m o n g  the back­
ward w o m e n  of the city, where about 100 girls of varied social stand­
ing are learning what will m a k e  them better wives and mothers, not 
alone through added knowledge derived from books, but by knowing 
the great Exemplar, Jesus Christ.
All these schools are increasingly attracting and welcoming 
M o s l e m  pupils.
Turning to the definitely evangelistic work of the year, the report 
notes with m u c h  satisfaction the opening of the first out-station of the 
Mission at Hillah, on the Euphrates. In Mosul a persistent attempt 
has been m a d e  by one of the missionaries to use the numerous coffee 
shops so c o m m o n  in the life of Mesopotamia as places for meeting 
the m e n  of all classes w h o  daily gather there and sit for hours. A  
circuit of 20 shops was continually visited, some of them several 
times a week. T h e  results were highly encouraging. In Baghdad the 
Reading R o o m  continues to be an evangelistic agency, affording m a n y  
opportunities for meeting n e w  enquirers and stimulating the old. 
Missionary tours have been m a d e  in various directions, resulting in 
contacts with m a n y  Arabs of the interior, leading to a better under­
standing of the reason for the presence of the Mission amongst them 
and laying the foundation of friendly relations so helpful to the Chris­
tian proclamation.
These varied activities, n o w  in their beginning in this L a n d  be­
tween the Rivers, is an attempt to answer the question, what has the 
Mission done to bring about the fulfillment of prophesy and promise? 
T h e  missionaries are witnessing to the living Spirit of Christ breath­
ing upon this land and bringing n e w  life to the dead bones. T h ey  
are looking forward with expectancy to the coming years.
H O M E  D E P A R T M E N T
At the General Synod last June careful presentation of the finan­
cial situation of the Board was made, indicating that an advance of 
$50,000 at the very least was required to maintain our w o r k  at its 
present level. T h e  Board suggested, in view of this fact, that unless 
tangible evidence were given before N o v e m b e r  1st that such addi­
tional funds would be forthcoming, the Board be authorized to bring 
about a substantial reduction of existing wo rk  with a view to keep­
ing our expenditures within probable income. T h e  instant and hearty 
response of General Synod w as an action urging the Board to main­
tain and if possible go forward, whereupon the Board at its annual 
meeting last N o v e m b e r  authorized again a budget slightly in excess 
of $450,000, the m i n i m u m  required for maintenance of our present 
operations.
LTnusual effort was m a d e  to bring this situation to the attention 
of each church, letters being sent through the pastor to m e m b e r s  of 
Consistories, acquainting them with the financial situation of the 
Board, General S y n o d ’s attitude toward its program, and requesting
a forecast of the probable gifts from each church. Suggestion was 
also m a d e  that an increase might be possible in any one of three 
ways, by increase of the regular budget, by special offering, or by the 
adoption of a special project which might be an incentive toward the 
awakening of a w a r m e r  interest in the w o r k  in foreign fields. Only a 
comparatively small percentage of the churches sent a definite reply 
to these communications, but there was evidence of a more thorough 
and intelligent discussion of the program of the Board, and m a n y  
even of those w h o  sent no reply indicated their sympathy by increas­
ing their gifts.
S u m m i n g  up the results of these efforts, the gifts of the churches 
sh ow  a decrease of $23,222.85 below those of the past year, for the 
regular budget. If, however, w e  exclude their gifts toward the deficit 
last year, they s h o w  an increase of $17,000 in round numbers, or 
about 9%. Sunday Schools contributed $34,300.67, a loss of $1,618.69. 
Y o u n g  People’s Societies contributed $2,424.87, an increase of $400.14. 
T h e  W o m a n ’s Board increased its gifts by $5,322.43, while individuals 
gave $35,677.01, or $10,626.44 less than last year. T h e  factor of special 
gifts last year for the deficit affects this last figure also, however, 
and if they are substracted from last year’s totals, individuals show 
also a small increase of about $3,000 in contributions toward the gen­
eral budget.
A  study of these figures leads one again to the conclusion that the 
Church responds generously when a special definite object for increased 
gifts is put forward, but will not make a corresponding increase when 
the purpose is simply to maintain existing work. If in the n ew year 
churches which ma de  special offerings give none, and the general m e m ­
bership pledge as they do so easily, “the same as last year”, w e  shall 
be in the same position of hopeless effort to meet a budget beyond our 
means with gifts that refuse to depart from an almost fixed standard.
It is not for us to prescribe a patent method for meeting the situa­
tion. There is one normal solution; each pastor in each church with 
a heart fired with love for the extension of G o d ’s Kingdom through all 
the world. Local situations vary,— there are churches which are losing 
their constituencies,-— but it is rare that one finds a church with a 
pastor w h o  passionately believes in foreign missions, which does not 
indicate by its giving that the hearts of the people have been touched 
by that same passion. A s  their comprehension of the work grows under 
the guidance of the pastor, their financial response also shows normal 
growth. T o  meet the needs of a developing foreign work w e  must have 
a church developing at home in its understanding and appreciation of 
that work.
D eputation W o r k
There have been fewer missionaries on furlough in the eastern 
Synods this year, so that it has been impossible to arrange for such a 
thorough visitation of the churches as was carried out in the preceding 
year. Dr. Galen Scudder, Dr. Louis P. Dame, Rev. Hubert Kuyper and 
Rev. Henry Beltman were able to give some of their time, however, and 
there has been evidence of very sincere appreciation of their presentation 
of the work. Miss Holkeboer and Miss Noordhoff, while speaking more
particularly for the W o m a n ’s Board, have also been called on from time 
to time to visit the churches, a service deeply appreciated.
P ublications
The outstanding publication of the year was The History of the 
Arabian Mission, begun by the late Dr. A. D e  Witt Mason, and brought 
to completion by the Rev. Fred. J. Barny. This history of a unique 
Mission has been warmly welcomed by m a ny  both within and without 
our o w n  church. It is a matter for real regret, however, that only a 
little over 500 copies have been sold out of an edition of 2,000. The 
price was put at a figure within the reach of all, $1.00, yet for some 
strange reason there has not been any hearty general attempt throughout 
the church to get this book into the hands of church members. Surely 
here is one opportunity for educating the membership of the Reformed 
Church of which we have not properly taken advantage.
C andidates
The policy of the Board still continues, to restrict appointments, 
save in exceptional cases, to the filling of actual vacancies. The standard 
of appointment is consequently very high, a fact made necessary by the 
financial situation, but not in itself to be deplored, for the conditions 
in the Orient today demand a high standard of the missionary. It is 
tragic, however, to be compelled to restrain some of our able, fully 
trained young men w h o  are eager to go, but for w h o m  w e  can find no 
place when the work is being restricted only to present operations and 
expansion must be discouraged.
THE WESTERN DISTRICT
The Western District includes the territory covered by the churches 
of the Particular Synod of Chicago and the Particular Synod of Iowa, 
the point farthest east being Cleveland, Ohio, and the boundary farthest 
west being the Pacific Coast.
The interests of the Board of Foreign Missions within this District 
are under the care and direction of the District Secretary in co-operation 
with the Western District Committee, which is composed of the members 
of the Board of Foreign Missions residing within the bounds of the 
above-named Synods.
The task of cultivating the Churches has gone on quite steadily 
during the entire year. Information has been sent to the Churches in 
circular letters and pamphlets. The furloughed missionaries, Dr. and 
Mrs. L. P. Dame, Rev. and Mrs. H. P. Beltman, Dr. Galen Scudder, 
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. D e  Valois, Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Kuyper, the 
Misses Alice Smallegan, Sarella T e  Winkel, Josephine Te Winkel, and 
Jeane Noordhoff, have all assisted in carrying the message of the Mission 
fields to the Churches. Mr. F. M. Potter and Dr. and Mrs. S. M. 
Zwem e r  have also rendered valuable assistance.
For this willing and effective assistance w e  desire to express our 
sincere thanks.
Mission Fests and Conferences were held in various Holland and 
German churches and communities of the West. These gatherings coji- 
tinue to hold their places in the interest of the churches.
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M I S S I O N A R I E S  A N D  T H E I R  M O V E M E N T S
At the end of the year 1926 there were 179 missionaries in the 
service of the Board of w h o m  45 are ordained and 17 unordained m en 
and 54 married w o m e n  and 63 unmarried women. In addition there 
are 5 emeritus missionaries on the roll of the Board.
R e t u r n e d to t h e  F ield
The following missionaries have returned to their respective fields 
this year after furlough.
T o  China— Rev. and Mrs. E. W .  Koeppe, Dr. and Mrs. C. H. 
Holleman and Miss Jean Nienhuis.
T o  India— Rev. and Mrs. W .  H. Farrar, Miss Elisabeth W .  Conk­
lin, Miss Clara M. Coburn and Dr. and Mrs. Mason Olcott.
T o  Japan— Miss Sara M. Couch, Miss Jennie A. Pieters, Rev. and 
Mrs. L. J. Shafer and Rev. H. V. E. Stegeman.
T o  Arabia— Rev. and Mrs. John V a n  Ess and Dr. Sarah L. 
Hosmon.
R e t u r n e d H o m e  o n  F u r l o u g h
China— Rev. and Mrs. Henry Beltman and Mr. George T. Kots 
(completed short term service).
India— Miss Sarella Te Winkel, Miss Josephine T e  Winkel, Dr. and 
Mrs. Mason Olcott, Dr. and Mrs. Galen F. Scudder, Mr. and Mrs. 
John D e  Valois and Miss Alice E. Smallegan.
Japan— Rev. and Mrs. Hubert Kuyper and Miss Jeane Noordhoff. 
Arabia— Dr. and Mrs. Louis P. Dame.
N e w  M issionaries
The following new missionaries entered upon service in the course 
of the year:
In China— Mr. William Vander Meer, Dr. and Mrs. Harold E. 
Veldman and Miss Helen Joldersma.
In India— Rev. and Mrs. Cornie A. D e  Bruin and Dr. Margaret 
R. Gibbons.
In Japan— Miss Bessie J. Shafer, Rev. Eugene C. Duryee and 
Mrs. L. S. Muyskens.
In Arabia— Rev. and Mrs. Garrett E. D e  Jong, Miss Swantina De 
Y o u n g  and Mr. Theodore Essebaggers (short term).
N e w  A p p o i n t m e n t s
The following new appointments have been m a d e :
T o  China— * Miss Helen Joldersma.
T o  India— *Dr. Margaret R. Gibbons, Mr. Martin D e  Wo lf  and
*Miss Ethel T. Scudder (short term).
To Japan— *Mrs. L. S. Muyskens, Mr. George W .  Laug and his 
fiancee, Miss Mildred I. Hubbel.
T o  Arabia— Dr. W .  Harold Storm and his fiancee, Miss J. Victoria 
Foster, and Dr. Esther I. Barny.
*Sailed in 1926.
F I N A N C E S
R eceipts
O n  the opposite page appears a concise summary of the receipts 
of the year, which with brief comment and explanation of expenditures, 
m a y  afford the average reader a clearer idea of the operations of 
the year than the more detailed statements of the Certified Public 
Accountants, which appear in the concluding pages of the report.
Total receipts amounted to $510,977.32, a decrease of $42,386.68 
below the corresponding figures of last year. Contributions from living 
sources also indicate a falling off, the total, $452,345.71 being $15,406.05 
less than last year. The chief explanation of this decrease is found in 
the special One D a y ’s Income offerings of last year, which amounted 
to $54,094.18.
T o  understand the operations of the Board, careful note should 
be taken of the division of the receipts under the two headings, I—  
For the Regular W o r k  of the Board, II— For Special Objects. The 
only funds upon which the Board can draw to meet its regular ap­
propriations are those included under I, since those listed under II 
are, with the exception of legacies, given with clear indication of the 
use to be ma de  of them, no discretion being permitted the Board. 
It will appear, therefore, that the Board received $419,198.77 for the 
financing of a budget, which as was urged by General Synod, the 
Board maintained at a figure a little over $450,000. T he result, there­
fore, is a deficit of $32,346.14. T w o  generous friends have already 
sent in $1,000 apiece to meet this deficit and it is hoped that others 
m a y  follow their example.
As there was a rather unusually large balance of unrestricted 
legacies last year, it was drawn upon to meet the deficit of the year, 
so that all obligations were met. T h e  Board decided that this year 
the legacy funds were not sufficiently large to justify our diverting 
them to current expenses, so they have been reserved for the cus­
tomary and more appropriate use of meeting the heavy expenditures 
for property and equipment which arise out of a large and expanding 
work.
F I N A N C E S  xxi
R E C E I P T S
I. F or t h e  R e g u l a r W o r k of t h e  B oard
F r o m  Contributions:
Churches, S. S. and Y. P. S ................ $240,49774
W o m a n ’s Board ........................  126,515.58
Individual Gifts ....................   34,198.59
Matured Conditional Gifts........    1,000.00
$402,211.91
Interest on Funds available for the General
W o r k  of the Board....................  $16,257.84
Interest on Current Deposits...............  729.02
• --------  $419,198.77
II. F or Special O bjects N ot A ppearing in A n n u a l  B u d g e t :
F r o m  Direct Contributions .................  $23,849.74
W o m a n ’s Board ........................  14,804.06
Legacies ................................ 29,172.34
Conditional Funds .......................  10,900.00
Trust Funds ...........................  1,580.00
Interest on Funds not available for the General
W o r k  of the Board.....................  11,472.41
--------  $91,778.55
Total Receipts ................................  $510,977.32
Deducting:
Legacies ................................  $29,172.34
Interest on Funds and Deposits............  28,459.27
Matured Conditional Gifts .................  1,000.00 $58,631.61
Total of all Contributions, 1927................  $452,345.71
Total of all Contributions, 1926 ................  467,751.76
Loss in Contributions .......................  $15,406.05
Loss in Total Receipts.......................  $42,386.68
H o m e  E xpe n s e s a n d  P er C apita G ifts
H o m e  expenditures for the year amounted to $42,594.24, a de­
crease of $1,774.96 as compared with last year’s figures. In addition 
$1,377.65 was spent for interest on bank loans, against which there is 
an offset of $729.02 interest accruing from daily bank balances. It is 
encouraging that our expenditure on this item is considerably less 
that it used to be a few years ago, this fact being partly explained, 
perhaps, by more prompt forwarding of contributions, but also by the 
maintaining of a legacy fund upon which w e  can draw during the lean 
months of the year.
H o m e  expenses represent about 8 per cent, of the total receipts. 
There are included in these expenses, however, our contributions to the 
church papers, to the Progress Council, as well as the cost of printing 
of literature, travel of missionaries a mong the churches, etc. Expenses 
which m a y  be called administrative amount to less than 6 per cent, of 
our total receipts.
T he per capita rate of receipts for the year, calculated upon the 
basis of total receipts, is $3.44 as compared with $3.81 last year. C on­
tributions from living donors are at the rate of $3.05 as against $3.22 
last year.
F ield E xpenditures
The total amount expended for the regular work on the fields, 
including the maintenance of missionaries, was $404,852.33, a decrease 
of $356.65 below last year’s total. The.se expenditures were distributed 
as follows: Amoy, $81,144.13; Arcot, $129,740.30; Japan, $101,351.70; 
Arabia, $82,180.70; the United Mission in Mesopotamia, $10,435.50. In 
addition to these appropriations for regular work, $41,213.90 in desig­
nated gifts was forwarded and $12,044.90 was expended, from legacies, 
upon property improvements
T H E  W O M A N ’S B O A R D
Receipts from all sources totaled $217,352.50, a gain of $33,535.15 
over the preceding year. The chief item explaining this substantial 
gain is the special gifts for reconstrution of Ferris Seminary amount­
ing to $27,739.85. Included in the grand total named above are 
legacies and endowment funds of $11,164.02, annuity gifts, $3,500 and 
interest on funds, $11,669.58. $126,515.58 was turned over to General
Synod’s Board for the regular budget of the year and $14,804.06 for 
special objects designated by the donors. Certain additional trans­
missions to the field were made through the Board of funds collected 
in previous years which are not therefore noted again.
W e  would express again our appreciation of the co-operation of 
the W o m a n ’s Board. Their contribution toward our united budget 
was more than $5,000 beyond that of the previous year, and the record 
through the years has been one of steady development. The President 
of the W o m a n ’s Board, several of its members, and recently the
Secretary, Miss Cobb, have visited the Mission field, and their con­
sequent understanding of problems and sympathetic appreciation of 
needs are great assets toward the efficient administration of our c o m ­
m o n  task.
C O N C L U S I O N
R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  of t h e  B oard
1. That the last Sunday in February be designated for the special 
presentation of Foreign Missions in our Churches and Sunday Schools.
2. '! hat the attention of Pastors be called again to the large n u m ­
ber of Sunday Schools and Young People’s Societies which are making 
no contribution whatever to Missions, and that every Pastor be urged 
to make certain that the young people of his Church shall make such 
contribution this year as an essential part of their religious education.
3. That Pastors be urged to make systematic effort to increase 
the interest of their congregations in Foreign Missions, providing for 
the presentation of this cause from the pulpit, at mid-week meetings 
and in every organization of the Church.
4. I hat each Church be urged to increase its contributions in this 
coming year without respect to any previous quotas which m a y  have 
been reached but which no longer provide a proper goal for healthy 
growth.
5. That once again we assure the missionaries of our Church who 
are toiling in the countries of troubled Asia of the abiding and deep 
interest of the Church at home in them and in their work, as they are 
laying the foundations of the Church of Christ in the continent where 
it had its birth, and that w e  renew our firm resolution that their work, 
so signally blessed of God, shall be maintained.
6. That to the A m o y  Mission, and to the Synod of the South 
Fukien Lhiited Church, a message be sent direct from General Synod—  
a message of love and hope:—
That the missionaries will maintain their courage and a radiant faith 
in the eternal values and ultimate success of their work, and that they 
will be led to reveal in counsel and in deed the true motive and purpose 
of their presence in China.
That the Chinese Christian leaders, thrust into the midst of un­
expected and heavy responsibilities, m a y  be girt about with the strength 
and wisdom of God, and m a y  be enabled to live as Jesus did and thus 
contribute to the up-building of their new nation the essential and 
vital elements of the Christian faith.
That the Christian Church, though tried as by fire, m a y  be greatly 
strengthened and enabled to endure faithfully, through all hardship, 
without faltering in the supreme task of the interpretation of Christ 
in all relationships of life.
A n d  that w e  on our part pledge ourselves to pray:
That our missionaries in China m a y  be kept in the hollow of 
His hand as they stand at their posts of duty in the midst of the 
alarms of war, and that to the Chinese Christians there m a y  be given 
great boldness in the faith in an hour of its testing; and also that 
there m a y  come peace and a n ew order of righteousness and justice 
in all our relationships with that country, and that His Kingdom may 
come and His Will be done in the land where our o wn missionaries 
established the first Protestant Church eighty years ago.
Approved by the Board, 
M a y  20, 1927.


F o u n d e d 1842
A rea occupied 8,000 s q u a r e miles. P opulation 4,000,000
Missionaries.— Ainoy: Miss K. M. Talmage, Miss M. E. Talmage, 
Miss L. N. Duryee, Miss E. K. Beekman, Dr. T. Bosch, Rev. L. A. 
Talman, Miss Jean Nienhuis, Mr. William Vandermeer, Miss Helen 
Joldersma. Chiang-chiu: Miss M. C. Morrison, Rev. H. P. Boot, Rev. 
H. P. D e  Free, Rev. S. Day, Miss L. Vander Linden, Mr. H. Renskers, 
Rev. H. M. Veenschoten, Rev. W .  R. Angus. Sio-khe: Rev. H. J. Vos- 
kuil, Miss E. G. Bruce, Dr. R. Hofstra, Miss A. L. Mathiesen, Miss 
A. J. Buikema. Tong-an: Miss N. Zwemer, Rev. F. Eckerson, Rev.
E. W .  Koeppe, Miss R. Broekema, Dr. H. E. Veldman. Leng-na: Miss
K. R. Green, Rev. H. Poppen, Dr. C. H. Holleman, Rev. A. J. Westmaas.
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. H. P. D e  Free, Mrs. H. P. Boot, Mrs. 
H. J. Voskuil, Mrs. S. Day, Mrs. H. Renskers, Mrs. T. Bosch, Mrs.
L. A. Talman, Mrs. H. M. Veenschoten, Mrs. H. Poppen, Mrs. E. W .
Koeppe, Mrs. C. H. Holleman, Mrs. R. Hofstra, Mrs. A. J. Westmaas, 
Mrs. H. E. Veldman.
On Furlough.— Rev. and Mrs. H. Beltman, Mrs. Maria A. Vandeweg 
and Miss T. Holkeboer.
Chinese Helpers,.— Ordained ministers, IS. Other Helpers: Preach­
ers, 62; Bible W o m e n ,  30; Teachers in Boarding Schools, 146; Teachers 
in D a y  Schools,‘171.
Churches.— Twenty-four; Communicants, 3,617; Sunday Schools, 16; 
Scholars, 2,272.
Schools.— Boarding: Boys', 6; scholars, 1,044; Girls’, 6; scholars, 901; 
W o m e n ’s, 4; scholars, 129; Theological, 1; students, 25; D a y  Schools, 
63; scholars, 3,030. Total schools, 80; scholars, 5,129.
Hospitals and Dispensaries.— Six; Patients treated, 45,513.
R E P O R T  F O R  1926
I N T R O D U C T I O N
At the opening of the year China seemed an inchoate anarchy. Inter­
national commissions tried unsuccessfully to find a government in Peking 
with which to negotiate. The warlords of North and Central China were 
moving their forces about at will and squeezing the very life blood out
of the long-suffering people as they went. Canton was recovering from 
her exhausting commercial warfare with H o n g  Kong. After the s u m ­
mer, however, General Chiang Kaishek, the conqueror from Canton, 
extended the power of the Nationalists over all China south of the 
Yangste in a four or five months’ spectacular campaign. Canton is 
under the control of the Kuomingtang, or People’s Party, an organiza­
tion founded by the late Dr. Sun Yat Sen, whose program was the 
abrogation of treaties infringing on the sovereignty of China, the recov­
ery of all foreign settlements, the extension of railroad construction, 
and the building of harbors and bridges. Such principles are the present 
platform of the People’s Party. These are not communistic nor social­
istic, but nationalistic, and mean the making of a self-reliant China. 
Late in October one part of the army entered Fukien Province from 
Swatow via Leng-na, thence to Sio-khe and Chiang-chiu, on to A m o y  
and Tong-an, and so northward. There were a few skirmishes reported, 
but there were no battles fought in our region, the northern forces 
fleeing hard ahead. The new regime puts civil control under civil gov­
ernment and does not maintain discipline by numbers of soldiers stationed 
in city and town. The populace have long been “southern” in sympathy 
and so gladly accepted this n e w  order.
The anti-Christian movement which caused such a stir during the 
year had its origin in Shanghai and Peking in 1922. It is n ow nation­
wide, though at present most aggressive in Central China. It is not 
confined to centers where the Nationalistic government is in power, some 
of whose leaders are Christian. The right, or moderate wing, of the 
Kuomingtang is not inimical to Christianity. It is difficult to say w h y  
the Christian Church should be an object of attack. Possibly it is 
because it is greatly misunderstood, considered out of sympathy with 
China’s nationalistic aspirations, and is thought to be imperialistic. In 
our A m o y  region very little support has been given this agitation and 
no harm done to property anywhere.
O ne of the present issues which demands the attention of Christian 
educators is the registration of schools. Registration a m on g  other ques­
tions involves property control, government supervision and inspection, 
nationality of principal, and religious education. Religion is not per­
mitted to be given as a required subject, nor is religious propaganda 
allowed in class instruction. Compulsory chapel is also banned.
T he fourth annual meeting of the National Christian Council was 
one of unusual significance. In the first year of its existence the Council 
received only a small s um from the Chinese Church, but in 1926 the 
latter contributed seven-tenths, or $7,300, of the estimated budget. T w o  
problems took prominent place. The first one which dealt with the 
main issue was what should be its function, aim, or emphasis. This was 
answered by a unanimously approved “Call to all w h o  seek the W a y  of 
Life,” which though suggesting lines of activity central to the work of 
the Church, such as a movement for a Bible reading membership, 
religious education in the home, personal evangelism and renewed devo­
tion to prayer, finds its impulse in a n ew emphasis— a sentence from the 
opening paragraph being, “There is but one w a y  to meet the deepest 
needs of our people and to quicken the life of the Church itself. It 
is actual union with Christ and the living of the Christlike life.” The
second was a pronouncement, the result of a sixteen months’ study, 
setting forth the Christian attitude toward the status of Christianity in 
China and China’s treaties. In its four articles it urged international 
treaty revision on the basis of freedom and equality, elimination of 
special privileges for churches and missions, and the joint responsibility 
of Chinese and foreigners in the speedy remedy of the conditions in the 
spirit of forbearance, understanding and love on both sides. All Chris­
tians are called to a more fearless following of Christ, whatever the 
cost, and to co-operation in bringing His Spirit into international rela­
tionships.
In October the Mission welcomed the Rev. J. H o w a r d  Brinkerhoff, 
a m e mber of the Board, accompanied by his wife and small son. Mr. 
Brinkerhoff was able to inspect the work at all the central stations, save 
Leng-na, which trip their two weeks’ stay would not permit. The 
Mission members felt this delightful visit far too brief and wish they 
might more often have such interested and sympathetic members of a 
deputation visit this field.
The South Fukien Religious Tract Society of A m o y  reports an 
increase of publications, 878 in Romanized and 1,101 in character. One 
of the newly revised and reprinted books in the Romanized is the second 
part of the Pilgrim’s Progress, out of stock for a number of years. 
The Church Hymnal has also been edited and soon a new and somewhat 
larger book will be available. Miss L. N. Duryee has been in charge of 
the Church N e w s  which has a circulation of 957 copies monthly.
The report will elsewhere refer to the building program of the Mis­
sion and of the Church. T he A m o y  Girls’ Middle School has a new 
dormitory erected by W o m a n ’s Board Jubilee funds. The Sio-khe boys’ 
primary has a central building, the Sioux County Memorial, occupied for 
the first time in the fall term. One church and two chapels have been 
finished, all contributions locally secured. There is also the Ho pe  
Hospital’s nearly completed branch institution in A m o y  city, the $10,000 
expense entirely borne by the hospital, which is self supporting.
The 1926 meeting of Synod at Chinchew will be memorable for the 
decision that the two grades of the theological seminary should unite in 
temporary quarters on A m o y  Island. It is hoped that this will interest 
the Chinese church still more largely in the maintenance of theological 
education.
“Unquestionably the Christian movement in China faces today a 
great crisis from the magnitude of the opportunity. The future of Chris­
tianity in the Orient for a hundred years to come will be determined 
largely by what western churches and nations do in the next five years. 
With the rapid unifying of China in a true nationalism, with the progress 
of the mass education movement, with the raising up of well trained 
Christian leaders, with the growing determination of Chinese Christians 
to build a self-supporting and self-perpetuating church, and with the 
more intelligent hearing of the Gospel stimulated by the anti-Christian 
movement, it is only nine o’clock in the morning for the cause of Christ 
in China.”
A m o y  District
E vangelistic W o r k
In the A m o y  District there are four independent organizations, Sin- 
koe, Tek-chhiu-kha, Khoe-hoa and Aw-kang, each with their chapels, and 
one station, Phai-baw, which has been financed by the first two churches 
and which has n o w  been given permission by Synod to become a separate 
organization as soon as it is self-supporting.
The Sin-koe Church has out-stations at E-iu and Sin-oa, where 
preacher-teachers are in charge. The Bible w o m e n ’s salaries are entirely 
given by the church. This year Sin-koe has taken on a new work at 
Koa-jim, a robber village in the Tong-an region. Brother Put, w h o  was 
originally from that place, interested Mr. Khu, himself a Christian not 
m a n y  years, in the needs of the town. H e  gave money for the starting 
of Christian work there, in fact, Mrs. K h u  complained he was so gener­
ous his o w n  family suffered. The efforts of these two m e n  led the 
villagers to give up their robber practices and learn of Christianity. 
S o m e  w o m e n  from the A m o y  W o m e n ’s School went to help during vaca­
tions and n o w  plans are being made to build a church, a school and a 
hospital. O n e  member of the Sin-koe Church himself gave $4,000 for 
the church building.
The Tek-chhiu-kha Church has its out-station at Che-chiu with a 
preacher in charge. At Tek-chhiu-kha a very active Bible w o m a n  has 
done mu ch  for the w o m e n  in teaching them the Romanized. Every 
Sunday before the afternoon service she gathers a number of w'otnen to­
gether, and m a n y  of them have learned to read. Several of our high 
school girls go over every Sunday to assist her.
These two churches have two “Thank-offering Days,” one on the first 
Sunday of the year when the m oney given is used to support their 
individual out-stations, and one on the Chinese N e w  Year D a y  at which 
time the gifts are used for the joint work at Phai-baw. These people 
are very generous in their thank-offerings.
Khoe-hoa has a new church building, a very fine structure, the money 
for which was given almost entirely by one of the members. The pastor 
left during the year to accept a call from the Aw-kang church, so since 
then the services have been conducted by a school teacher. A  Bible 
w o m a n  is ably assisting in the work there.
The Aw-kang Church has four stations. The pastor lives at Kio-thau 
and there are preachers at two of the other stations. Our high school 
girls help in the Sunday children’s meetings at Kang-thau.
At the union church on the island of Kulangsu two services have 
to be held every Sunday morning, the earlier one being for the schools. 
Both are more than crowded. The pastor’s wife and two graduates of 
the Nanking Bible Training School have given m u ch  time to visitation on 
the island.
A n  opportunity came to open new work at Chhi-phaw, a group of 
villages on the mainland across the bay. S o m e  of the Christian w o m e n  
on Kulangsu formed themselves into a missionary society to meet this 
opportunity. A  Bible w o m a n  and a helper are carrying on there amid 
m a n y  discouragements.
A m o y  G irls' M iddle Sc h o o l
The A m o y  Girls’ Middle School has a fine new building, the Jubilee 
Dormitory, completed during the summer and occupied in September. 
A  large dining room, two study halls, a kitchen and storage space occupy 
the first floor. T w o  stories of bed-rooms are above. The additional 
space for classes in the main building has made possible the change to 
the government schedule or junior and senior high school. The first term 
83 pupils were enrolled, in the second 163. The girls have a flourishing 
Y. W .  C. A. O n  Sundays three groups go out to A m o y  Island villages 
to assist in teaching w o m e n  at certain chapels, and one to Tek-chhiu-kha 
to help in Sunday School work. There is also a Sunday School for 
small boys from our primary school taught on Sunday afternoons at the 
high school. Several successful Daily Vacation Bible Schools were run 
by some of the students. At Christmas the girls held special gift services 
for poor w o m e n  and children at six churches and chapels in A m o y  and 
in surrounding villages. Miss Duryee is in charge of the school.
K u l a n g s u  B oys’ P r i m a r y
The past year has been quite uneventful and there is very little of 
interest to report. There was a certain amount of friction during the 
first term between the principal and some of the teachers due to their 
displeasure that one teacher had been released after a term of very un­
satisfactory service. But these teachers were also allowed to go in June 
and there has been a fine spirit of co-operation this fall. The principal, 
Mr. Hwang, spent several weeks in Manila this past term and while 
there gained considerable knowledge of American educational methods.
After the first term it did not seem feasible to keep on with the 
extra year of the junior high school so that was dropped and this last 
term w e  have carried merely the regulation six years in the school. The 
enrollment has continued to be satisfactory, about 200, though there 
have been fewer boarding pupils than usual. It was hoped that by this 
time our campaign for funds for a new school would be over and the 
construction under way, but conditions have been such as to make 
necessary a postponement of this endeavor. Rev. L. A. Talman is in 
charge.
H ope a n d  W i l h e l m i n a H ospital
The end of 1926 finds the Hope and Wilhelmina Hospital committed 
to a program of definite advance. In 1925 the m e n ’s hospital, Hope, and 
the w o m e n ’s hospital, Wilhelmina, which formerly were more or less 
separate, were amalgamated. All the accounts have been unified; all the 
work is pervaded by a spirit of co-operation on the part of the staff.
W e  met one great hindrance. The m e n  have approximately 100 beds, 
the w o m e n  only 50. In 1926 the w o m a n ’s side was almost always full; 
m a n y  times there was not room enough and the increasing need for 
space demanded a solution. Our hospitals are located on Kulangsu. 
They are separated from A m o y  by a large bay. O n  the A m o y  side we 
have a very valuable piece of land on which was a dispensary. In the 
fall it was decided to change this into a small hospital for w o m e n  and
children. W e  are at present completing the alterations, so we shall soon 
have a branch hospital in the center of A m o y  city. The cost of this 
building will be over $10,000, all expense being borne by the hospital. 
The operation of this institution will require the purchase of a motor 
launch in which to make the frequent crossing of the bay.
W e  have had about 2,000 in-patients and about 20,000 out-patients. 
W e  performed nearly 700 operations, had over 100 babies born in our 
institution, and w e  also ma de  hundreds of out-calls.
There were no changes in the medical staff. The hospital preacher is 
attempting a difficult piece of tvork in trying to reach every one with his 
message. The Bible w o m a n  also has been faithful. T he number of 
nurses is slightly increased. Miss Nienhuis returned from furlough; a 
large number of friends came to welcome her. The Chinese nurses held 
a meeting to express their regret to Miss Mathiesen on leaving 
her work here, and at the same time to heartily welcome Miss Nienhuis 
on beginning another period of happy service.
Financially this year has been an experimental one. Since the de­
m a n d  for funds to maintain all the misssion work n o w  established was 
everywhere very urgent, the Mission thought best to deprive the hospital 
of its annual appropriation, using this amount elsewhere. W e  all have 
tried hard to meet the demand m a de  upon u s ; and the building of a 
new hospital on the A m o y  side is a slight indication that our attempts 
were not wholly a failure. The turnover of the hospital is measured by 
the funds received, but this is not entirely true; nevertheless taking this 
as a basis, for lack of a better one, w e  find the total receipts for
1923 were $11,673.81
1924 “ 24,929.48
1925 “ 26,700.77
1926 “ 35,162.89
Our fees as a rule are small, very small, but in general the above 
shows that annually more work is being done. Dr. T. Bosch is in 
charge.
Chiang-chiu District
E vangelistic W o r k : C h i a n g -c h i u D ivision
O n  Sunday, November 7, General Chang and his northern forces 
hastily left the city. B y  mid-afternoon the advance guard of the N a ­
tionalist army had arrived. During the next three days 40,000 soldiers 
were billeted in Chiang-chiu. Large numbers of them then passed on 
to the further conquest of the province by w a y  of A m o y  and Tong-an 
to Foochow. The Central Church was requisitioned by 70 soldiers for 
eight days. Our schools and the other church properties narrowly 
escaped such usage.
T he city people only welcomed the Nationalists. Three months’ 
cessation of taxes was a promise of rare value to an overburdened popu­
lace. Banditry temporarily ceased because m a n y  of these ruffians had 
joined the army. Market value was paid for labor and produce, a wel­
come change to the farmers.
Several of the city pulpits were occupied on Sunday, November 14th,
at the close of the services by political propagandists. Church audi­
toriums have since been loaned for mass meetings, and generally the 
lecturers made only proper use of their privileges, though a few have 
openly derided the Church as an agency of imperialism. Locally, the 
anti-Christian movement has met with little support. The building of 
the Chiang-chiu Community Hospital was suspended when the new 
political regime went into effect. The foundations and the first floors 
of the projected $42,000 structure had been completed. The Nationalists, 
in local control, have assured support of the project when military 
arrangements demand less attention.
The Chiang-chiu Church had a banner year in some respects. The 
W e e k  of Prayer was a success, as numbers present more than doubled 
those of previous years and a spirit of prayer prevailed, especially a mong 
the c o m m o n  people. In M a y  ten days of revival meetings were held by 
Mr. Nee of Foochow. Though ostensibly for students, m a n y  of the 
members and their families shared in the benefits. T he consistory in 
addition to financing the regular budget and paying off some of the debt 
on their church subscribed one hundred dollars for the current expenses 
of the boys’ primary school and expect to continue assistance of this 
sort. During the summer Pastor H w a n g  suffered a severe stroke of 
paralysis which has since incapacitated him for pastoral work. The 
prescribed year of rest is happily spent in meditation, communion and 
intercession for his people. S o m e  of the leaders are chafing under his 
enforced idleness, but the majority of the 300 members are showing a 
commendable spirit of patience and sympathy. All the public services 
have been maintained by the help of Seminary students, teachers, mis­
sionaries, and Mr. Ngaw, the able director of the Y o u n g  M e n ’s meetings. 
Mr. N g a w  also gave pastoral supervision.
T he Chioh-be Church has stressed the need of family worship, so 
that nearly one-half of the families n o w  observe this, and of Sunday 
School work, with the result that the average attendance every Sabbath 
is 110 pupils. B y  joint request from the pastor and the consistory to 
the Classis Rev. Mr. A n g  was made emeritus, but his leadership in 
the church and in the school continues as strength permits. A  movement 
is under w ay to secure a small endowment that will make their school 
independent of government financial support, to the end that religious 
freedom m a y  be maintained even when the n e w  regulations are en­
forced. The usual local grant was denied for two months, partly 
because of growing hostility to religious education. The opposition was 
overcome by transferring Bible study, chapel exercises and classes in 
the reading of the colloquial to extra curricular hours, but when the 
grant was restored to them it was m u ch  decreased. Hai-teng, one of 
their out-stations, reports four prominent n ew hearers w h o  have been 
regular attendants and interested students of the Scriptures. It is quite 
evident there are definite workings of the Holy Spirit in their midst.
At the Thian-po Church for eleven days in November the entire 
compound was filled with southern soldiers. Nothing was destroyed and 
everything was paid for at market rates. The church hardly holds her 
o w n  in numbers and in influence. T he increasing physical weakness of 
the pastor is doubtless a hindrance to the attainment of better results. 
The principal elder and his son were led astray by the True Church of
Jesus propagandists, but both returned after a season, and acknowledged 
their error in being rebaptized. Rev. H. P. Boot directs this part of 
the work.
E vangelistic W o r k : W est R iver D ivision
This district, in charge of Rev. H. M. Veenschoten, includes the 
churches, Leng-soa and Soa-sia, and their affiliated chapels. The Leng-soa 
Church is in a discouraging financial condition partly by reason of a 
local business depression brought on by the closing of one-fourth of its 
shops when armies advanced and retreated through this section, and also 
by increased banditry in the surrounding country which diverted inland 
commerce to the North River route. This organization has been pastor­
less for more than a year, nor has it had the services of a preacher. 
Rivalries and factions a m on g  her leaders have sapped her vitality. Thus 
far diligent search for a pastor has been in vain. San-khu-chhan thrives 
under the leadership of the preacher they have had for five years. 
Though also molested by bandits only one service had to be omitted; 
but for a number of weeks a sentinel was stationed outside to warn 
the people who several times had to flee to the hills at the approach of 
the marauders. The Catholic church has been closed. M a n y  of their 
former congregation now attend our services and most of the children 
go to the church school. The E-lang and Lak-tau chapels have efficient 
lay readers whose efforts partly make up for the lack of trained 
preachers. At the former place plans had been completed for the 
immediate erection of a new building, but frequent depredations made 
actual operations impracticable. A  deacon was captured and killed.
The Soa-sia Church welcomed her new pastor, Lim Kian-pang, after 
being without such a leader for six years. H e  had been for a long 
time a preacher in the North River district. His spiritual qualifications 
were seriously questioned by those acquainted with him so that his 
ordination and installation were viewed with concern. M a y  his new 
responsibilities be the means of deepening his inner life. The organiza­
tion is at least showing progress both in members and in regular 
attendants, which is undoubtedly due to his activity. Here, too, the 
passing of armies, the ravages of bandits and the burdens of taxation 
have greatly troubled the church and the outlying chapels. Finances are 
likewise straitened. The worst catastrophe of the year occurred at 
Tiu-ka where the military was called in to punish bandits from this 
and two other nearby villages which were charged with the pillaging of 
a tobacco firm. All three were burned, the inhabitants fleeing to the 
hills. The church was happily saved by the timely arrival of an elderly 
member, a w o m a n  of seventy. A  greater and even more irreparable loss 
was the death of their preacher, Chan Tai-iu, w h o  had become mentally 
unbalanced by his responsibilities as sole intermediary between his de­
fenceless people and an unprincipled soldiery, and by fear for some of 
the Christians threatened with death penalties. H e  had grown up in 
heathenism, earned his livelihood by fortune telling and wrecked his 
early manhood by gambling and by opium smoking. W h e n  he felt the 
regenerating, liberating love of Christ it constrained him to be His 
ambassador. T o  his unfailing sympathy, his untiring witness and un­
flagging energy both Christian and non-Christian give testimony. Most 
of the present membership had been added during Mr. Chan’s ministry, 
so there is n o w  no experienced leadership. A  young m a n  of great 
promise has been appointed to take charge after his graduation from the 
Theological School in the spring of 1927.
T h e  T heological Se m i n a r y
The year 1926 marked a new era, for the Chinese Church then took 
its share with the three missions of the region in being responsible for 
the finances and the management of theological education. In most, if 
not all, other places in China, this teaching is still left to the Mission. 
So we have reason to rejoice over this forward step. T w o  grades of 
theological education have been conducted in this district, and because 
of difficulty in settling on the city in which they might be placed side 
by side, this year each grade continued where it was before— the lower 
one at Chin-chew where the English Presbyterian Mission had started it ; 
and the higher one at Chiang-chiu where our Mission has been conduct­
ing it. The funds and the management were, however, in the hands of 
one board of twelve members, Chinese and foreign, all appointed by 
Synod.
In this higher section we graduated five young m e n  in June All 
immediately found fields of service. T o  the five students w h o  were 
left, twelve new ones were added in the fall. Nine of the latter came 
from Talmage College and eight of the number had some preparatory 
work with us while still at the College. In the future, however, none 
will be received on a similar basis. Anticipating a growth in the students 
during the spring w e  made arrangements for the repairing of some 
old houses and the erection of a n e w  building on part of the Talmage 
College campus. So in the fall w e  started in these quarters with the 
largest enrollment the school has known.
In addition to their studies the young men gave time to street 
preaching and to visiting the prison located not far away. In the 
autumn they organized their o w n  work instead of letting 'the school 
arrange it for them. S o m e  taught Sunday School, others took turns in 
going to outlying chapels and very frequently the city churches asked 
for their services. One of the latter in Chiang-chiu which was without 
a preacher was supplied nearly all of the fall term. This helped them 
to get in touch with the practical side of the work. Letters from our 
graduates also assisted in keeping the needs of the field before them. 
At morning worship, for example, three of their letters were read 
telling of answered prayers, of successes, and also of certain problems. 
One had an elder seized by bandits and his people wanted him, as the 
best educated person, to take the matter to court for them, a procedure 
which he felt would only bring further attacks from the bandits and 
which was a doubtful method of getting the m a n ’s freedom. Theologi­
cal seminaries do not teach h o w  to deal with such perplexities! But 
G od answered prayers and provided in an exceptional w ay the release of 
the elder. Another graduate was troubled as to h ow to reach the 
teachers in the non-Christian school with 2,000 pupils where he was 
located. All this brought the difficulties of the task and the fellowship
gained through intercession home to the students. During the summer 
eight of them had supplied vacant churches and the reports given in 
the fall showed that the experience had been valuable training.
The meeting of Synod at the end of 1926 decided to unite the two 
grades of the Theological Seminary in temporary quarters on A m o y  
Island. This means another move for the school, but it will bring the 
entire staff appointed by Synod to work in co-operation for these two 
grades of students. W e  trust this will interest the Chinese Church still 
more largely in the support of theological education. Mr. D e  Free was 
in charge of this institution.
T a l m a g e  C ollege
Talmage College is thankful that it has been able to complete the 
year without student strikes or enforced suspension of work because 
of outside influence or of the flight of faculty members (four actually 
hastened to A m o y  for two weeks) when the southern armies entered 
Chiang-chiu in early November. Anti-Christian forces have been ex­
ceedingly active with their vilifying propaganda among the local people 
and the constituency of the school. So me  of this is due to jealousy 
of the progress of the institution, mu ch  of it being brought on by 
opposition to Christianity and by misunderstandings. The newspapers 
often contained articles of a derogatory nature. General Chang, the 
military dictator in the city, some time ago subscribed largely to the 
building funds of the school. Then he proceeded to collect three times 
this amount from the people in levies on the plea that it was for 
Talmage College. Naturally, this did not add to its reputation in this 
district. In the end he turned in only a small part of the promised sum.
Nevertheless, in spite of this undercurrent of opposition, there is 
evidence of confidence in the work of the school. Boys of the more 
influential classes are largely entering as students. Unexpectedly, too 
the enrollment during the spring semester, 221, did not suffer the usual 
decrease in numbers, while in September it increased to 230. M a n y  of the 
other schools in the city had obnoxious posters pasted on their c o m ­
pound walls, but Talmage College was not so molested. It is encourag­
ing to note that the boys stood together in desiring the eviction of two 
of the instructors w h o  had become communistic and anti-Christian. At 
the same time it is evident that morning assembly and its daily talks 
have done much to open their eyes to the dangers of new propaganda, 
and there has thus far been little agitation against chapel exercises, even 
though the students have been repeatedly urged by outsiders to assert 
their right of liberty and freedom in religious questions.
The College Y. M. C. A. has carried on its usual activities through­
out the year. Its Evangelistic Band, under the direction of Rev. S. Day, 
the pastor and teacher in Bible study, has gone out to preach every 
Sunday and has been responsible for the religious work in one of the 
outlying villages. Assistance has also been given as Sunday School 
teachers at the city churches. Daily vacation Bible schools were also 
opened last summer, 134 boys acting as teachers in 39 schools with a 
total enrollment of 2,021 children. Twenty-five boys joined the church 
during the year. Not a few of these decisions for Christ were the
result of the week of evangelistic meetings held in the local church by 
Mr. Nee, w h o  was a forceful speaker and w h o  through his message con­
vinced almost every student in the school of the desirability of Bible 
study.
The graduating class consisted of 25 boys, thirteen completing the 
English middle school course and twelve the Chinese middle school 
course. Since the school two years ago changed from a four-year course 
to a junior and senior middle school, three years to each, there was also 
a junior middle class of twenty-five pupils that received statements of 
work completed.
During the months of July and August a six weeks' summer school 
was opened at Talmage College by three of the teachers, the aim being 
to prepare boys for the entrance examinations in the fall. Nearly twenty- 
five pupils registered.
Comparatively little has been done in the way of new buildings, due 
to a lack of sufficient funds. The chapel, which was a temporary struc­
ture, fell down the day before the end of the spring semester, making it 
necessary to erect anew the entire building. A  wall around the property 
was completed in early June. This was fortunate, for after the General 
had constructed barracks along two sides of our land, housing a thousand 
or more soldiers, it was difficult even with the high walls to keep out the 
m e n  and prevent them from foraging in the orchards.
The college band did excellent work during the year. M u c h  interest 
was shown. In June they gave a concert band program in two churches 
at Chiang-chiu and one in Kulangsu, Amoy. They were heartily ap­
plauded. Mr. H. Renskers was in charge of the college.
C h i a n g -c h i u B oys’ P r i m a r y
This institution has completed another prosperous year in spite of 
the political disturbances that in m a ny  instances kept children out of 
school and made teachers panicky for at least two weeks. Fortunately, 
all the teachers continued at their posts and most of the pupils dared to 
venture away from home when it was considered not safe to be on the 
streets.
Ninety boys were the happy recipients of diplomas at the graduat­
ing exercises last June. This number is unusually large. But it will be 
noted that two classes were graduated this year, due to a change of 
policy in limiting the Primary school course to six years instead of 
seven, thereby transferring the upper grade to the Junior middle school. 
This is in line with the government plan of 6-3-3 in lieu of the 6-4-2 
years for its educational program.
T he enrollment was three hundred and ten during the autumn 
semester and two hundred and twenty-five in the spring semester. It
proved to be the m a x i m u m  number that could be accommodated in the
present building. This problem of housing the boys was one of the 
reasons for decreasing the length of the course by one year.
Attempts were made to classify the pupils better by means of stand­
ardized tests, of which large numbers are being used in China. M a n y  of
the boys are over age and are therefore hard to place. It was found
that the average age of the last graduating class was actually five months
younger than that of the class that finishes the primary course a year 
hence.
So me  necessary improvements have been made during the year. 
Twenty sets of desks and seats were purchased for the first grade; new 
bathing facilities and a force p u m p  were installed, mu ch  to the delight 
of the boys; several books were added to the school library; both vege­
table and flower gardens were started in the small vacant places around 
the buildings and greatly enhanced the beauty and attractiveness of the 
grounds. Best of all, funds were subscribed locally to erect a small 
two-story, nice looking residence for the Chinese principal on a plot of 
ground near the original school site. This facilitates the work of the 
principal and permits him to be on hand to oversee the boys both in 
and out of school hours. Mr. Renskers is in charge.
Leng-na (North River) District
E vangelistic W o r k
W a r s  and rumors of wars have not been without their effects upon 
the church in the North River District. With all these disturbances we 
are glad to report that the church has been able to hold its own. Acces­
sions have been few, but we feel that there has been an increase in the 
faith and the devotion of those already members. The present anti­
Christian movement that is sweeping China has brought out n ew and 
hidden qualities. The Christians have been forced to take an invoice 
of their goods and to give a reason for the faith that lies in them.
The Leng-na Church, under the enthusiastic leadership of Mr. Chhoa, 
a graduate of our o w n  seminary, closes the year with no n ew names 
added to the roll, but there are m a n y  n ew hearers among both the men 
and the women. Efforts are being made to keep in close touch with 
these and w e  hope that in time they m a y  be brought into the church. 
The three out-stations all report new hearers regularly at the church 
services.
The fall meeting of Classis and the preachers’ conference in connec­
tion with this, were held in Leng-na this year for the first time. These 
meetings brought all the preachers to Leng-na, m a n y  of w h o m  had never 
been there before. It afforded a splendid opportunity for them to see 
the work of the Mission and to effect a closer bond of union between 
it and the church.
Plans are being made to open a public Christian reading room and 
recreational center in the city. A  suitable building centrally located has 
been obtained and is n o w  undergoing repairs for the opening during the 
Chinese N e w  Year. W e  hope this m a y  be instrumental in attracting 
those w h o  cannot persuade themselves to come to the church.
The Hoa-an Church has had a very trying year and has made very 
little progress. The preacher in charge, though a capable man, was very 
much handicapped by physical weakness, which precluded any visitation 
of outlying villages. W e  look forward to the coming of a young able­
bodied m a n  w h o  has been appointed for 1927. The work at the five out- 
stations has been seriously hindered, either by soldiers w h o  used the 
buildings as barracks the greater part of the year, thus forcing the
preachers to move to adjacent villages, or as in the famous An-khoe 
bandit region where more than one-third of the membership was c o m ­
pelled to leave for more peaceful places. Those w h o  remained found it 
a hardship to meet the preachers’ salaries.
The Eng-hok Church is the favored one in the district in that she 
has the only ordained m a n  in this region. Pastor Li is very mu ch  loved 
and honored. In his ministry of eighteen years the Lord has greatly 
blesssed his work. Through his rare ability in expository preaching his 
people have come to a clearer understanding of the fundamentals of 
Christianity than m a n y  in the other churches. This congregation has 
lately bought a substantial building for their boys’ day school.
Rev. H. A. Poppen and Rev. A. J. Westmaas have direction of this 
work.
L e n g -n a  B o y s' P r i m a r y
T h e  Cobb Memorial is the only Christian school among the m a ny  
non-Christian ones in Leng-na, and with the present hostile attitude to­
wards Christian education we have experienced perplexing and trouble­
some situations. W e  started the year with an entirely n ew staff of 
teachers. Mr. lu, the former principal, felt compelled to resign after 
five years of faithful service. Unfortunately he was not the type of m a n  
to make friends easily. Then too he was the only Christian among the 
teachers. The clannish attitude of the Leng-na people toward outsiders 
seemed to necessitate the use of local teachers even though they were 
not Christians. This has been given a fair trial, but it is very difficult to 
maintain our standards where more than two-thirds of the students and 
most of the teachers are from non-Christian homes. Then w e  decided to 
try the other extreme and employ only Christian teachers even though 
they were all outsiders. T he old staff took m a n y  of the students away, 
but n e w  boys entered, so in spite of it all our enrollment the first term 
did not suffer.
Unfortunately one of the newly engaged Christian teachers broke 
his contract at the last minute so w e  were forced to engage a local man. 
It soon developed that he had very strong anti-Christian and anti- 
foreign feelings and was a member of the then secret “Revolutionary 
party,” one of whose main purposes is to close all Christian schools. 
H e  did us much harm but being in the minority the end of the term 
came before he could carry out his plans. In the second term w e  were 
able to secure three new teachers, all Christians. There has been a much 
better spirit in the school. The compound has been levelled, giving us a 
splendid playground and garden. Also, much of the ground has been 
sodded by the students themselves at their o w n  initiative.
W e  are especially indebted to the Y o un g  M e n ’s Bible Class of the 
Fifth Reformed Church, Grand Rapids, Mich., whose very generous gift 
ma de  possible the purchase of home style seats and desks, though made 
in China, physical apparatus and also bugles and drums.
T h e  school has been very much in need of a principal. W e  are 
happy that Mr. Chen will soon accept the position. H e  is a strong 
Christian and w e  are looking forward to greater days under his leader­
ship. A  school board composed of six members has also been formed.
This has functioned less than a year, so w e  can not say much has yet 
been done, but w e  hope a close relationship between the church and the 
school will be effected. Plans are under w a y  to start a Junior middle 
school next fall. Our students are often too young to go to the distant 
Talmage College, so w e  shall give them at least two years of the course. 
W e  have at present six students at Talmage College, two of w h o m  will 
finish in June. O n e  of these will be with us as a teacher in the 
autumn of 1927.
The Church schools are undergoing a severe test with the present 
anti-Christian movement. W e  hope w e  shall be able to weather the 
storm and come out better prepared to carry forward our program of 
Christian instruction.
Rev. H. A. Poppen has supervision of this work.
F agg M e m o r i a l H ospital
The year 1926 has been one of continuous success. In spite of the 
absence of the doctor in charge, the number of in-patients has been very 
nearly that of former years.
T he Chinese assistant doctor, w h o  was left in charge, carried on 
nobly under difficult circumstances. This fact lends encouragement to 
the view that eventually all missionary institutions m a y  be placed under 
the direction of the Chinese themselves, with the missionaries willing to 
serve in a secondary capacity, if necessary. Mrs. A. J. Westmaas, a 
trained nurse, has been very faithful, giving a great deal of time in 
helping with the work of the hospital.
The number of patienets for the year treated w a s : in-patients, 707; 
out-patients, 10,571; a total of 11,278.
Dr. Holleman concludes his report with grateful acknowledgement 
of supplies sent as gifts from several churches, w o m a n ’s societies, mission 
bands, and Sunday Schools in America. ,
Sio-khe District
E vangelistic W o r k
The Lam-sin Church by reason of its record in attendance, finances 
and the state of its spiritual life is the most flourishing one in the 
district. Pastor Chang has been there about five years. The membership 
has increased nearly fifty per cent, during that time. This organization, 
largely composed of farmers, has felt the shock of changing conditions 
less than other congregations since political disturbances have reached this 
territory only indirectly. Fear of losing their pastor w h o m  they love 
m a y  have kept them more alert than usual. Last year the pastor had a 
call to his h o me  town and it was thought he might leave. Then cir­
cumstances made him decide not to go. T h e  life of this church in 
contrast with the others in the country is more noticeable than before. 
They have a net increase of twelve members. W e  expect that Pastor 
Chang will do increasingly good work in bringing the church to a high 
standard.
The Sio-khe Church has just held its o w n  in membership this year. 
T h e  pastor is struggling against some adverse personal relationships 
which discount his efforts in religious matters. Because he dabbles in
politics the congregation has felt the significance of the political situation 
more than others and the attitude of the members is marked by a good 
deal of indifference. The regular work has been maintained and the 
services have been attended almost as well as usual, but the evening meet­
ings have been omitted.
The Haw-san Church shows the most remarkable increase during 
the year. While they have had no pastor and have even changed preach­
ers, their net increase is eleven. This is partly due to the fact that 
their out-stations are well taken care of, and is also partly accounted for 
by the wide-awake preacher w h o  was there for a year. There is no 
evidence of a remarkable increase of spiritual life but their torpor has 
been somewhat stirred by the preachers w h o m  they themselves have sup­
ported. Their two out-stations also are not lacking in life. Both have 
had additions to their membership and one has partly rebuilt and finished 
a school building which was damaged by a summer storm.
The Poa-a Church seems to have suffered from a revision of the 
roll, for in spite of several additions a net decrease of nine members is 
reported. Characteristic of this organization is a lack of cohesion both 
in the membership and in the activities of the church. A  few families 
seem to be doing all the work and carrying all the responsibilties, financial 
as well as otherwise, and the rest of the membership is a more or less 
dissatisfied addendum. Their pastor is a spiritual m a n  but not strong 
physically and while honored he is not recognized as a leader. This 
seems to account partly for the condition.
T w o  of the three out-stations are far away and can not be regularly 
attended by the pastor. Only one of these had a preacher and he died in 
the summer. The other lost its leading elder early in the year. The 
first is to be cared for by a brother w h o  has charge of the property as 
well. W e  hope that this arrangement will be for a short interim only. 
It seems that n o w  in the time of the renaissance an honest effort to 
preach Jesus in these places should be richly rewarded, but there are few 
workers that go forth with the burden of the Gospel, while several of 
those w h o  feel that charge are so weak in body that they can ac­
complish little.
The Law-khe district, not being related to any pastorate, is set apart 
for the missionary’s special care and has this year caused mu ch  anxiety. It 
has had little beyond the oversight of the missionary since there was 
only one colporteur in its three stations. A  n ew recruit from the semi­
nary was on his w a y  to them last summer but by c o m m o n  consent was 
diverted to a position in the Haw-san Church where he filled a vacancy 
caused by his colleague returning to school. A  fourth station is in the 
county seat and is so n ew that there is not yet obtainable a suitable 
location. W e  have a good preacher and there is increase in spite of 
conditions. N o w  also there is the promise of obtaining a building.
The pastors and preachers of the Sio-khe district are organized into 
a preaching band. The general efficiency of this group was somewhat 
lessened by the resignation of one member, the death of another and the 
slackening of effort by two more because of old age. Three monthly 
meetings were interrupted by political conditions. There has also been 
some active opposition to the preaching of the Gospel, such as was found 
being of a kind to stimulate the energy of the workers rather than to
alarm anyone. T he great reason for this is that no high sanction can 
be secured for direct opposition. The Kuomingtang has pronounced for 
“freedom in Faith and H o p e ” and that permits propaganda on both 
sides. The preachers and pastors are preparing to meet this question of 
present treaties realizing that they are no longer to be depended upon for 
protection and prestige.
Mr. Voskuil, in concluding his report, claims that the adverse ad­
vertising directed against the Church is an opportunity as well as a 
challenge. However, the leaders need a new adjustment so as to make 
the new faith better than the old practice, presenting the Gospel as the 
healing of the nation.
S io-k h e  B oys’ P r i m a r y
This school, k nown as the Sioux County Memorial, records gratitude 
for the new building completed during the year. This is a big im­
provement over the outdoor classrooms which were wet and cold in 
winter and hot in summer. The office is very conveniently near the center 
of the plant. This new building has a frontage on the main street of 
the town, so there is n o w  a suitable entrance. It is in partial Chinese 
style with wide overhanging roof which protects the walls from the heat 
of the sun and from the rainstorms. T he roof curves slightly up at the 
ends and at the corners in the local style, which is simple and durable 
as well as pleasantly artistic. The school can n o w  comfortably house two 
hundred boys in eight classrooms, and the dormitory will accommodate 
about sixty.
The work of the last twelve months has been fairly satisfactory. 
The year was begun with a pageant by the teachers and former students. 
The subject was, “The Benefit of Education for Life,” the purpose being 
to arouse enthusiasm for education of the modern kind. This entertain­
ment was given in two other schools outside of our town. This same 
body of boys, with the addition of a few students from other institutions, 
has been active in promoting summer schools, daily vacation Bible 
schools and night schools in several places, thus adding to the total 
amount of education and ability to read. The teachers have done their 
usual good work except one, of w h o m  there was complaint. H e  was re­
lieved of his responsibility. Another was secured and he has put forth 
his best efforts. 4
Several of our boys w h o  graduated in the spring have gone elsewhere 
to study, eight to Foochow, and three to Talmage College. F e w  of the 
boys come from Christian homes. It is not possible to keep the atmos­
phere strongly Christian when only twenty per cent, have the necessary 
background. Bible teaching and chapel exercises must, all be very much 
adapted under such circumstances. Rev. H. J. Voskuil has charge of this 
school.
N eerbosch H ospital •
i
During the year 1926 our total number of in-patients has been 780, 
showing a net increase of SO over that of 1925. In the out-patient de­
partment we have had about 7,750 visits. In November Miss Mathiesen 
was added to our hospital staff. She will try to develop the nursing in
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the hospital. Hers will be a difficult task, but if successful it will be a 
great blessing and help to hospital administration.
The Chinese on our staff are the same as those of last year. W e  
have Dr. Chu and Mrs. Chu (M.D.) as assistants. They have both been 
faithfully working in this hospital ever since Dr. Snoke had charge. 
Mrs. Chu and Mrs. Hofstra have assisted m u ch  in carrying on the evan­
gelistic work for the w o m e n  patients. Mr. P ng is our preacher. D a y  by 
day he visits each patient and teaches him to read the Bible, sing hymns 
and tries to win him for Christ. Our five students greatly aid in chang­
ing dressings, giving medicines, taking temperatures, and in doing all 
the laboratory w o r k  and history writing for each one of the patients.
Dr. Hofstra, the physician in charge, states that this year the pastors 
and preachers have made more reports than usual of m en and w o m e n  
w h o  have joined the church as a result of the work in the hospital. 
“This makes us happy and w e  thank God that he has been willing to use 
our work to bring others to Him. The greatest credit for these results 
must be given to our Chinese preacher, Mr. Png, w h o  never tires of 
speaking to the patients about our Savior.”
Tong-an District
E vangelistic W o r k
“One sinner destroyeth mu ch  good” seems to be written in more than 
one place on the story of the district for 1926. Hoping w e  m a y  have 
learned to keep the cover on we n o w  try to forget the flies in rejoicing 
that there is still ointment in the jar.
At the beginning of 1926 a very large crop of opium was harvested 
in this region, enough to supply the legitimate needs of the world. U p o n  
the arrival of the Nationalist army the raising of this was prohibited, 
though later “out of pity for the farmers w h o  had spent so m u ch  for 
seed and fertilizer,” the ban was withdrawn and a heavy tax levied on 
the second harvest.
This district has been able to share a wider work in allowing Mr. 
Wong, preacher at Grace Chapel (Living Water) to assist in revival 
meetings in various places. There are fine testimonies to their good 
results, but the series in the late fall came to a catastrophic end. His 
chief associate, from Foochow, w as led to lay special emphasis on i m ­
mersion as the acceptable mode of baptism and induced about a dozen of 
A m o y ’s good church members to be immersed. This so stirred the 
pastors and elders that it will be a long time before revival meetings can 
be mentioned without baptismal inferences. Mr. W o n g  was seriously in­
volved because he had acted as interpreter and is himself an immer- 
sionist.
Mr. Eckerson has assisted in special meetings for church leaders in 
Eng-chhun, where both our own and Methodist folk attended, and in 
Chang-pu, both stations being under the English Presbyterian Mission.
The pastors and preachers were entertained at the Hong-san Church 
this year during their week of preaching to the heathen. The m e n  from 
the distant mountain country of Au-khoe were at first timid about 
giving the message, but as the days passed they were the very ones 
sought for the anticipated difficult audiences and even in the schools
they were the main speakers. Best of all it w as said, “W h e n  they 
spoke they always got to Jesus.”
The Hong-san Church at Au-khoe, started twenty-one years ago, is 
n o w  completed. It furnishes an attractive place for worship and a c o m ­
modious ho me  for the preacher. Most of the funds used came from 
their- o w n  members, w h o  have emigrated and have made money in the 
South. A  righteous jealousy has seized the mother Church, Eng-te-ihau. 
They too have started a building fund. The long strife between pastor 
and consistory is terminated. A n  exceptional field for church activities 
has recently opened. Through a gift of $20,000 a former member of the 
congregation, emigrated to Formosa, has established a day school which 
he has charged the pastor to see is kept Christian. T h e  church needs 
no longer to maintain her o w n  school and thus financial strain is some­
what lessened.
The chapel at Ang-tng-thau, one of those first built on the mainland, 
awoke to new life this year. The Chin-be system of schools placed its 
Department of Agriculture and Forestry in this small decadent village. 
Though the management is not Christian and the spirit even anti­
Christian, yet there are Christian pupils and teachers a m on g  their number, 
all this adding zest to the life of the Church. They also started a 
Primary school and rented our parsonage for it with the agreement that 
they would make Sunday a holiday and allow the children to come to 
church. The teachers have been very friendly and they themselves
regular in attendance. The chapel at Chin-be had no preacher the first 
half of the year. A  fine graduate of the Seminary was sent in the s u m ­
mer, but he became obsessed with the idea he must prepare for greater 
works and left in late December. The kindergarten staff in the Chin-be 
schools is still predominantly Christian. Its members form the backbone 
of the church there. The fifth chapel, at Te-thau. has increasingly larger 
audiences and the congregation paid for repairs that at first they felt 
they could not carry.
The Tong-an Church has a pastor for w h o m  the unending prayer 
is, “W o ul d  that he might be spiritually minded.” Quarrels have marred 
the year. Most of the success achieved is due to the faithful work of 
the w o m e n  under Miss Z w e m e r ’s leadership. Grace Chapel (Living 
Water) in April held a week of helpful special meetings. The preacher 
later became restive under the general conduct of the church which 
seemed all human and not divine. The pastor tries to remove the 
preacher but a goodly portion of the congregation promises to go with 
him if this happens. The Primary day school was more closely asso­
ciated with the Livingstone Easter School during the fall term. This 
plan worked well. Chioh-jim is important but at the same time it is a 
hard place. The preacher prefers to teach school and so the church 
w o r k  gets only his rare leisure. T h e  Taw-kio chapel reports a fine 
addition of w o m e n  hearers, also some nearby villages offering remark­
able hope for real Christianization. T he Au-paw chapel has been with­
out a preacher or a visit from a pastor. The services have been looked 
after by an aged brother and the Bible woman.
The Chheng-khe Church in March welcomed its new and recently 
ordained pastor, N g a w  Siong-hian. His schedule was a hard one as it 
took him away from home at least one week of every month for visita-
tlon of the other preachers in the six outlying chapels and for the admin­
istering of the Communion. The young pastor had been appointed to a 
committee of the National Christian Council on the “Country Church” 
and in October went to Shanghai to attend its meeting. H e  w o n  praise 
and m o r e  work. O n  his return he became seriously ill and in late 
November was called to higher service. This loss of his presence is 
mourned throughout the South Fukien Church. At Au-khi the preacher 
has had another year of fiery trial through which he has come with high 
progress in his spiritual life. T h e  disaffected and disciplined m e mb e r s  
reported last year have continued in their persecutions and have again 
used soldiers to mulct other members of their property until most of the 
families have been reduced to owning less than will support them. 
Driven out of their church building they have been meeting in a rented 
house which they m a y  not be able to occupy mu ch  longer, so they have 
secured a site and begun work on a n ew chapel. They have not mu ch  
more than wmrk, land and a small amount of timber to contribute— and 
also faith and courage. The day school maintained its existence in spite 
of threats made by its enemies to close it. San-ti is on the edge of 
that special work n o w  so successfully centering at Ku-khoe and rather 
jealous lest the latter will get a church before their o w n  exigency is 
recognized. The colporteurs report good receptions. The people want 
a church and some of them are beginning to want Christ. Ku-khoe 
hearers are reaching the point where they m a y  be examined for baptism. 
A  preacher of high training and enthusiasm is the great need. The day 
school has had satisfactory attendance and is a bridge over which the 
people can come to meet our Christian workers.
Rev. Frank Eckerson has general supervision of this district.
T o n g -a n  B oys' P r i m a r y
T he Livingstone Easter school is so near to the Chin-be system 
that w e  feel its influence most strongly. Their management makes large 
grants in aid to village schools that will follow their curriculum and 
allow their supervision. Their influence is strongly against religion in 
education. This year in the immediate vicinity of our school, a terri­
tory in which for years w e  were the only one, were five village schools. 
A  little more distant are two larger institutions run fairly well which 
also draw from our constituency. Added to all this is the general 
agitation of anti-Christian forces against church schools, yet in 1926 
ours enrolled 147 pupils. The attempt to follow the changes made by 
the government regulations for schools has added somewhat to the 
principal’s labors, but possibly has defended us from charges of being 
un-Chinese. Perhaps one of the best things of the year was his decision 
to dismiss two excellent teachers because their influence was non­
religious. It took courage but he m a de  it evident that we believe religion 
has a large place in education. During the second term our course was 
changed to make it suitable for boys w h o  will not be able to enter 
higher schools. Talmage College has added that year for those w h o  
will study further. Our principal’s great hope is to introduce vocational 
training. Mr. Eckerson is in charge.
E lisabeth H. B lau velt M emo r i a l H ospital
The year closes with great increase of liveliness in every line of 
the hospital’s work. Dr. Veldman is on the field. H e  has brought 
hope, cheer and confidence. The staff has maintained its good record 
for faithful work and has been blessed to the increasing fame of the 
hospital. Mo re  patients were treated than last year: about 700 in­
patients and more than 8,600 out-patients. O ne of those treated was a 
girl living two days’ walk north of us. She had a huge tumor on her 
back. It bothered her greatly but the main concern of her parents was 
that with such an appendage no one would buy her for a wife! Dr. 
lap removed it and her relief, after fourteen years of wearing it, gave 
her a smile that will be a great advertisement for the hospital in her 
count}'. Best of all she took back with her the hymns she had learned 
to recite. N o  one of our staff is more thoroughly enthusiastic in her 
work than our remarkable w o m a n  w h o  has charge of the religious work. 
M a n y  of our blessings and much of our success must be the Lord’s 
gift in response to her wise faithfulness.
T h e  L ittle N orthfield
This conference brought ninety South Fukien pastors and preachers 
to meet with us again in August. Political conditions made travel pre­
carious, the former financial support had been withdrawn, and our 
executive, Mr. Elliott, could not attend— it was truly a venture of faith 
but richly rewarded. Rev. A. J. Groesbeck, D.D., an American mis­
sionary from the Swatow district, led a series of studies on the “Teach­
ing of Christ,” these wonderfully complementing the general topic, 
“The W o r k  of Christ.” The book room was unusually well patronized. 
M a n y  of the men do not have other opportunity of procuring helps of 
this sort from first hand inspection. T h e  Lord m a d e  it a blessed 
meeting and the vote to continue in 1927 was unanimous.
M A P  OF T H E  ARGOT MISSION
Taluk
Madanapalli 
Vayalpad 
Punganur Z 
Palmaner 
Chendragiri X  
Chittoor
Area Population
837 137.496
831 126.676
648 107.051
439 50.619
366 78.300
793 232.850
190 73.100
272 62.077
68 13.71 1
446 206.835
4890 1.088,814
Taluk
Walajapat 
Arkonam x  
Vellora^
Arni
Cheyar
Polur
Wandiwaah 
Cingee 
Tindivanam 
Villupuram x  
Total
Area Population
396 2 1 6 , 7 9 5
1 10 64.500
432 222.329
180 108.944
328 148.356
685 169.657
340 162.620
410 199.470
447 217.329
160 112.870
3387 1.612.769
8277 2.701,383
Photo. Block, Survey Office Madraa. 
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T H E  A R G O T  M I S S I O N ,  I N D I A
F o u n d e d 1853
A rea occ upied:
In the Chittoor District “ North Arcot District
“ South Arcot District
“ Mysore State
5 Taluqs (Counties) and parts of 2 others 
7 “ “ “ part “ 1 other
Miles.4.104
2,816
1,017
340
Popu­
lation.
805.991
1.289,935
529,669
75,788
Total........... 15 Taluqs (Counties) 8,277 2,701,383
Languages:— Tamil, 1,600,700; Telegu, 950,000; Hindustani, 150,600, 
Kanarese, etc.
Missionaries.— Arni: Rev. C. R. Wierenga. Chittoor: Miss J. C. 
Scudder, Miss A. B. V a n  Doren, Miss C. C. Wyckoff, Miss H. T. 
Scudder. Katpadi: Rev. B. Rottschaefer, Mr. A. Wald. Madana- 
palle: Dr. L. H. Hart, Rev. J. D. Muyskens, Miss H. Brumler, Mrs. T. 
F. Zwemer, Dr. Margaret R. Gibbons. Palmaner: Miss M. E. Geegh, 
Miss C. W .  Jongewaard, Rev. R. G. Korteling. Punganur: Rev. H. J. 
Scudder. Ranipettai: Mrs. H. Honegger, Rev. H. E. V a n  Vranken, Miss 
W .  Noordyk, Miss C. L. Ingham, Dr. Carol Jameson. Tindivanam: Rev. 
W .  T. Scudder. Vellore: Dr. L. R. Scudder, Dr. I. S. Scudder, Miss 
D. M. Houghton, Dr. M. Rottschaefer, Rev. J. J. D e  Boer, Miss G. Dodd, 
Dr. M. Olcott, Miss T. Marshall.
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. L. R. Scudder, Mrs. H. J. Scudder, 
Mrs. W .  T. Scudder, M.D., Mrs. B. Rottschaefer, Mrs. J. D. Muyskens, 
Mrs. M. Olcott, Mrs. H. E. V a n  Vranken, Mrs. J. J. D e  Boer, Mrs. C. R. 
Wierenga, Mrs. A. Wald, Mrs. R. G. Korteling.
Kodaikanal School.— Rev. and Mrs. C. A. D e  Bruin.
On Furlough.— Rev. and Mrs. W .  H. Farrar, Miss S. TeWinkel, 
Miss J. V. TeWinkel, Miss E. W .  Conklin, Miss C. M. Coburn, Rev. 
and Mrs. J. H. Potter, Dr. and Mrs. G. F. Scudder, Miss Ruth L. 
Scudder, Mr. and Mrs. J. D e  Valois, Miss A. E. Smallegan.
Indian Helpers.— Ordained Ministers, 23. Other Helpers: Men, 476; 
W o m e n ,  204. Total, 680.
Schools.— Boarding: Boys’, 9, Scholars, 532; Girls’, 7, Scholars, 474; 
Theological, 1, Students, 35; Day Schools, 227, Scholars, 10,726. Total 
Schools, 244, Scholars, 11,767.
Hospitals and Dispensaries— 6, Patients treated, 29,398.
F ore w o r d
T H E  A R C O T  A S S E M B L Y  
Report for 1926
“In Him was life, and the life was the light of men.”
T h e  Arcot Assembly has completed the third year of its exist­
ence. B y  n o w  it has ceased to be a vague name. It is a complex 
organization connoting a wide range of activities and ideas of Chris­
tian service. Its activities are directed not only to the development
of the indigenous Christian community but also to the moral and spir­
itual enlightenment of the great body of non-Christians of different 
castes and creeds residing in its area. T h e  educational, medical, and 
economic Boards afford opportunities for service and establish points 
of contact between the Christian workers and the non-Christians. 
In this way, the w o r k  of the Evangelistic Council is facilitated and 
co-ordinated. 1 he Assembly is bound to become increasingly a fruit­
ful field of activity for consecrated talents. T h o u g h  evangelization 
is the supreme and all-embracing end and aim, yet the strengthening 
of the forces as embodied in the different avenues represented by the 
different boards is a matter which calls for constant attention and 
adequate appreciation. T i m e  there was, and I a m  afraid it has not 
yet gone, w h e n  it w as argued that direct evangelism was the only 
duty of the Church and these other accessories and indirect means, 
as they are called, were simply beating about the bush and serving 
the tables. Still nowadays one need not try to apologize for activ­
ities other than “directly evangelistic.” T h e  justification for the so- 
called indirect w o r k  lies in the fact that our Lord went about doing 
good. H e  was not satisfied with mere teaching. H e  worked for the 
relief, comfort, happiness and abiding peace of humanity. In the 
light of the Master’s example, every phase of Christian service ought 
to be regarded as an evangelistic endeavor; for it is an attempt to 
interpret concretely the life and spirit of the Master.
If w e  grasp this comprehensive ideal w e  shall realize the need 
and helpfulness of these “indirect methods”. T h e  Arcot Assembly 
has attacked this problem in a very practical manner. Its outlook 
is inspired by the faith on the one hand that a strong, enlightened, 
cultured and consecrated Christian community has immense possibil­
ities of efficient evangelism, and on the other hand, that the non- 
Christian is not to be w o n  solely by eloquent appeals to the sublime 
ideals of the Master unless his temporal life is uplifted socially and 
economically. This is not to bring into existence a c o mmunity in­
tent on loaves and fishes; for solicitude for economic improvement 
and social elevation is compatible with genuine acceptance of Christ. 
T h e  village w o r k  in the Assembly area amply testifies to the fruition 
of this practical ideal. T h e  Assembly reports progress all round. W e  
cannot concern ourselves here with the details but rather with the 
principles behind, not with facts and figures but with the resultant 
quality of life, not with grounds for self-complacency but with selfless­
ness evinced in the achievements for the Master. O n  the whole w e  
have in the following pages a record of brilliant w o r k  and noble sacri­
fice for the furtherance of His Kingdom.
V. P. A D I S E S H I A H ,  
Vice-Principal Voorhees College.
Personalia
S o m e  personal items about the m e m b e r s  of the Arcot Assembly 
in 1926 have been collected as a part of the history of the year.
Death: O n  July 7th, Rev. Jacob Solomon, pastor in the Arcot Mis­
sion for 25 years, the last 12 of which he spent in very difficult work
in Wandiwash, died in the Ranipettai Hospital. His was a faithful, 
noble service and his loss is keenly felt.
Resignations: Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Warnshuis, Rev. and Mrs. L. Hek- 
huis, Rev. and Mrs. James H. Potter, all in America at the present 
time, and to whose return w e  had eagerly looked forward, have re­
signed because of ill health. It is a great disappointment to give up 
our hopes of welcoming them in India again.
Rev. Joseph John of Madanapalle and Rev. P. Arivanandam of 
Tindivanam after m a n y  years of service are asking the Church C o u n ­
cil to place them on the retired list.
Ordination: Rev. Charles Whitehead was ordained at Orathur on 
M a r c h  1st.
Departure: Rev. Simeon Cornelius, at the invitation of the Board, 
left for a six mont h s ’ visit and speaking tour in America. Mrs. 
Walter Scudder and Frances spent 5 months in Europe with the 
American m e m b e r s  of their family. Dr. and Mrs. M a s o n  Olcott 
spent 7 months in America on special leave. Dr. and Mrs. Galen 
Scudder, the Misses TeWinkel and Miss Alice Smallegan sailed for 
h o m e  in the early part of the year.
Arrivals: Pastor Cornelius, Mrs. Scudder and Frances, and Dr. and 
Mrs. M a s o n  Olcott all returned in due time from their shorter trips.
After their regular furloughs. Miss Coburn, Mrs. and Miss C o n k ­
lin, and Rev. and Mrs. W .  H. Farrar returned in N o v e m b e r  and
December. .
Dr. Carol Jameson and Miss Treva Marshall were appointed as 
corresponding m e m b e r s  of the Mission during the absence of Dr. 
Galen Scudder and Mrs. Olcott.
Dr. Margaret Gibbons in Madanapalle and Rev. and Mrs. Cornie 
D e  Bruin in Vellore were most happily welcomed as n e w  recruits.
Miss Beth Scudder returned to Vellore to visit her parents.
Transfers: Miss Alice V a n  Doren has been released from her 
Chittoor w o r k  to be one of the secretaries of the National Christian 
Council for a year. Miss Margaret Rottschaefer has been lent to 
the W o m e n ’s Hospital in Bahrein, in the Arabian Mission, for this 
year. #
Engagement: W o r d  has reached us of the engagement of Mr. Martin 
D e W o l f  and Miss Ruth Scudder, and their expected return to our 
midst. It is good news and w e  rejoice in it.
Birth: O n  January 26, 1926, to Mr. and Mrs. John D e  Boer of 
Vellore a daughter, Elizabeth Anne.
W o m e n ’s W o r k
Only passing reference can be m a d e  to the special w o r k  being 
done for the w o m e n  and children, as this is fully reported in the Year 
B o o k  of the W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions. In addition to 
their co-operation in splendid union institutions such as the W o m e n  s 
College and the St. Christopher’s Training College in Madras and the 
Medical School in Vellore of which Dr. Ida S. Scudder is Principal,
a varied work is conducted through all departments of the Arcot 
Assembly, and for its oversight a W o m a n ’s Board of the Assembly 
has been created. N o  adequate conception of the w o r k  in India is 
possible without taking this important phase into consideration and 
it is omitted only to avoid duplication of the report of the W o m a n ’s 
Board which will be furnished to any w h o  desire to study this work 
further.
Union Institutions
A  striking feature of the wo rk  in India is the development of 
strong union institutions in co-operation with other denominations. 
Lack of space precludes detailed report, but they should at least be 
mentioned because of their strategic importance. Reference has been 
m a d e  to the union institutions for women, and to these must be added 
Madras Christian College in which forty of the alumni of our o w n  
Voorhees College are studying, Bangalore Theological College, where 
three of our promising young m e n  are being trained, the Tuber­
culosis Sanatorium near Madanapalle, which has just completed ten 
years of effective service, and the Kodaikanal Language School. This 
does not tell the whole story of union work, as practically all direct 
evangelistic w o r k  is n o w  also union in character, but it will serve to 
illustrate the wise e c on o m y  of missionary policy which crowns each 
phase of activity with an institution of a strength and permanence 
impossible to secure save as w e  unite our energies.
Report of the Board of Administration
I lie Indian C hurch Board of the Arcot Assembly has gone and 
in its place has c o me  the Board of Administration of the Madras 
Church Council. This represents a most important forward step in 
the administration of Mission work. It also represents something 
absolutely n e w  in Mission co-operation. Not only has w o r k  hitherto 
controlled by missions been transferred to the control of the Indian 
Church through the Madras Church Council, but the wo rk  of several 
Missions has been brought under the administration of a single body. 
T h e  negotiations that led up to this result were begun some six years 
ago. A  tentative scheme was drawn up and considered, modified and 
adopted by the Missions and the Church Councils. This was finally 
referred to the H o m e  Boards concerned and met with their approval. 
This opened the w a y  to bring the scheme into active operation. T h e  
first step was taken w h e n  in Vellore on N o v e m b e r  21st, 1925, the 
Arcot Church Council and the Madras Church Council amalgamated 
to form the N e w  and Enlarged Madras Church Council. This C o u n ­
cil then took the necessary actions for the formation of the Board 
of Administration. O n  M a r c h  11th and 12th, 1926, the Board of 
Administration was organized and began to function at once. T h e  
w o rk  actually placed under the Board of Administration is (a) the 
Indian Church Board work of the Arcot Assembly, (b) and a part 
of the w o r k  of the Church of Scotland Mission in A r k o n a m  field.
T. he United Free Church of Scotland Mission has not yet been able 
to complete the organization of their Circles, but w e  hope that that 
will be accomplished early in 1927.
T h e  Board of Administration, which as the administrative body 
of the Madras Church Council carries on this work, met a second 
time on August 10th, 1926, w h e n  there were present representatives 
from the Arcot Mission and Assembly, from the Church of Scotland 
Mission and from the United Free Church of Scotland Mission. T h e  
actions of the five Circles in the Assembly area and of the A r k o n a m  
Circle were reviewed and actions needing confirmation were acted on. 
Estimates for 1927 were adopted and important actions looking to 
the better administration of the w o r k  committed to the care of the 
Board were taken. Chief a m o n g  these was the formation of an E v a n ­
gelistic Circle for the Arcot Assembly and the decision to divide 
the large Western Circle into two small Circles. Representatives were 
present from the Conjeevaram Circle and took part in the meeting, 
though they had not yet actually taken over a definite w o r k  from 
the United Free Church of Scotland Mission. T w o  of the proposed' 
Circles, viz., Chingleput and Madras, had not been organized and 
sent no representatives. These two meetings of the Board of A d m i n ­
istration are enough to prove that the scheme of devolution so care­
fully prepared and finally adopted with such dignified deliberateness 
is workable. A n d  while it is too early to express an opinion on the 
probable results w e  can at least say that there seems every probabil­
ity of accomplishing all of the objects had in mind w h e n  the scheme 
was organized.
While this introduction is c o m m o n  to the whole scheme, the re­
port that follows concerns the wo rk  of the five Circles of the Arcot 
Assembly area together with that of the newly organized Evangelistic 
Circle.
It is with a sense of deep gratitude to G o d  that w e  can present 
as our first report under the Board of Administration one that records 
substantial progress. W e  have received three n e w  villages during 
the year and have withdrawn from two. So w e  have a net gain of 
one village. W e  have 121 m o r e  families. W e  n o w  have 5,023 f a m ­
ilies. There were 535 received into the Churches on confession of 
their faith. This is the largest n u mb e r  w e  have ever received in the 
history of the Mission in one year. T h e  highest previous record 
was in 1921 w h e n  w e  received 505. O f  all the records of the year 
this is the most significant and indicates substantial spiritual progress. 
T h e  Y e h a m u r  Pastorate has contributed 100 to this record, which 
places them in the front line. W e  most sincerely congratulate the 
Pastorate and its Chairman on this showing. Ranipettai with 69 and 
Chittoor with 67 stand second and third respectively. Communicants 
n o w  n u mb e r  5,207, a gain of 363. It is encouraging to note that 
communicant membership has increased faster than the whole c o m ­
munity. In 1917 communicants were only 22.9 per cent, of the Chris­
tian community; to-day communicants form 25.27 per cent, of the 
Christian community. It is most encouraging to realize that one 
out of every four m e m b e r s  of the Christian c o mmunity are c o m m u n i ­
cant m e m b e r s  of the Church.
T h e  n u mber of baptisms this year is very large, 1,317. Only 
three times has this record been surpassed. W e  have baptized more 
than our intake from the non-Christian community. This also w e
interpret as a spiritual advance. Baptized non-communicants n o w  
n u m b e r  11,459, a gain of 391.
O u r  intake of n e w  Christians this year is 1,112. This is 163 more 
than w e  took in last year. It is interesting to note that only three 
times in the last ten years has our intake been less than one thousand. 
T h e  highest record w as 2,793 in 1918. T h e  average intake for the 
last ten years is very nearly 1,500. So w e  are still considerably below 
our ten year average. Again this year the greater part of the intake 
has c o m e  from our occupied villages. This is as it should be, but 
it is still a sad fact that in the great majority of our occupied villages 
the Christian community forms still a very w e a k  minority of the 
whole village. This is a serious indictment of our wo rk  and I hope 
every Circle will prayerfully and earnestly face this problem. In 
the Western Circle where the village congregations are larger than 
in all other Circles a survey taken at the close of this 3'ear shows 
over 12,000 non-Christians in our occupied villages, as against a total 
Christian community of 9,011. N o r  does this represent the real pro­
portion since the 9,011 includes our town congregations with their 
Christian schools and does not count the large non-caste c o m m u ­
nities in these towns. I feel sure that a careful census of our occupied 
villages will s h o w  in all of our Circles a most discouraging condition, 
for this reflects not only on the efficiency of our w o r k  but also on 
the spiritual condition of our village congregations. I hope every 
Circle will take at once a careful survey of their occupied villages 
and then prayerfully face the problem of changing this condition.
O u r  non-baptized adherents n u mb e r  n o w  3,932, a loss of 101 and 
that notwithstanding the fact that w e  took in 1,112. This is a loss 
on which w e  can congratulate ourselves. It shows that m o re  have 
m o v e d  into the higher columns than w e  have taken in below. W e  
believe that this represents a real spiritual advance. There is still 
r o o m  for growth w h e n  w e  r emember that there are still left 6,080 
un-baptized adult adherents. O u r  total Christian community has 
gone over the twenty thousand m a r k  and n o w  numbers 20,598. That 
represents a gain of 661 over last year. O u r  intake was 1,112 and 
our net gain 661. This shows that w e  are still losing by Christians 
moving a w a y  from our area. It is undoubtedly true that the hard 
times have continued to drive a w a y  a n u m b e r  to seek a livelihood 
elsewhere. Rains have been deficient in a n u m b e r  of sections of our 
Mission. In parts there has been a succession of such years. A  
large n u mber of our people are n o w  in foreign parts. A  couple of 
years of abundant rains would cause our numbers to increase very 
materially. W e  certainly hope that the H indu prediction will co me  
true that a cycle of good years with abundant rains will follow the 
lean years w e  have been passing through.
O u r  statistics sh ow  a loss of 566 Sunday School scholars. T h e  
Western Circle shows a slight gain of 89. All the other circles s h o w  
losses. This is to be regretted, but w e  still have 8,763 pupils taught 
in 251 schools by 481 teachers. 5,204 of these children are returned 
as non-Christians. W e  can certainly rejoice that w e  are influencing 
in these schools so m a n y  non-Christian children. But that leaves 
only 3,559 Christian children in our Sunday Schools. T h e  seriousness
of this figure is that our statistics s h o w  that w e  have 6,896 baptized 
children and 2,252 children of adherents or a total of 8,888 Christian 
children. If only 3,559 Christian children are in our Sunday Schools 
there are 5,329 Christian children not attending our Sunday Schools. 
Ev en  if one half of these m a y  be counted out as below five years 
of age there still remain over 2,000 Christian children not in our 
Sunday Schools. I would urge that our Pastorate Committees all 
m a k e  a very special effort to see that every Christian child over five 
years of age is a m e m b e r  of a Sunday School. W e  certainly cannot 
afford to let our Christian children g r ow  up without Christian in­
struction.
O u r  Christian Endeavor Societies have an enrollment of 6,077 
members. This is a slight increase over last year. T h e  gain is in 
the ranks of the Junior members. These societies form the best 
training ground for our growing churches and deserve the best 
attention of our Christian workers.
O u r  contributions s h o w  only a small increase over last year of 
Rs. 302. T h e  total given is Rs. 22,563. This is the largest amount 
ever given through our churches. Looking back over the last ten 
years w e  find that the gifts have nearly doubled. In 1916 the gifts 
were Rs. 11,990 as compared with Rs. 22,563. It is also most inter­
esting to see h o w  steadily the gains m a d e  have been maintained. 
During these ten years, in only three have w e  recorded a loss over 
the previous year. In no case has the loss been more than Rs. 300 
in any one year, while in one year w e  recorded an advance of over 
Rs. 4,000, in two other years advances of nearly Rs. 2,000 and twice 
again advances of over Rs. 1,000. T h e  interesting point is that these 
advances were substantially maintained. This certainly shows a 
steady and at times a rapid growth. It is only fair for us to 
re me m b e r  that this Rs. 22,563 does not represent all that our Chris­
tians are giving for the support of our Mission work. T h e y  are con­
tributing between twelve and thirteen thousand rupees n o w  in the 
w a y  of Boarding School fees. So they are really giving considerably 
more than Rs. 35,000 for our work.
These statistics s h o w  a year of growth. In the n u mb e r  of c o m ­
municants received it is a record year. For this w e  thank God. In 
other respects w e  can do better and should have done so.
A s  the village schools will be dealt with in Dr. M a s o n  Olcott’s 
report I shall not duplicate by dealing with them. I shall only m e n ­
tion that an entirely n e w  step w as authorized by the Assembly in 
sanctioning the development of a Rural Boarding School by the 
Northern Circle. A s  the Chairman of the Northern Circle deals with 
this matter at considerable length in his report nothing more need 
be said.
NOTE.— This report summarizing the results of the year throughout the evan­
gelistic circles into which the territory covered by the Assembly is divided, is followed 
by a detailed report from the Chairman of each circle. They are printed in full in 
the report published by the Assembly, which will be forwarded upon request. For 
the purpose of this general report, however, it is necessary to confine ourselves to a 
few outstanding items which do not appear in the summary printed above.
T H E  N O R T H E R N  C I R C L E
•
T h e  Chairman, Rev. Simon Cornelius, whose visit to America is 
so vividly remembered, makes special report of a n e w  development 
in a paragraph treating of village schools.
V illage Schools
W e  rejoice to have a Village School Supervisor from the month 
of July in Mr. R. P. Samuel, w h o  within a short time seems to have 
adapted himself to conditions on the Telugu Plateau and has rendered 
m u c h  help by the visits.
T h e  Circle has twenty lower Elementary Schools, one less than 
last year, with 8SS pupils of w h o m  only 146 are Christians taught 
by 31 Christian and five non-Christian teachers. These schools with 
the exception of three are scattered in isolated villages. Yet it is 
from the children of these villages that w e  expect a literate Christian 
C o m m u n i t y  and an indigenous self-supporting Church in the Northern 
Circle. But our Village School w o r k  is very discouraging, partly 
due to want of good trained Christian teachers and partly to the lack 
of attendance on the part of pupils on account of extreme poverty. 
T h e  T o w n  Boarding Schools are not solving our village problem. 
This led the Northern Circle to plan to develop, as an experiment, 
the Central School at Kottapalle along the lines of a Rural Boarding 
School. W e  expect that eventually the L o w e r  Elementary Depart­
ment of the T o w n  Boarding School will be given up to strengthen 
the Rural Boarding School. W e  also hope to select village children 
fit for higher education from this school and to send back all others 
to their respective villages. This w e  believe would add to our Chris­
tian villages every year s o me  fairly well educated young people with 
early Christian training which it would not have been possible for 
them to get in their homes.
W i t h  this end in view our Rural Boarding School was started 
on a small scale at Kottapalle with seven boys last September. T w o  
of these Christian boys were bought back from the Reddies for Rs. 7 
— the amount they advanced to their parents for the w o r k  of the 
boys. T h e  parents are paying back this amount at 8 annas a month. 
In addition to these boys there are 61 day pupils studying in the 
Central School. T h e  children are very happy and take delight in 
the simple industry already started. T h e y  have sown s o m e  ground­
nuts and gram, and raised s o me  vegetables in the little plots avail­
able in the School C o mpound. T h e y  have helped to build up m u d -  
walls and have m a d e  bricks for the construction of their house. T h e  
success of this school depends upon the teachers in charge and w e  are 
glad the teachers are taking m u c h  keen interest in the work.
H arvest F estival
A n  interesting novelty has been introduced this year in the 
Telugu area in the celebration of the Harvest Festival. It was a 
united festival planned to be a demonstration of the power of Chris­
tianity. W e e k s  before the festival gathered at Madanapalle, Mission­
aries and Native Pastors visited outlying villages to interest them in
this big venture. T h e  official opening w as to take place on M o n d a y  
evening. S o m e  people left on Sunday night, walking all that night 
and all the next day to get to the festival. Others w h o  could afford 
it came by bullock carts. A  few s o m e h o w  or other gathered enough 
m o n e y  together to travel on auto buses. About five-thirty M o n d a y  
evening the band from Madanapalle went out to meet the pilgrims 
and to escort them to the Mission Compound. Th us  they came, a 
loyal host of men, w o m e n  and children, s o m e  riding in cars, some 
walking, s o me  driving their Thanksgiving offering of sheep and goats 
before them. A d d  to this picture a decorated bullock cart, the songs 
of boys and girls, the fire-works, the Indian music, the hundreds and 
hundreds of eager spectators, and you will begin to imagine the 
height of spirit engendered in these people. In the afternoon sales 
began, followed by a large parade through the city of Madanapalle. 
A  thousand people must have entered this march, leaving a deep 
impression on the non-Christian onlookers. But by far the most i m ­
pressive meeting of the entire festival was the C o m m u n i o n  Service 
on W e d n e s d a y  as the sun was setting. It w as a sight long to be 
remembered. There were baptisms of infants and adults, and 80 
joined the Church on confession of faith. These had all done prepar­
atory study in communicant classes. A  few were of a caste out 
of which no one had thus far become Christian. Financially the fes­
tival was not a success. Spiritually w e  were convinced that it car­
ried a great message to the entire Taluk area. M a y  the G o d  of the 
Increase grant a hundred-fold increase of the seed that was sown.
T H E  W E S T E R N  C I R C L E
T h e  Circle has five Pastorates consisting of 102 congregations 
a m o n g  which there are two large Churches in the two capital towns 
of the North Arcot and Chittoor Districts, in a roughly calculated 
area of 1,500 sq. miles. Six ordained and 99 unordained workers are 
in charge of the field. O u r  size in membership is not less than 
double that of any of the remaining Circles. It must be confessed 
that full justice to the varied and ever increasing wo rk  has not been 
possible.
Itinerating
N o  itineracy is conducted by the Circle as such. T h e  only w o r k  
of this kind is done by the Unions of the Senior Christian Endeavor 
Societies in the Pastorates. T h e y  gather at an appointed village once 
a m o n t h  at their o w n  expense, spend a few hours in spiritual re­
freshment, systematically visit the houses of the Christians, in small 
groups carry the Gospel to nearby villages and hold lively meetings 
for the congregations. T h e  requirements of the schools in their vil­
lages are so stringent that they cannot spend m o re  than two days 
in this way, but both going and coming they engage in wayside 
preaching. Their anniversaries are excellent. T o  the funds neces­
sary for the whole w o r k  they give sufficiently. T h e y  occasionally 
receive n e w  villages. At the close of this year one such village was 
brought in by the Katpadi Union, which is usually zealous.
E v a n g e l i s m
T h e  W e e k  of Evangelism furnished an opportunity that was 
vigorously seized by the Vellore Church. Twelve bands of m e n  
and twelve of w o m e n  were organized. Three bands spent the whole 
w e e k  in camp. T h e  others visited the villages assigned to them daily. 
T h e  thoroughness with which the w o m e n  worked was especially c o m ­
mendable. T h e  w e e k  was observed with no less energy in the vil­
lages. A s  a result of this w o r k  by faithful m e n  and w o m e n  w e  are 
looking forward to a harvest. O n e  result from Vellore w as the 
baptism at Chittoor of a young Sudra w i d o w  w h o  is n o w  studying 
at the Chittoor Girls’ H i gh  School.
V ellore
That the influence of the Christian C o m m u n i t y  in Vellore is 
growing is s hown by the fact that our community contributes four 
m e m b e r s  to the Municipal Council while one is an honorary bench 
magistrate and another a m e m b e r  of the Taluk Board. Active m e m ­
bers are also found in the International Fellowship and the South 
India Liberal Federation. T h e  contribution by the Christian c o m ­
munity to Vellore’s highest interests is by no means insignificant.
T H E  E A S T E R N  C I R C L E
T h e  Eastern Circle shows a gain over last year in nearly every 
particular. T h e y  received 169 communicants on confession of their 
faith. Y e h a m u r  received 100 and Ranipettai 69, placing these two 
pastorates in the first and second places. T h e y  are to be congratu­
lated on these results. Their communicants have increased by 102. 
There were 363 baptisms, 129 of them adults. This too is a fine 
record, being 114 mo re  than last year. Their intake of n e w  Christians 
is 172, or 69 mo re  than last year. Their Christian community has 
increased by 69. T h e y  have lost 104 Sunday School scholars and 
gained 166 Christian Endeavors. T h e y  have contributed Rs. 3,204, 
an increase of Rs. 417. This shows quiet steady gain.
T H E  C E N T R A L  C I R C L E
T h e  Central Circle has during the year under review undergone 
considerable change. F r o m  the smallest circle under the administra­
tion of the Board it has g r ow n  to be one of the largest in point 
of area, though perhaps not yet in consideration of church m e m ­
bership and Christian community. Instead of two w e  n o w  have three 
Pastorates, the W a n d i w a s h  division of the Southern Circle having 
been added to the Central Circle on July first of this year.
Only a few days after this transfer had been effected the Pastor 
of the W a n d i w a s h  group of villages entered his eternal reward. His 
long lingering illness and his death have naturally had an adverse in­
fluence upon the w o r k  in that Pastorate throughout the year. T he 
progress if any, has been very little and in s o m e  instances the losses 
by death and removal have not been m a d e  up in other ways.
T h e  gains in the other two Pastorates, though not phenomenal,
have yet given us no little joy. W e  have by G o d s  blessing been 
happy to receive in these two Pastorates additions to our rolls, both 
by baptism and confession, greater than for a n u mb e r  of years be­
fore. A n d  the spirit seems not to have stopped his patient persever­
ing call to the h u m a n  heart. Prospects seem bright that a n u mber 
of families will join our Christian c o mmunity before the end of the 
year.
T H E  S O U T H E R N  C I R C L E
T h e  ordination of Mr. Charles Whitehead, son of the Rev. 
Cephas Whitehead, as Pastor of the Orathur Church and Pastorate, 
w as one of the interesting and encouraging events of the year. A n ­
other event is one which will w e  trust have far-reaching results in 
this Circle. It is the starting of an evangelistic band in this field. 
These m e n  will devote their whole time to preaching the good news 
to non-Christians and to strengthening and building up our small 
village congregations. W e  thank Rev. H. J. Scudder, Chairman of 
the Evangelistic Council, w h o  has m a d e  it possible to start this band, 
and w h o  accompanied the Evangelists on their first tour, filling 
them with courage and enthusiasm. O n e  of these evangelists is 
located at Gingee and the others at Thellar, between Tindivanam and 
Wandiwash. In these centres they will find abundant scope for w o r k  
while not on tour.
Numerical Results. In four villages in this Circle quite a large 
n u mb e r  of families have asked to be received under instruction. A s  
w e  were not able to give th em  teachers to instruct th em  w e  have 
not included their names in our statistics. H a d  w e  been able to 
receive them w e  would have s h o w n  a substantial growth this year. 
A s  it is w e  received 196 n e w  Christians. But our losses from re­
movals and the dropping of unsatisfactory names have almost equalled 
the number of n e w  converts. O u r  community is only eleven more 
than last year. W e  regret that there has been a rather large falling 
off in the income of the Circle.
New Buildings. T w o  substantial churches with brick walls and tiled 
roofs have been built this year in the villages of Varikal and Alam- 
poondi. T h e y  were built with funds received from outside. O n e  
longs to see m a n y  such churches in our villages. O n e  of the prob­
lems that should be carefully considered is h o w  to m a k e  our services 
in the villages mo re  attractive. These services are often most barren 
and unattractive. Church attendance will g r o w  w h e n  the service is 
of sufficient interest to draw people.
T H E  E V A N G E L I S T I C  C O U N C I L
“Expansion.” This w o r d  seems to summarize briefly the w o r k  
of the past year, for five n e w  evangelistic centres have been occupied, 
a n e w  evangelistic band for the southern area organized, a m o n t h ’s 
special w o r k  for M u h a m m a d a n s  carried on, special evangelists and a 
Vacation Ba nd  employed, and the Evangelistic Bands equipped with 
tents, magic lanterns and musical instruments as never before. These 
encouraging results have been possible because of the generosity of
the Board of Foreign Missions in granting a special appropriation of 
$500 for equipment, and of special contributions amounting to Rs. 
409-0-0 from one Church, Currytown, N e w  York, U. S. A. and Rs. 
366 from two individuals, total Rs. 775, in response to the question 
raised in “A n  O p e n  Letter to the Churches,” published in the “Chris­
tian Intelligencer” of D ecember 2, 1925. In addition to the above 
the British and Foreign Bible Society, Madras, has very kindly offered 
to contribute Rs. 40 a m o nt h  as subsidies for four m e n  to do special 
colporteur work. W e  are very grateful to the Bible Society for its 
help.
Neiv Outposts. W o r d s  cannot express the pleasure and gratification 
it has been to press on into the regions beyond and to realize that 
the Gospel has been preached in scores of unreached villages during 
the year under review. Three of the five newly occupied evangelistic 
centres were the headquarters of an Evangelist so me  years ago, but 
the other two have been occupied for the first time. In past years 
it was necessary to station two Christian families in each evangelistic 
centre for protection and in order that the w o m e n  of the two families 
would have each other for c o m p a n y  w h e n  the m e n  were a w a y  tour­
ing. But now, on account of the n e w  spirit of friendliness toward 
Christians, it is possible for a single family to be stationed alone, as 
the w o m e n  soon find m a n y  friends for c o m p a n y  and fellowship. W e  
have n o w  eight evangelistic centres in which there is but one Chris­
tian family. Several other centres ought to be occupied as soon as 
m e n  and means are available.
Special Work for Muhammadans. So me  of the extra funds con­
tributed were used to carry on special w o r k  for our M u h a m m a d a n  
population. Rev. G. D. V a n P e u r s e m  of the Arabian Mission very 
kindly gave us three weeks of his holiday and was with us from 
August 14th to the end of the month. Meetings were held for 
M u h a m m a d a n s  at Gudiyattam and Arcot, while in Vellore, a strong 
center, there were four very interesting gatherings. At Gudiyattam 
the speakers were showered with stones w h e n  one of the party, a 
converted M u h a m m a d a n ,  attempted to address the crowd. In gen­
eral, however, there was keen attention and the importance of this 
w o r k  for the 135,000 M u h a m m a d a n s  within the borders of the Mission 
was realized as never before.
South India Evangelistic Retreat. This Retreat organized by Rev. 
H. A. Popley of the Y. M. C. A. on behalf of the Madras Represen­
tative Council with Dr. E. Stanley Jones as the principal speaker, 
was held in Chittoor M a r c h  10-12. About 30 delegates were present, 
and it was a pleasure for Mrs. Scudder and the Chairman to act as 
hosts, and to get the benefit of the interesting addresses by Dr. 
Jones, Mr. K. T. Paul and other prominent leaders from various 
parts of South India. All the meetings were in English. Dr. Jones 
gave two English lectures on Christ in the T o w n  Hall. H e  spoke 
with great power and earnestness and left a deep impression upon 
all w h o  attended. During the meetings of the Retreat, Dr. Jones and 
Professor Oscar Bu ck  of D r e w  Seminary told of the remarkable con­
ferences which they had held with Hindus and M u K a m m a d a n s  in all
parts of India, and gave a most encouraging description of n e w  
India, and of the earnestness with which thousands of people 
are n o w  searching the Scriptures. Dr. Jones gave us a vivid picture 
of n e w  India which he feels is earnestly reaching out after Christ. 
There are undoubtedly a great m a n y  secret disciples, and m a n y  
others w h o  openly confess Him, but for various reasons have not 
been baptized, nor have become m e m b e r s  of the Church.
The Preaching Bands. A s  last year the average number of Ev an ­
gelists has been 32. S o m e  left and others were added to the force. 
W e  are particularly glad to record that Mr. Jayaraj Souri, after c o m ­
pleting his four years’ course in the United Theological College, 
Bangalore and securing the B.D. Degree, joined duty in M a y  and 
has been very helpful in the w o r k  in Madanapalle, as well as in the 
touring w o r k  of the Filer Band.
M o r e  touring wo rk  was done than during the previous year. 
S o m e  Bands have toured for 11 months, and others 9 or 10.
T h e  A s h r a m , C hittoor
T h e  American reader will be s omewhat mystified b y  the term 
“A s h r a m ” used above, and as it represents an interesting n e w  experi­
ment in evangelistic work, special mention is m a d e  of it. T h e  term 
means “spiritual retreat” and through the zeal of Mr. Arthur John 
to develop this typically Indian form of work, a little bungalow and 
c o m p o u n d  has been rented in Chittoor where open house is main­
tained for all w h o  would c o m e  and do some quiet thinking on spir­
itual subjects. Mr. Arthur John is in charge and makes the follow­
ing report:
T h e  A s h r a m  was started to try the experiment of the Indianiza- 
tion of evangelistic methods, and it has proved a very decided success. 
In order to enable Mr. Arthur John to gain experience from other 
similar experiments, he was authorized to visit Tirupattu, and Puri 
in North India, as well as M e d a k  where an interesting experiment of 
having a conference of caste H i nd u  inquirers w as made. Mr. Arthur 
John was invited to be one of the speakers at this conference.
Mr. Arthur John has adopted for himself the North India term 
“Sevak” (Servant), and this w o rd  fittingly represents the spirit in 
which he is devoting himself to the w o rk  of the A s h r a m  in Chittoor. 
Concerning the year’s w o r k  he writes:
It is difficult for us to give any statistics because of the nature 
of our work. During the year w e  have been able to arrange for 4 
Kalatchepams, 23 lectures and one lantern lecture. T h e  total attend­
ance at these meetings was about 3,554. Quite a n u mb e r  of young 
m e n  have begun to study the N e w  Testament.
T h e  internal life of the A s h r a m  is to us of great value. At the 
beginning of the year w e  felt that since the A s h r a m  implies a relig­
ious Retreat, w e  should emphasize more its spiritual side. For this 
reason w e  reduced the n u mb e r  of games and have been trying to 
develop a family life in the Ashram. For the greatest part of the 
year quite a n u mber of non-Christian educated young m e n  lived with 
us and this gave us the opportunity of meeting together early in the
morning to observe a period of quiet, and then read a passage and 
pray. T h e  same thing is being done in the evening also. S o m e  non- 
Christian young m e n  w h o  have their h o me s  here, also spend their 
nights with us. T h u s  prayer became an important factor in our 
corporate life. O n e  young Hindu, a Naidu, w h o  is a teacher in the 
Hi gh  School, is also staying with us now.
It has been our long felt desire to possess a T o p e  (grove) where 
a small house could be built. W e  believe it would add considerably 
to the strength of the A s h r a m  activities, if the Sevak could resort 
to that place two days in the we ek  for special meditation and to 
receive and talk to those w h o  have a longing to k n o w  more of Chris­
tianity. W e  are praying that the Lord m a y  open a w a y  for us.
T h e  Rev. H. J. Scudder concludes the report of the Evangelistic 
Council with the following urgent message:
U r ge nt N eeds
It is a great satisfaction to have one B a n d  at w o r k  a m o n g  these 
unreached thousands in our Southern Area, but a second B a nd  ought 
also to be at w o r k  there.
Another very needy section is from Pakala to Chittoor, Arakonda 
and Venkatagiri. This is a thickly populated Telugu area where 
very little w o r k  has been done since Rev. L. B. Chamberlain worked 
in that section 12 years ago.
Another B a nd  is also urgently needed to tour in the extensive 
unreached region of the Telugu Plateau stretching west from Gurram- 
konda to Somapalaiam and across to Peddatippasamudram. O u r  
present force cannot touch this section, because of its distance from 
the headquarters of all our Evangelists. W e  are supposed to preach 
the Gospel to these multitudes, but are not doing it at all. T h e  need 
is very great.
G o d  grant that the churches at h o m e  m a y  continue to feel the 
responsibility of supplying the necessary means so that the Gospel 
m a y  be preached to the hundreds of thousands within the Assembly 
area w h o  heretofore have seldom heard the message of Christ and 
His love.
C o m p a r e d  with last year the figures sh ow  that there has been 
considerable increase under almost every head. T h e  increase in the 
n u mber of hearers' is 48,000. This large increase is due doubtless, 
both to m o r e  earnest w o r k  and to better equipment. Additional 
musical instruments and magic lanterns have undoubtedly enabled the 
Bands to reach m a n y  m o r e  thousands this year than they did last.
“Therefore, m y  beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, unmovable, 
always abounding in the w o rk  of the Lord, forasmuch as ye k n o w  
that your labour is not in vain in the Lord.” (Cor. 15:58).
Report of the Village School Department
T h e  department during the last year has continued its w o r k  to 
improve the instruction given to over 6,000 children in our ele­
mentary schools and to better their character and education. T h e  
true progress of the village children determines very largely the
effectiveness of the church in serving Christ. W e  supervisors have 
been working to guide the teachers and scholars to better methods 
and stronger character by personal visits, teachers’ meetings and 
other means.
Mr. R. P. Samuel, formerly the Headmaster of Pakala, has s h ow n  
himself a valuable recruit to our staff. Since he began w o r k  in June, 
he has visited most of the isolated village schools in the Northern 
Circle three times and all of them at least once. During the middle 
of the year, Mrs. Olcott and I had an extended vacation in America. 
While camping in the villages since our return w e  have been m u c h  
impressed with the results which the supervisors have obtained in 
close co-operation with the teachers.
Demonstration Schools have been developed in several centres 
by the supervisors w h o  staj^ed a m o n t h  or mo re  in the same place 
while I was away. In these schools the supervisors with the help 
of the teachers have introduced mode r n  methods of teaching, secured 
the active interest of the children and their parents, increased the 
attendance and built up better equipment. Such w o r k  has been done 
in at least four villages. T h e  teachers from the surrounding villages 
or from a whole Pastorate have gladly gathered at these centres to 
gain n e w  ideas by seeing the w o r k  that was being done and by hear­
ing from the supervisors. In three Pastorates of the Western Circle, 
all the teachers assemble once a m o n t h  at their o w n  expense for 
Christian Endeavor Union meetings at which the supervisor has 
been given the opportunity of discussing school w o r k  with the teach­
ers. T h e  great value of such meetings, both spiritually and educa­
tionally, justifies their introduction in all our Pastorates.
T h e  schools at B o m m a s a m u d r a m  and N a n g a m a n g a l a m  have 
greatly impressed m y  wife and m e  on our visits. T h e  children there 
have been organized for serving the village. T h e y  conduct services 
of song and prayer in the houses of the people during the week. O n  
Saturday they clean the village streets. O n  Sunday morning they 
form a procession of joyful song to bring people to the church. 
T h e y  have their o w n  weekly Christian Endeavor meetings. T h e y  
see that all their mates c o m e  on time to school. T h e y  set an example 
of neatness and cleanliness to their parents. T h e  mirror, the combs 
and the pots of water for drinking and for washing were purchased 
from m o n e y  which the children had collected. T h e y  w a s h  their 
clothes regularly every week. T h e  school garden, with flower borders 
that are tended proudly by the individual children, forms a beauty 
spot for the whole village. T h e  fathers in these as well as other 
villages have been united in panchayats (councils) to discuss and 
further the w o r k  of the school. T h e  changes that have been m a d e  
in these villages during the year through the efforts of Mr. Joseph 
Martyn and the teachers can be duplicated in any of our villages.
T h e  formation of Central Schools has been another object of our 
effort during the year. T h e  Demonstration Schools were located at 
places where Central Schools could later be developed. T w o  small 
schools were closed near Mahadevipuram and the children n o w  c o me  
into the Central School, where Mr. Swaminathen has stayed for a 
month. H e  has inspired the children to build a Project Villa, around
which centers m u c h  of the w o r k  of the first two school years. H e  
has worked out an Easter Project into which the children entered 
heartily. T h e y  also cleared a w a y  m a n y  thorns and m u c h  rubbish.
T h e  Central School at Kottapalle in the Northern Circle has 
continued its excellent w o r k  and has added a boarding department, 
which is a promising experiment.
Vocational hand w o r k  has been started during 1926 in several 
villages. T h e  forms of w o r k  include mat weaving of three different 
kinds, carpet weaving, tape weaving, brick making and carpentry. 
T h e  parents are glad to have their children learn occupations of this 
kind, which will later supplement the family income. Government 
has offered to give a two-thirds grant for such work, and the village 
School Department bears one-half the remaining expenditure.
T h e  Tamil syllabus prepared by the Department has been dis­
tributed to all the Tamil schools and has been adopted in most of 
them. W e  included in the syllabus what was most essential and 
arranged it so that it could be taught with effect by the teacher and 
grasped with keen interest by the children. Mr. Martyn has written 
for the Arcot Assembly N e w s  a series of articles giving stories, 
action songs, arithmetic, games and other material of help to the 
teachers in following the syllabus. W e  have seen these action songs 
very well given in several villages. A  Telugu syllabus is n o w  in 
preparation.
S o m e  teachers used to have the mistaken idea that the supervisors 
visited them merely to criticize and transmit bad reports. O n e  super­
visor tells h o w  this attitude of suspicion and hostility was gradually 
replaced on successive visits by willingness to listen and then by glad 
welcome and keen eagerness for n e w  ideas.
T h e  w o r k  of the Teachers Institute, which was held in F e b ­
ruary with the co-operation of the Union Mission Training School, 
centered around the demonstration classes conducted by the super­
visors. O u r  main speaker front outside was Mr. S. G. Daniel, a 
retired educational officer w h o  has worked out a simple but thorough 
method of teaching reading. At night he taught illiterate leather 
workers to read by means of stereopticon slides, with surprisingly 
good results. Accounts of this Institute have been published in 
three Christian Educational magazines in North India. T h e  T i m e  
Table for village schools, prepared by the leaders of the Institute 
has been reprinted twice by people outside the Assembly area. 
M a n y  educationalists have also asked for our Tamil syllabus and 
it has n o w  been reprinted at Tranquebar. A n  article by Mr. S w a m ­
inathen has appeared in the Village Teachers Journal published at 
Moga. T h e  Department is thus helping to further the cause of 
Christian village education, not only here but also in other parts 
of India.
Mr. Martyn has devised and spent m a n y  hours in making sets 
of cards out of cardboards for teaching the Tamil letters, which cost 
only one sixtieth as m u c h  as similar sets m a d e  of tin in Madras. 
Small lyric books in cardboard covers and simple written stories 
have been given to literate Christians. Although small libraries 
for teachers have this year been distributed to each Tamil Circle
and each Telugu Pastorate, the need of m o re  books for the guidance 
of teachers is very great. W e  are n o w  co-operating in an effort 
to m a k e  up the woeful lack of teaching equipment in the village 
schools. T h e  Assembly has asked all its people to give O n e  D a y ’s 
Income for this essential purpose, and additional contributions have 
been received. But even with the addition of Government grants, 
merely the fringe of this critical situation can be touched. H o w ­
ever, the greatest financial need is for m o n e y  to erect permanent 
buildings for progressive Central Schools.
T h e  Educational Board
T h e  Educational Board being m a d e  up of a number of self-con­
tained institutions, its w o rk  is in m a n y  ways best reviewed by 
simply presenting the reports in full of the various managers, head­
masters or superintendents. But for various reasons it is impossible 
to follow this method and so the Chairman of the Board must try 
to summarize the reports that c o m e  to him and to unify them as 
far as possible.
T h e  w o r k  of the Educational Board covers the whole field of 
education in the Arcot Mission except that of Primary education in 
the village and H indu Girls’ Schools, which are under other Boards. 
Since the problems that face the Higher Elementary School naturally 
differ from those that face a Secondary School or College, and 
the training for the ministry is quite another matter than the train­
ing of masters and mistresses, these will have to be treated more or 
less separately in this report.
There are, however, s o m e  impressions that c o m e  to one as he 
reads the reports of the institutions mentioned above, which m a y  be 
said to refer to all alike. These m a y  be stated here in order.
First, practically every institution has benefited by special appro­
priations for equipment. Mo st  of the reports m a k e  grateful m e n ­
tion of the gift of 1,000 dollars contributed to the Board of Foreign 
Missions for this purpose, and divided on the field here a m o n g  
practically all the schools. Because of constant financial pressure 
and the very large demands on our Hostels to provide for at least 
a reasonable fraction of those applying for admission, schools find 
it almost impossible to add to their equipment, or even to keep in 
satisfactory condition the very meager equipment they have. W e  
naturally would like to lay d o w n  a policy that a certain percentage 
of our appropriations should annually be devoted to equipment neces­
sary to ensure efficiency and satisfactory work, but are so often 
driven to using every anna of our appropriations for mo re  pressing 
needs.
W i t h  reference to the appropriation noted in the previous para­
graph, Mr. D e B o e r  in his report for Voorhees College, says: “T h e  
u n k n o w n  donor ( m a y  his tribe increase) w h o  walked into the Board 
R o o m s  in America with a cheque for a Thousand Dollars as a 
special gift for the College, has certainly spread abundant joy through­
out the institution. For several years funds have been so low that 
w e  have been compelled to m a na g e  without any additions to our
scientific equipment, library, maps, and typewriters for our growing 
commercial classes. But this gift plus the equal grant that G o v ­
ernment is willing to make, has enabled us to m a k e  all the necessary 
purchases with something to spare for future needs.”
In this connection w e  cannot refrain from mentioning the very 
magnanimous Rens Scholarship of 500 dollars a year for the Board­
ing Departments of the Madanapalle Girls’ Secondary School and the 
Arni Bo ys ’ Higher Elementary School. Both managers, Mrs. Z w e m e r  
and Mr. Wierenga, m a k e  very grateful mention of this Scholarship 
and indicate h o w  it has m a d e  possible giving to worthy village chil­
dren the opportunity of an education under Christian surroundings 
calculated to develop them into leaders in the Christian community. 
Mr. Matt Rens, of Baldwin, Wisconsin, U. S. A., the donor of the 
scholarship, has set forth this aim as the main purpose of the 
scholarship.
Secondly, one cannot help but feel that all the managers and 
headmasters are very m u c h  alive to the value and place of all the 
n e w  educational methods and developments of the last few years. 
T h e  1926 reports s h o w  a m u c h  mo re  positive tone regarding this 
matter and less of a feeling that the tremendous changes in educa­
tional w o r k  have left us rather groping about. T h e  Girls’ Schools 
specially have introduced and are introducing into the curriculum 
methods and courses that are calculated to prepare the pupils for 
all of life’s demands. Detailed report of the Girls’ Schools will be 
found in the Year B o o k  of the W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions.
Thirdly, every school fills such an important place in its respec­
tive field and the reports speak so convincingly on this matter that 
no one can question their usefulness and service to the missionary 
cause as a whole. T h e  Headmaster of H o p e  Higher Elementary 
School, Mr. S. Venkatasubbiah, speaking of the service the school 
renders to the H indu community, says: “This school gives free 
education to about 200 boys, almost all of w h o m  belong to the 
backward and depressed classes. These boys are too poor to read 
in schools where fees are charged and where they entertain the 
fear of not getting sympathetic and considerate treatment, owing to 
their poor mentality, indigence and low-caste origin. These children, 
w h o  are really in need of educational. aid, would have been kept 
illiterate by their poverty stricken parents, were it not for this 
school.”
In the Voorhees College Report w e  note: “There are deep spir­
itual forces at w o r k  in an institution of this sort which no one 
can estimate. I have just received a letter from a Missionary in 
a neighboring Mission telling of the wonderful change in the life 
of one of their students. Before coming here to enter College 
he had been conducting an anti-Christian campaign in his o w n  c o m ­
munity. H e  had been speaking in several villages and securing
other outside speakers and the result of his campaign was the 
closing of schools and the withdrawal of Christian workers from 
several villages. This one H i gh  School boy created havoc in a 
field where fifty years of consecrated Christian wo rk  had been done. 
But after a few months in College he wrote that he had been w r on g
in his opposition to Christ’s Gospel and that he wanted ‘to be a 
good servant of Jesus Christ, as H e  w as the one Master to serve.’ 
T h e  broadening influence of College life, the daily contacts with
Christian teachers and students, the daily lessons in the Gospel m e s ­
sage— these have a tremendous part in moulding the character and 
the religious thought of these young men.”
Other matters might be referred to, such as a continuation
of the expressed policy of the Board and Assembly to give the 
Residential High School idea a good trial at Vellore, the continued 
feeling on the part of a large group of people that elementary 
education is the great crying need of India today, and that should 
be extended and improved as rapidly as possible, and the very satis­
factory record for passes in the Hi gh  Schools and College bring­
ing with it a n e w  problem, viz., “H o w  are w e  to provide for the 
very m u c h  increased group of Christian young men, w h o  possess 
high educational and other qualifications?” T o  keep this report 
within the prescribed length, w e  do no m o r e  than to mention these 
matters and pass on to a review of the school reports. These will 
be given in the order set forth at the beginning of the report, and 
will be almost entirely in the words of the writers of the various 
reports.
A rni B oys' E l e m e n t a r y  Sc h o o l
Conditions on the field and friends at h o m e  have m a d e  possible 
a larger school. At present w e  have 125 boarders and approximately 
40 day scholars. W e  have been able to meet the demands for 
entrance into the school mo re  nearly this year than perhaps for 
years past, the reasons therefore being, (1) a slightly increased 
appropriation, (2) a little larger Government Grant, and (3) the 
munificent grant of Mr. Rens. (Note— This is the scholarship re­
ferred to in the foreword.)
W e  have encouraged Manual Training and Gardening; sports 
as well as steady application to academic work. T h e  result has 
been a mental contentment, little disturbance caused by sickness, and 
w e  believe a fairly good standard of mental and religious training.
While w e  rejoice in these advances, w e  are not blind to the 
limits of usefulness of a school of our type. W i t h  an ever increas­
ing n u mber of graduates, what is to become of them? T h e  avenues 
that lead to the teaching profession are becoming blocked and the 
streets that open up to remunerative trades are still too often 
spurned. This, of course, opens up a whole category of problems 
far easier sensed than solved. But to meet them all it would 
seem one thing is needful— a sense of the real dignity of labor, 
and with it an understanding that such labor has as its concomitant 
a good healthy remuneration, far exceeding that of the teaching 
profession, or the “white collar” jobs. It would seem that this 
could be mo re  easily taught and demonstrated in a school such as 
ours than anywhere else. But a Manual Training Class, while 
excellent in itself, is not remunerative, and a garden of a quarter 
acre is not enough. If by branching out along these lines, w e
could prove the reward and demonstrate their value and consequently 
create in the pupil a real desire for mechanical and physical work, 
w e  would be filling a real place in India’s need and would go far 
to solve that taxing problem, which seems always to be with us 
in India, namely, h o w  to m a k e  a church self-supporting.
H ope H igher E l e m e n t a r y  Sc h o o l
Improvements in the Library, Laboratory, and School building 
are reported. After ten years it has become possible to dig a well 
on the school compound, build a peon’s house, wall in a small piece 
of land suitable for garden purposes, and provide the school with 
a suitable latrine. Special appropriations alluded to in the foreword, 
as well as exceptionally favorable treatment by inspecting and other 
Government authorities account for these improvements.
T h e  most interesting development of the year is the approach 
of Government asking the m a na g e m e nt  to start a training school 
at Government cost in the school, and converting the school to a 
large extent into a model school. T h e  Assembly has agreed to this 
request and the further action of Government is n o w  awaited.
In a public elocution contest open to all the schools of the town, 
both boys’ and girls’, both medals offered were w o n  by boys of the 
7th standard of the school. In athletic contests with schools of like 
standing, the boys have been uniformly successful.
T h e  Hostel reports a very happy year with no unusual incidents 
of any kind, remarkably good health, and application to work. 
T h e  boys have always assumed the brunt of the w o r k  connected 
with any program or festival in the church and do all tasks assigned 
to them willingly. In a case where skin transfusion w as necessary 
in the Hospital, six volunteered themselves and went over to Dr. 
Hart entirely prepared to give this help to a suffering Hindu.
T i n d i v a n a m B oys’ H igh S c h o o l
Splendid improvements were m a d e  possible with the help of 
generous Government grants, in the shape of furniture, library books, 
science apparatus, c o mp o u n d  wall and latrine. Certain changes, in 
the staff have also strengthened the w o r k  of the school. Tindivanam 
being an educationally backward locality, it has long been thought 
that the introduction of Commercial subjects in the school course 
would be a great benefit to m a n y  pupils in the upper forms. A  
first attempt is n o w  being made. A  private class in Typewriting 
held out of school hours has been started with twelve pupils. If 
this experiment should prove successful, the question of including 
short-hand and typewriting in the school curriculum will be con­
sidered in due course.
It has been our aim that the institution should serve as a 
centre of Christian influence. This, w e  feel, cannot be achieved 
by merely giving regular Scripture lessons and holding occasional 
lectures. W e  need to maintain a Christian atmosphere and show
forth the spirit of Christ in all of our activities. T h e  report has 
been written by Mr. T. A. Sundram, w h o  is Headmaster and Cor­
respondent, elected by the Arcot Assembly to this responsible post.
T h e  Hostel has had a good year under the m a na g e m e nt  of 
Rev. and Mrs. W .  T. Scudder. W e  quote the following from Mr. 
Scudder’s Report: “O w i n g  to cheaper food grains, larger appro­
priations and enhanced fees w e  were able to admit 33 n e w  boys, 
which has brought up the strength in the Hostel to nearly 80. For 
the first time two H i nd u  boys were admitted at the urgent request 
of the father. T h e  latter lives some 25 miles away, where he is in 
Government employ. In his application he said that he w as from 
the southern side of India, had no caste principles, and that he be­
lieved in Jesus. T h e  boys live and eat with the rest of the students, 
do not give the least trouble, and are an ornament to the Hostel. 
T h e y  regularly attend Church, Sunday School, daily prayers and the 
C. E. meetings.
V oorhees C ollege H ostel
A s  stated in the introduction to this Report, the Hi gh  School 
Department of Voorhees College is reported under the College. T h e  
Hostel Department should, however, be considered under the head­
ing of “Secondary Schools.” In the H i g h  School Hostel at Vellore, 
all the Arcot Assembly Boarding boys attending F o r m s  I V  to V I  
are combined, whether Telugu or Tamil. T h e  Tindivanam Hostel 
referred to in the previous paragraph provides for Tamil boys of the 
L o w e r  Grades and the H o p e  Higher Elementary School Hostel at 
Madanapalle for Telugu boys of similar standing. T h e  Vellore H o s ­
tel is our Residential Hostel. In accordance with the Assembly’s 
action seeking to give m o r e  adequate attention to the needs of such 
a Hostel, Mr. V. P. Adiseshiah, Vice-Principal of Voorhees College, 
assumed charge of the Voorhees Hi gh  School Christian Hostel, 
Vellore, in January, 1926. It is from his report that w e  quote:
“T h e  Christian Hostel attached to the Voorhees College is n o w  
entirely filled with students of the iy, V  and V I  Forms. T h e  total 
numb e r  of applicants at the beginning of the year w as 90, but owing 
to want of accommodation and lack of funds, w e  were forced to 
restrict it to 70. O n  the whole, the health of the students has been 
m u c h  mo re  satisfactory than last year. Mr. H. P. T h o m a s  has 
taken the place of Mr. M a n i c k a m  as one of the Superintendents. Every 
effort is being m a d e  for closer supervision of studies and the p r o m o ­
tion of the spiritual welfare of the students, the morning and eve­
ning devotional exercises and the Sunday classes. S o m e  of the 
senior students have evinced a great interest in evangelistic w o rk  
in the neighboring villages.
T h e  results at the public examination have been highly satis­
factory this year. O ut of 30 sent up from this hostel, 14 have been 
declared eligible for College admission. This is a record result in 
the history of the Hostel. Only seven of these have had the chance 
to continue their education at the College, as w e  could not provide 
for more.
It has been decided to develop the present Hostel into an effi­
cient Residential system providing better quarters for teachers and 
students and improving the general standard of life. There is 
urgent need of a good library and reading r o o m  for the students and 
of a complete set of furniture for the rooms. W e  are seriously 
handicapped for want of funds in the improvement of the sanitary 
conditions, accommodation, food, and athletics.”
V oor hees C ollege .
T w o  references have already been m a d e  to the Report of V o o r ­
hees College. T h e  following are further matters of interest taken 
from the report.
“T h e  enrollment of Voorhees College during the past year has 
been about 1,250— 150 in the College Department and 1,100 in 
the High School and L o w e r  School. O f  this n u mb e r  about 300 are 
Christians and the remaining Hindus of various castes and M u h a m ­
madans. T h e  total cost of the whole institution during the year 
has been about Rs. 50,000 of which Rs. 35,000/- has c o m e  from fees 
paid by the students, Rs. 8,000/- from Government Teaching Grants, 
and Rs. 7,000/- from Arcot Assembly funds.
“T h e  results in the Government examinations were exceptionally 
good, 60 per cent, having passed in the Intermediate College E x a m i n a ­
tion and 50 per cent, in the H i gh  School.
“T h e  Christian m e m b e r s  of the staff gather together each week 
for an hour of Bible study, mutual suggestions, meditation, and 
prayer for G o d ’s guidance and power, as w e  face this privilege and 
responsiblity (the evangelistic opportunity referred to in the intro­
duction to the Board Report above). W e  have felt the need for 
mo re  intimate contact with the students in smaller groups than 
the classroom affords, and have begun a ‘Fellowship of the Friends 
of Jesus’ along the lines suggested by Dr. Stanley Jones, whose 
w o r k  a m o n g  educated Hindus has been so richly blessed. It is 
hoped that through the m o r e  personal relationships of such a group, 
w h o  ‘acknowledge a c o m m o n  friendship with Jesus and desire to 
explore the meaning of that friendship,’ the message of the love of 
G o d  in Christ m a y  w o r k  in them a faith that shall transform their 
lives.
“T h e  College Hostel has continued to be accommodated and 
supervised in a separate building. There are. seven students in the 
Junior and seven in the Senior Class. Mr. D e Bo e r  has regularly 
conducted the students’ Christian Association meetings and a retreat 
was arranged on one of the neighboring hills for a quiet time of rest 
and consecration. Fuller facilities for lodging, boarding and spiritual 
care of these young m e n  should be provided, and would be, were the 
funds available. It is a splendid group of young m e n  to w h o m  w e  
have every right to look forward for leadership in the future in the 
w o r k  of advancing the K i n g d o m  of Christ in this country.” Mr. 
V. P. Adiseshiah is the manager of the College Hostel as well as of 
the Hi gh  School Hostel.
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REV. SIMEON CORNELIUS IN THE CENTRAL SCHOOL AT KOTTAPALLE
PUNGANUR PREACHING BAND READY TO START FOR CAMP
T raining Scho ols
A s  w as pointed out in the foreword of this Report, two Train­
ing Schools c o m e  within the purvey, viz., the Union Mission 
Training School for Masters at Vellore and the Beattie M e m o ­
rial Training School for Mistresses at Chittoor. These are both 
elementary and in m a n y  ways are therefore m u c h  more close!)' related 
to our Elementary w o r k  than our Secondary Schools. T h e  Train­
ing School at Vellore, though a Union Institution, is so intimately 
related to our whole village Elementary Education Problem, that w e  
have always reviewed it as an institution under the Educational 
Board and not under Union Institutions above. Mr. C. J. Lucas, 
M .  A. L. T., is Correspondent and Manager and he has taken up 
with great zeal and earnestness the w o r k  laid d o w n  by Mr. W a r n -  
shuis. T h e  responsibility of this w o r k  may. be gauged w h e n  w e  
state that Government has allowed this particular school to draw 
up and follow its o w n  curriculum for a period of five years— a curri­
culum incorporating M o g a  and other m o de r n  methods. About this 
matter, Mr. Lucas, in his report for the Union Mission Training 
School, writes:
“T h e  first batch of students trained under the n e w  scheme left 
the school in M a rc h  last and good reports are heard about them in 
their work. T h e  institution is being constantly visited by friends 
and those interested in the training of Elementary School teachers 
from all parts of the country. T h e  experiment is watched with 
eager expectation and great interest both by Government and 
Missions.”
F r o m  the Report w e  learn that two Societies, the Danish 
Lutheran and the L o n d o n  are withdrawing or have withdrawn from 
the school, which, even with an increase of contributions from the 
Arcot Assembly and the Wesleyan Mission, means a loss of Rs. 
700/- annually in the budget of the school. Correspondence with 
Government is still continuing with regard to the n e w  Kalinjur site, 
and it appears that Government will give Rs. 15,000 less than orig­
inally anticipated— another setback. In order to effect economies in 
the running cost of the school it was m o v e d  to another rented site 
on Officers’ Line. T h e  school has adjusted itself very well to this 
change. Such interest is being s h ow n  in the syllabus referred to 
in the previous paragraph and so m a n y  demands for copies have 
c o m e  in, that it is considered advisable to have the syllabus printed.
A rcot T heological Se m i n a r y
It is fitting that our report should close with theological 
education. In Vellore w e  have our Seminary, which has in recent 
years added to its great usefulness by becoming affiliated with 
Serampore and by introducing a course that leads up to the 
Licenciate of Theology degree. Dr. L. R. Scudder is Principal of 
the Seminary and General S y n o d ’s Professor of Theology. F r o m  his 
Report the following is taken:
This year has been peculiar in as far as w e  have had neither
a graduating nor an entering class. This is due to the fact that 
the L. Th. class had a preliminary year, making their course four 
years instead of three. So they will graduate in 1927. A s  no class 
graduated w e  could not take in a n e w  class. So w e  have the same 
n u mb e r  of students as w e  had last year.
O f  the sixteen students in the Third Year Class, IS will finish 
their course in March, 1926. O f  these, five will appear for the 
Serampore final L. Th. examination. All of the other ten can come 
as external students for that degree.
“W e  have tried to keep in the foreground the thought that what 
the Church in India needs is m e n  of deep spiritual experience, m e n  
w h o  have seen G o d  and have heard His call to a self-sacrificing 
service. Through devotional services as well as through Scout 
troops, Christian Endeavor, and active church and evangelistic work, 
w e  have tried to m a k e  this ideal real.
“T h e  graduation of the first L. Th. class will be a great forward 
step in the history of this Seminary. It will call for a unique cele­
bration. A  large vernacular class will graduate at the same time. 
Never before has this institution sent out in one year 25 young 
m e n  carefully trained for the w o r k  of the church. T h e  absorption 
of such a large n u mber will be a very difficult task. It will be a 
challenge to our church at h o m e  and to our Assembly and Church 
Council. It will also be a signal demonstration of the importance 
of our Seminary in the w o r k  of our Missions.”
Dr. Scudder’s report closes with regret that on account of Mrs. 
Potter’s health it will be impossible for Rev. J. PI. Potter to return 
to India, to take up the Principalship of the Seminary in due course. 
Mr. Potter was peculiarly fitted to take up the w o r k  and had been 
definitely assigned to it. In the midst of this disappointment, however, 
it is assuring to k n o w  that Mr. D e  Boer has agreed to devote his 
life to the Seminary and to k n o w  that its future development is 
assured under his leadership.
The Economic Board
A  great and effectual door of opportunity has been opened to 
the Arcot Assembly by its Economic Institutes. Great changes 
have taken place on the Mission Field in the last few years. T i m e  
was not so m a n y  years ago w h e n  the doors of our schools opened 
to missionary service. T h e  pupils of one day became the teachers 
and the catechists of another. It was m o n e y  from h o m e  that kept 
the boys and girls in Mission schools; it was m o n e y  from the sa me  
source that later gave them a livelihood, enabled them to rear their 
families and in turn provided education for their children. N o w  
while these conditions would almost naturally arise at the outset of 
any missionary enterprise in Southern India, where the w o r k  is so 
m u c h  amongst the poorest of the poor, they are not the signs of a 
healthy, vigorous church. T h e y  cannot and must not continue, nor 
in fact is it the desire of the young church that they should.
But while this is one of the phases of the “H o m e  Rule” that the 
growing Church longs for, do not misunderstand; no one yet dreams
of casting off anchor from the church at home, least of all those 
w h os e  daily business it is to mingle with the village Christians, w h o  
after all constitute by far the majority of our community. T h e  
worthies of old saw fair cities and rich countries as their o w n  long 
before G o d  ever led them to these n e w  homes. A n d  w e  count it 
to them for righteousness for they believed that G o d  would fulfill 
His promises. Such are the aims, the prayers, the hopes of the 
Church here of the present day, a Church still comparatively small 
in numbers; undoubtedly poor in its earthly possessions, but rich 
in its faith in God.
Obviously, then, the Mission endeavor of the present time faces 
n e w  responsibilities and also n e w  opportunities. T h e  Arcot Mission, 
and more recently the Arcot Assembly have never relaxed the 
preaching of the gospel. Little fear indeed need be felt by anyone 
that it will. Missionaries and Indians alike prefer this direct preach­
ing of the gospel to any other type of work, a very healthy sign, 
indeed. But side by side with this w o r k  there have and are develop­
ing the Industrial and Agricultural Institutes to create in this vast 
land, not only a church, but in time to co me  a self-supporting Indian 
Christian Church. G o d  haste the day of its approach. H o w  w e  
have tried to do this the following reports of our various attempts 
at economic uplift will tend to illustrate.
T h e  K atpadi Indu stria l Institute
Mr. A. Wald, Mr. Rottschaefer’s Associate and Assistant M a n ­
ager of this institution, gives us a picture of the past year’s ac­
tivities. .
In the W o o d w o r k i n g  Department w e  n o w  have 92 students, of 
w h o m  ten are nearing graduation from the five year course. A d d ­
ing the 18 boys in the Motor Department to these 92, and counting 
the 47 workers at present on the pay-roll, the total of 157 m a y  sug­
gest something of the size of the Institute. In the Hostel w e  have 
90 boys, including 7 young m e n  w h o  are not apprentices.
T h e  teaching, though improving steadily, still leaves m u c h  to be 
desired and presents m a n y  problems. T h e  trade training is not diffi­
cult, but the teaching of the related subjects, particularly in the be­
ginners classes, is one of these difficulties. O f  two boys in the same 
class, one has had only a slight acquaintance with arithmetic, while 
the other is quite advanced. A s  for textbooks in industrial subjects, 
in the vernacular, they simply do not exist.
W e  have m a d e  a beginning in encouraging the boys to m a k e  
use of their leisure time to good advantage. A  playground, tennis 
court, and badminton courts provide facilities for play and a reading 
r o o m  is our answer to the m a n y  requests that ca me  from boys 
for something to read.
T h e  Motor Department of the school has g r ow n  considerably 
during the past year; not because of any increased effort on our part, 
but because of the d e m a n d  for that which w e  have to offer. W h a t  
Indian boy does not dream of so me  day driving a motor car, or, 
at least, a Ford! And, although the instruction in driving is only
a small part of the prescribed w o r k  and the emphasis is put on the 
theory and practice of repair w o r k  and honest workmanship, yet u n ­
doubtedly w h e n  the boy comes to us his one ambition is to get 
behind a steering wheel and ‘‘m a k e  her go.”
But it is a pleasure to report that the attitude of the boys 
toward the wo rk  that is required of them is splendid. There has 
been enough repair w o r k  to keep them busy all the time and it 
has often happened that in order to deliver a car on the date p r o m ­
ised they have worked overtime in the evenings and on Saturday 
afternoons. Their pay is what they learn doing the work. That is 
the bright side of the story.
O n  the other hand they are at times certainly lazy and careless 
enough, too. T h e y  will not take proper care of the tools and they 
m a k e  the same mistakes over and over again. Yet therein lies our 
responsibility and our opportunity.
W e  feel that a little progress has been m a d e  in dignifying labor 
and eliminating caste feeling. At the present time the motor class 
of nineteen is m a d e  up of 1 Brahmin, 3 Hindus, 3 M o h a m m e d a n s ,  
S Christians sent to us by as m a n y  different missions, and seven 
boys from our o w n  mission, all working harmoniously together. 
T w o  of our mission boys have signified their intention of staying 
for two years at least in the hope of becoming expert mechanics. 
W e  are giving them every encouragement. India is in sad need of 
industrial as well as spiritual leadership.
O u r  primary aim is not to produce mechanics, but to train 
boys for life, to give them right attitudes and ideals. Character is 
built on discipline and w e  believe that steady, intelligent toil pro­
vides one excellent form of discipline. But boys do not w o r k  for 
the joy of working— at least not until they get a taste of the joy of 
creating something. T h e y  must be m a d e  to see that industry will 
give them something they want. W h e n  a boy produces something 
worthwhile, something good to look at, possessing m o n e y  value, 
he experiences a n e w  thrill, he sets a higher value on himself, he 
gets a different outlook on life from that which he had before. In 
the doing of that w o r k  progress is also m a d e  in the development of 
character. Honest labor discourages a dependent spirit; it develops 
self-respect and self-reliance. T h e  workmanship on a project is a 
test of character; the lazy inefficient worker is confronted with very 
tangible proof. T h e  boy gets a n e w  conception of the worth and 
dignity of labor and his struggle to master materials increases his 
humility. T h e  d e m a n d  for accuracy, neatness, and application tends 
to teach the boy habits that influence him through life.
T h e  A gricultural Institute
Mr. Aaron Christian tells of the w o r k  on the farm in the fol­
lowing words:
T h e  problem of improving agriculture in India is receiving 
m o r e  and mo re  attention. There has been a great deal of discussion 
on the subject and the Commission of Agriculture which is at pres­
ent touring the country is creating m u c h  interest everywhere. T h e
present Viceroy, too, is evidently very sympathetic towards every 
effort being m a d e  to solve the problem.
A s  far as the economic progress of the people in the Arcot 
Assembly area is concerned, the k e y m a n  in the situation is un­
doubtedly the village Christian. A n d  though the task is large and 
so complex that m a n y  would leave it alone, it must be faced before 
w e  can hope for a self-supporting Indian Church.
T h e  opening of the Agricultural School is an attempt to solve 
this problem. T h e  Institution is still in the formative period. M u c h  
remains to be done. T h e  development of virgin land under n e w  
conditions necessitates m u c h  experimental work, which unfortunately 
involves additional expenditure with small immediate returns. O n  
the other hand it is imperative if this institution is to become a 
model farm where modern and progressive methods of agriculture 
are to be demonstrated that these early outlays of funds be made.
O u r  school is still small. O f  a class of 16, four of the larger 
boys had to go h o m e  to help the parents earn a livelihood for 
their families. Reports received lately indicate that these boys are 
making good use of what they learned here. W e  are very sorry 
they could stay no longer, for it is the larger boys that w e  especially 
want, for they benefit to a larger extent by the training given. R e ­
cently these school boys in their humble w a y  helped the Christians 
of a nearby village to erect the dry earth system of byre. Instances 
like this give us the hope that later on these lads will become c o m ­
munity leaders and workers in our village churches.
W e  have successfully demonstrated s o me  crops of commercial 
importance, but w e  are limited by the prohibitive cost of lifting 
water. W e  have ordered a windmill, which w e  hope will solve some 
of our difficulties.
Mr. DeValois left for furlough in February of this year. After 
his departure, Mr. Rottschaefer took up the m a na g e m e nt  of this 
Institution. Mr. and Mrs. W a l d ’s residence at the farm this year 
has been highly beneficial to our w o r k  with the boys. W e  miss 
Mr. DeValois expert training in poultry raising and this department 
of our w o r k  has undoubtedly suffered because of his departure. W e  
are, however, eagerly looking forward to their return, w h e n  the 
w o r k  will undoubtedly get a fresh impetus and the farm will help 
a great deal towards attaining the goal of a self-supporting Indian 
Church.
C o-operative Societies
W h e n  Mr. DeValois left for h o m e  on furlough early this year, 
the w o r k  of these societies was left to the oversight of Mr. V a n  
Vranken. T o  help h i m  in this w o r k  he secured the services of 
Mr. J. S. Peter. Mr. V a n  Vranken writes of their w o r k  as follows: 
It has taken a full year to get acquainted with the people and 
the peculiar problems of each society. O n c e  he has gained the con­
fidence of the people, he will be helped tremendously in the w o r k  of 
supervision. O n  this account w e  look for m o r e  results next year. 
O u r  co-operative societies take the place of the money-lender
with his exorbitant rates of interest and his cunning, shrewd, selfish 
ways. Unlike the societies the money-lender does not press for 
payments. H e  bides his time, then pounces on everything the poor 
m a n  possesses.
Illiteracy is often the cause of m u c h  misunderstanding and 
improper working of the societies. It is the supervisor’s task to 
oil the machinery and straighten out mal-adjustments. If unscru­
pulous officers of the societies abuse their powers, he must bring 
them to task.
Most of these societies serve merely as loan agencies. M o n e y  
is borrowed and distributed according to the m e m b e r s ’ needs. O n e  
or two societies have advanced to the co-operative purchase of food 
and clothing. N o n e  have, as yet, become savings banks for the 
members, beyond the required share capital and entrance fees in­
vested. T h e  Government sub-registrar, w h o  has control over all 
co-operative societies in this area, is exerting every influence towards 
raising the standard of co-operation to the level of a savings insti­
tution.
T h e  co-operative society can become a most effectual means for 
the advancement of our poverty stricken people. It is our purpose 
to w o r k  towards that end.
Report of the Medical Board
This Board has supervision of the following institutions and 
departments of work: •
1. T h e  General Hospital at Ranipettai.
2. T h e  W o m e n ’s and Children’s Hospital at Madanapalle. .
3. T h e  Dispensary at Tindivanam.
4. T h e  Dispensary at Punganur.
5. T h e  Village Touring W o r k  in Madanapalle and Tindivanam.
Besides these w e  have our share in the Union Medical School
and Hospital at Vellore and our share in the Tuberculosis Sana­
torium at A r ogyavaram near Madanapalle. T h e  t wo Union Institu­
tions have separate reports, but as they are in our o w n  Mission 
area and as w e  are closely in touch with the w o r k  carried on in 
each and because they are of great assistance to our medical wo rk  
as a whole, this brief statement is m a d e  of these two great Institu­
tions, outgrowths the one from our M a r y  Taber Schell Hospital and 
the other from our M a r y  Lott Lyles Hospital.
Statistics go on showing increases in the w o r k  done. T h e  doc­
tors and nurses find their w o r k  and their play, their joys and their 
sorrows, in fact, their whole life in the carrying on with the work. 
M o d e r n  methods d e ma n d  a great deal m o re  time for each patient. 
M o r e  people are asking for treatment. W i t h  what w e  have to do 
and with our relatively small staffs w e  cannot be truly efficient,
but w e  have the comfort of knowing that w e  can go on loving them
and saying w e  are sorry that w e  cannot do for them all they need
but w e  will do what w e  can. O n e  of the tragic parts of the wo rk
here is that those w h o  are in a hopeless condition insist on staying 
with us, saying that w e  must cure them, and s o me  of those w h o
could be cured if they would but stay with us, cannot stay for do­
mestic reasons (usually poverty) or they are afraid of what w e  are 
going to do for them. A  real report of Medical Mission wo rk  
cannot be given, but the doctors and nurses have tried to give a 
brief picture and w e  ask our readers to read between the lines.
T h e  G e n e r a l H ospital a t R anipettai
NOTE.— Detailed report can be given here only of the general hospital at 
Ranipettai. The reader is again referred to the Year Book of the Woman’s Board 
for an account of the extensive work carried on in the other hospitals and dispensaries.
O n  the going on furlough of Dr. Galen Scudder, the Assembly 
was very fortunate in securing the services of Dr. Carol Jameson, w h o  
was loaned to the Ranipettai Hospital by the W o m a n ’s Medical 
School of Vellore. She briefly reports as follows:
“T h e  Ranipettai Hospital is endeavoring to carry on this year 
without its enthusiastic head, Dr. Galen F. Scudder. It is impossible 
to be here long without realizing what a place of respect he and 
the rest of the staff hold in the minds of the people. Patients co me  
in from out-lying districts up to fifteen or m o re  miles daily, and 
they c o m e  in large numbers from Arcot and Wallajahpet, large 
nearby towns, which support only Out-patient Dispensaries of their 
own. A  hundred and ten to a hundred and fifty out-patients c o m e  
here daily. Maternity cases are brought on stretchers or in h a m ­
mocks, m a n y  hours journey to the Hospital, after the ordinary or 
the extraordinary methods of the village midwives have failed, and 
w e  pray that w e  m a y  justify their faith in us.”
After long years of the Indian method of family nursing of the 
sick in the Ranipettai Hospital, through Miss N o o r d y k ’s efforts a real 
change is visible and Ranipettai also is having its scientifically trained 
nurses. Miss N o or d y k  writes:
O u r  nurses training school is still a child so me w h a t  stunted in 
its growth due to malnutrition. W e  cannot tell yet what its future 
m a y  be but try to keep it alive and happy. Malnutrition, seemingly 
easily rectified, requires for its correction proper nourishment. W e  
are today in need of funds properly to nourish our students and 
increase their numbers.
A s  one of the conditions upon which m a n y  of our patients trust 
themselves to us is the c o m p a n y  of at least one relative, w e  endeavor 
to have this relative usefully employed while with us. T h e y  become 
our assistant nurses. T h e y  feed the patient w h e n  he is unable to 
help himself, and if of good caste cook for the patient w h o  refuses to 
be contaminated by c o m m o n  hospital food. T h e y  smooth his bed, 
and change his pillow, and do m a n y  other little deeds of kindness 
to the bedridden. T h e y  k n o w  nothing of the latest methods taught 
in Nursing Textbooks but a little suggestion n o w  and then starts 
them on the right way. W h e n  a patient is not dangerously ill they 
watch by his bedside at night and w h e n  necessary call the real nurse 
w h o  is responsible.
O f  course they need some instruction w h e n  they are first installed 
as “assistant nurses”. W e  do not keep firewood and pots and pans 
under the bed. W e  should like all unnecessary clothing neatly folded
and put a w a y  in proper places. T h e  instruction in dieting is most 
difficult. W h e n  a diet is prescribed which does not include rice they 
do not consider it “food”, and w e  have a very hard time to persuade 
them that other things besides rice contain nourishment. T o  give a 
person suffering with fever, water to drink is so foreign to them that 
they look at us in great astonishment and shake their heads in unbe­
lief. “W ’e never give water w h e n  there is fever” they say, and not 
until it has been m a d e  clear to them that there is a certain “connec­
tion” between our medicine and water, do they agree to give it to 
their dear ones w h o m  they are helping to nurse. Yet in spite of these 
difficulties w e  are grateful for the patient’s relatives, in fact I a m  not 
sure that this system of nursing ought not to be developed in our 
hospitals. T h e y  learn m a n y  things and w e  trust carry s o m e  of this 
knowledge back with them to their villages.
In and around Ranipettai the educated people are beginning to 
appreciate the value of modern nursing. F r o m  time to time w e  have 
requests for the services of a nurse in the h o me s  of people. But 
since w e  can send only widows, or married people, or people w h o  
have a certain age to their credit w e  cannot always comply with their 
requests. Still it is gratifying to note that the d e m a n d  is increasingly 
there.
W e  are mo re  than grateful for the n e w  Nurses’ H o m e  which is 
slowly rising on our n e w  hospital grounds. H o w  eagerly w e  look 
forward to the time w h e n  w e  shall occupy it. It was a pleasure to 
have Miss C o b b  lay the cornerstone and w e  hope that so me  day w e  
shall have' the pleasure of entertaining in it other of our friends from 
the U. S. A.
Last year two girls and one boy passed their final examinations 
and graduated this year. O n e  of the girls went to w o r k  in a neigh­
boring mission hospital. T h e  other two remained with us and are on 
the present staff of our hospital. '
In these days of compromise and religious confusion, pray for 
us that in all w e  do or say our witness m a y  be clear and sure, for 
w e  have a promise, “I, if I be lifted up, will draw all m e n  unto M e.” 
M a y  w e  vividly realize h o w  m a n y  there are w h o  have not yet seen 
the real Christ and pray that w e  m a y  be able to rise to our oppor­
tunity.
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T H E  J A P A N  M I S S I O N
F o u n d e d 1859
Organized into North and South, 1889; Reunited in 1917 
A rea occupied in t h e  Is l a n d of K y u -s h u , 15,552 s q u a r e miles 
E stimated responsibility of t h e  R. C. A., 2,000,000
Missionaries.— Tokyo: Rev. A. Oltmans (Emeritus), Rev. H. V. E. 
Stegeman, Miss H. M. Lansing, Miss F. E. Oltmans, * Mr. C. A. 
Dykhuizen, Rev. E. C. Duryee. Yokohama: Rev. L. J. Shafer, Miss J. 
Noordhoff, Miss C. J. Oltmans, Miss D. Eringa, Miss F. V. Buss, Mrs. 
L. S. Muyskens. Shimonoseki: Miss F. C. Walvoord, * Miss H. Keizer. 
Oita: Rev. H. V. S. Peeke. Saga: Rev. S. W .  Ryder. Kurume: Rev. 
B. C. Moore. Nagasaki: Rev. D. C. Ruigh, Rev. W .  G. Hoekje, Miss F. 
Darrow, Miss Bessie J. Shafer, * Mr. M. Hoeksema. Kagoshima: Rev. 
J. Ter Borg.
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. A. Oltmans (Emeritus), Mrs. H. V. S. 
Peeke, Mrs. D. C. Ruigh, Mrs. W .  G. Hoekje, Mrs. L. J. Shafer, Mrs. 
S. W .  Ryder, Mrs. H. V. E. Stegeman, Mrs. John Ter Borg, Mrs. B. C. 
Moore, Miss Minnie Taylor (non-commissioned).
On Furlough.— Miss S. M. Couch, Miss J. A. Pieters, Rev. and Mrs. 
Hubert Kuyper, Miss E. V. Teets.
Emeritus— In America— Rev. and Mrs, E. S. Booth.
Japanese Helpers.— Ordained ministers, 11. Other Helpers: Men, 73; 
W o m e n ,  21.
Schools.— -Boarding: Boys’, 1 % ;  Scholars, 1,124; Girls’, 1 % ;  Scholars, 
563. Theological, 1 % ;  Students, 14. Total Schools, 4 % ;  Scholars, 
1,650.
* Short Term Teachers.
Report for 1926
The past year has been an exceedingly quiet one in business, politics 
and religion.
Business has picked up a little and the yen has swung back nearly to 
par. Steady improvement is looked for. T he Wakatsuki Cabinet gov­
erned with a firm hand in spite of the usual turmoil of scandal, crimina­
tion and recrimination over petty affairs and more weighty affairs in 
political circles. T he franchise was extended very widely by law, but 
as there has been no election since, no one knows h o w  it will work, 
though a purification of politics is hoped for as a result. All eyes have 
been turned with wonder and watchfulness upon the anarchy in China. 
Japan is even n o w  deeply affected, but there seems to be nothing to be 
done till China sets her house in order— if she can.
There have been no striking movements in the religious world. The 
Government has been preparing a new religious control bill and many are 
pleased at its purpose of indicating Christianity as one of Japan’s three 
leading religions instead of including it in the vague class of “others.” 
But among its numerous provisions the new bill looks toward a certain 
bureaucratic control of religion just as the Government controls educa­
tion, charity, business, agriculture and almost everything else. Each 
denomination must have an authorized representative and its acts must 
have sanction. This is very displeasing to the more democratically 
organized sects. However, the bill is still being whipped into shape and 
no one can definitely foretell just what its final form will be.
Mission work m a y  be said to be about holding its own. However, 
an added year has brought added experience to all concerned, and the 
ministry is held more in respect by the population in general than some 
years ago. T he ever-recurrent question whether there is a place and 
work for the foreign missionary in Japan has come forward as it has 
done about every fifteen years since the first missionaries arrived. The 
consensus of opinion of foreigners and Japanese alike seems to be that 
there is less need of him than before in administrative and in some 
teaching positions in schools and in the large cities, but more need of 
him than ever in the smaller cities, larger towns and the country-side, if 
he only has the zeal and knowledge necessary to go there and get close 
to the people.
A  few years ago there was a strong effort made to absorb the mis­
sionary movement into the activities of the Japanese Church. It broke 
down and the Missions are still in the main in control of their o w n  
work. The Church is not going as strong as it did when it was domi­
nated by the strong personality of the late Dr. Uemura, but the younger 
generation is carrying on bravely and it is altogether likely that a few 
years will show that a more democratic development is better for the 
Church in the long run.
O n e  of the denominational activities has been the commissioning of 
the Rev. G. K awamata to tour certain classes, holding at least two suc­
cessive evangelistic meetings in every place in which there is a resident 
evangelist connected with the Church of Christ in Japan. These meet­
ings have been very effective and the work of the Mission in Kyushu 
has profited very greatly by the arrangement.
The National Christian Council has continued to function and it 
has made itself felt in our field through visits by Mr. Tagawa and Dr. 
Sturge, the latter accompanied by its secretary, Mr. Miyazaki. The 
National Christian Council would be much more worth while if it repre­
sented denominations of Christians that were not absorbed with the heavy 
duties laid on them by their o w n  corporate existence, but it has great 
value in being the authorized representative of nine-tenths of the organ­
ized Protestant Christianity of the empire, and being a body with which 
the Government can readily have relations when it wishes to confer with 
the Christianity of the land. This is a great improvement over having 
the Government turn to the Y. M. C. A. The Council doubtless has a 
future of great usefulness even though at present it seems in some 
respects principally holding itself in readiness. It was to representatives
of this body that the Government turned to consult in regard to the 
Religions Bill, and the Minister of Education addressed them in person 
at the time of their annual gathering. All matters pertaining to religion 
are n o w  in charge of the Department of Education.
The Christian Literature Society has been pushing the matter 
of incorporation and the erection of a building for Christian uses on 
the Kyobunkwan site in the heart of the city of Tokyo, as well as doing 
its regular publishing and selling business, but there have been no strik­
ing results. O ne is led to fear lest the cumbersomeness of its organiza­
tion militates against its effectiveness. A n  astonishing number of new 
books of a religious character have come off the press since the earth­
quake, but the C. L. S. has not taken a conspicuous part in the develop­
ment. . However, it cannot but give satisfaction to all interested in this 
line of work to see h o w  simply through the growth of Christianity and 
the demand caused thereby, ordinary business interests are putting out 
literature of a Christian kind. S o m e  of this is very faulty, but a great 
deal of it is very usable.
During the year a large and commodious missionary residence was 
completed at Oita, two residences were erected for Ferris Seminary 
teachers at Yokohama, and a dormitory that will accommodate fifty girls 
was finished in time for the opening of the fall term at the latter school.
Missionary movements have been considerable during the year. Rev. 
and Mrs. H. V. E. Stegeman returned from furlough in April, Rev. 
and Mrs. L. J. Shafer in September, Miss S. M. Couch in November 
and Miss J. A. Pieters in December. In February Miss B. J. Shafer, 
w h o  had spent some time with the Mission as a short-term appointee, 
rejoined the work with a regular commission. O n  the other hand, Miss 
Hendrine Hospers retired from the work in January, Rev. and Mrs. 
Hubert Kuyper went on furlough in May, while Rev. and Mrs. A. V a n  
Bronkhorst retired in July and Miss J. Noordhoff went on furlough in 
September. Also in September, Rev. E. C. Duryee joined the Mission 
and is spending his first year in teaching in Meiji Gakuin and in 
language study, while Mrs. Louise Muyskens, w h o  arrived at the same 
time, has been living in Yokohama and teaching in Ferris Seminary, with 
the prospect of studying the language during 1927.
In the early fall the Mission was favored by a visit from Rev. and 
Mrs. J. H o w a r d  Brinckerhoff, both of w h o m  are members of the 
Church’s Mission Boards. Their keen and sympathetic interest in every­
thing pertaining to the work of the Mission was stimulating and helpful 
to all. They put mere sight-seeing in its proper place and did not let 
any personal discomfort stand in the way of visiting every station at 
which missionaries are residing. Their visit was a model of its kind.
W o m e n 's E vangelistic W o r k
A  great deal#of direct evangelistic work is carried on by the w o m e n  
missionaries and at this point in the full report of the Mission a most 
interesting account of that work appears. This part of the report will 
be found in the Year Book of the W o m a n ’s Board.
E D U C A T I O N A L  W O R K
The educational work of the Mission is carried on in two schools in 
which w e  work on a fifty-fifty basis with the Presbyterian Mission, and 
in two schools for which w e  are alone responsible. Each of the four 
schools is conducted by a board of directors on which Japanese m e n  or 
w o m e n  are serving. F r o m  one-half to two-thirds of the expense of 
running a school, barring the cost of new property and the salaries of 
American teachers, is met from the fees of the students.
O n  a board of directors there seems to be a distinct advantage from 
having a number of Japanese w h o  are ready to give the Japanese view­
point and join in responsibility for actions taken, but it cannot be said 
that this has as yet resulted in leading the Japanese Church or Japanese 
Christians to evince any great interest in the schools or readiness to 
assume any responsibility for their support. However, there are some 
faint signs that a change is coming. N o r  can it be said that any dis­
tinct gain has come from having union enterprises except that instead of 
greater interest in and responsibility for fewer enterprises, w e  have lesser 
interest in and responsibility for more enterprises— if indeed this can be 
called a gain. A  union of missions carrying on a school does not show 
the initiative and forward looking purposes that a single mission does, 
and where there are Japanese on a board of directors, or in the leading 
administrative positions in a school, the missionary element inclines to 
lean hard and withdraw from the responsibility it originally carried. 
In developing our work along these lines w,e have simply followed the 
trend of the times, trusting that they would not be far wrong. Time 
will tell whether our steps have been wise or not.
In former years the Mission made a great deal of training selected 
young people for the ministry, for positions as Bible women, and as 
teachers in our academies. W e  have n o w  almost entirely handed over 
our arrangements for training young men for the ministry to the faculty 
of Meiji Gakuin Seminary, and our other operations in the line of 
student assistance are becoming less and less. This is mentioned here as 
one more step in a tendency that bids fair to affect our work very 
seriously.
Perhaps it will be well to mention here a similar step being taken 
in our evangelistic work. The Mission carries on this work through an 
Evangelistic Committee. This committee carries on in conjunction with 
a Conference Committee of five chosen from the evangelists employed. 
T he Evangelistic Committee is bound to employ no new evangelists and 
dismiss no old ones, to open no new out-stations and close no old ones, 
to transfer no evangelists, and to revise no regulations in regard to 
salaries, allowances, etc., without the consent of this Conference C o m ­
mittee of salaried agents.
It seems to some that this is a splendid forward step toward close 
co-operation and fellowship with our Japanese co-workers. There are 
others w h o  think that such a committee should come from the Classis or 
Presbytery rather than from the evangelists associated with the Mis­
sion by employment and even then that it should be purely a committee 
of conference, without the power to hold up action by refusing consent. 
The plan has worked without serious friction and indeed with some
marked advantages so far. T he future will make it clear whether or 
not an unsuitable method has been incorporated in our working rules. 
If so w e  should be able to find some plan that is better.
Meiji Gakuin
But to return to Meiji Gakuin. Hon. D. Tagawa is president and 
has a deep interest in the school. The institution has three departments, 
the Academy, the College and the Seminary. At the last year-end the 
students were distributed, following the above order, 768, 247 and 56— a 
total of 1,071.
During the year the dean and the head-teacher of the academy 
resigned. M u c h  more definitely and aggressively Christian m e n  are 
being put in their places and that will result gradually, perhaps speedily, 
in a distinct improvement in the faculty along the same line. A  Christian 
school is possible only when there are definitely Christian m e n  filling 
nearly if not quite all the chairs, and the teachers are only too apt to 
be in character and piety like the leaders w h o  choose them. For some 
years past the academy has not been what it should have been, and it is 
a satisfaction that a brighter day is dawning.
During the year it was decided to do away with the dormitory that 
has been a feature of the school since its foundation. The Board of 
Trustees was by no means unanimous when it made this decision. It 
seemed to some that giving up a dormitory was like cutting out the 
heart of a Christian educational enterprise, and that an earnest purpose 
and determination to carry on an ideal dormitory would have led to 
success. Here, again, time will show to a degree at least, whether the 
action was wise.
M u c h  the same kind of a report must be made for the college. 
There has been no principal in charge— the President being acting- 
principal, and two of the teachers assisting. The students in colleges in 
Japan, especially private colleges, are tasting a freedom they have never 
had before and some of them very seriously abuse it. Daily chapel 
exercises are no longer obligatory, though they have not been, as in the 
academy, reduced to one a week (obligatory). The college has some 
excellent teachers, foreign and Japanese, w h o  have no uncertain Christian 
influence, but the college and the academy would strike one coming from 
a foreign country as lacking greatly in both discipline and in order. The 
President is endeavoring to find a suitable m an to head up the college, 
and if he is as successful as he has been in the case of the academy, the 
friends of the school m a y  well rejoice.
It must be borne in mind that this report is being written by a 
foreigner, whose acquaintance with other than Christian schools in the 
United States of America and Japan is slight. It is probable that, viewed 
from the standpoint of Japan and its Government and private schools, 
the situation is much better than a missionary would think. Certainly 
the students of the Academy grow year after year in their appreciation 
of Christian things.
A  year or so ago missionary educational circles were greatly troubled 
that the Government proposed to introduce a certain amount of military 
training and education in all schools. Meiji Gakuin College was able 
to decline to receive such an instructor, but the academy received one and
so did our school in Nagasaki. W e  are happy to report that the in­
structors sent by the Government were in each case most suitable m e n  
and nothing but good results seem to have followed.
During the year Dr. H. V. S. Peeke retired from his connection 
with the institution and in the above two departments Mr. C. Dykhuizen 
and Rev. E. C. Duryee are n o w  serving.
The Theological Seminary, at its separate location some four miles 
away, is in excellent condition. One of the professors is acting dean. 
The total of students is put at 56, but perhaps half of these are in the 
college pursuing preparatory studies. Three of the older professors have 
recently retired and the faculty is n o w  made up of m e n  around forty 
years w ho have enjoyed the advantages of study in Japan, in the United 
States, and even in Scotland. Our o w n  Dr. Oltmans, w h o  was honorably 
retired in 1925, but continued to instruct for nearly two years, handed 
his work of teaching over to Rev. H. V. E. Stegeman on the return of 
the latter from furlough in the spring of 1926.
The faculty of the seminary has taken over from the two missions 
the management of supported students and have put it on a unified and 
somewhat severe basis. It is weeding out unsatisfactory students and 
raising the tone all around. There is every prospect that this will work 
out in the interest of the churches of the country that need well trained 
and hand-picked young ministers. However, there is grave reason to 
doubt whether the system will give the missions the kind of evangelist 
that is needed for self-denying work of pure evangelization in small 
towns and remote districts. However, if time shows that w e  need to 
train up for our o w n  evangelistic work a different kind of worker, there 
are other schools where they can be instructed. It is only fair to say, 
however, that the Meiji Gakuin is less and less to be relied upon for 
the preparation of plain ordinary evangelistic preachers as contrasted 
with those that are eagerly snapped up by self-supporting churches that 
have been at no expense in their training, although, as intimated above, 
Synod has n o w  organized a rudimentary Board of Education, and at its 
last session consented to elect one-half of the Trustees of a Girls’ High 
School in Nagoya, hitherto under the sole control of the Mission of 
the Southern Presbyterian Church.
During the summer a Daily Vacation Bible School was held on 
Meiji Gakuin campus, following the precedent of the last four or five 
years. It met for three weeks. There were 106 boys and 158 girls in 
attendance. The pupils were divided into ten groups and the course was 
one that requires six years to complete. Nine out of 12 teachers were 
students of Meiji Gakuin. It was probably one of the largest in the 
country.
It is a matter for regret that the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai has not 
yet, as a Christian body, shown any serious interest in education other 
than that of the Sunday School. Its ministers have from the beginning 
been trained by missions or in a seminary conducted by Dr. Uemura, and 
n o w  by his successors, with funds furnished by a few wealthy Chris­
tians. There is no question but that the Church should be led to see 
its duty in this respect, and in some w ay there should be a distinctly 
church seminary, formed by combining existing ones, and supported 
entirely by Japanese funds.

TEMPORARY Ql'ARTERS OF THE KATO.AN CHTROH. YOKOHAMA
r.MBRELLAS IN THE MAKING
Steele A c a d e m y
This institution is conducted in Nagasaki. Rev. D. C. Ruigh is the 
Principal. The Board of Directors is composed of six persons, half of 
w h o m  are Japanese. The total enrollment is a little short of five 
hundred. The past year has been a most satisfactory one. For m a n y  
years the school has made special evangelistic efforts for its students 
during the fall. In November Dr. Oilmans passed through Nagasaki 
and spoke three times on The Christian Life. Later, Mr. Kawamata, a 
most effective speaker, spoke five times in the school and the near-by 
church. S o m e  sixty students expressed a desire for further instruction 
in the Christian way and a number asked for baptism at once. All these 
were formed into groups and training was begun. O n  December 15th, 
seventeen of these students received baptism and there are others to 
follow. It seems that there is a larger number than usual this year from 
the higher classes a m on g  those w h o  have received baptism. There are 
doubtless aspects of the school life that cause anxiety, but this institution 
has been conducted for many years by experienced foreign missionaries 
and the results are pleasing us very mu ch  indeed.
Mr. Hoeksema, Miss Darrow and Miss Taylor are connected with 
the staff of the school. N o ne  of these is in a position to instruct using 
the Japanese language, but in one w ay and another each is seizing oppor­
tunities to meet with individuals or with groups, with the Bible as the 
center of interest and study. S o m e  of these groups are students from 
the school, others are made up of young people from the city, or the 
wives of business men. The results are varied, but the promise of 
reaping in due time is constantly verified. Miss Shafer is of the N a g a ­
saki group of missionaries, and while constant attention to accounts and 
records is not specially inspiring to evangelistic zeal, she has her oppor­
tunities of regularly witnessing as a Christian and missionary, taking a 
hand specially in helping the little group of non-Japanese children in 
the port. Miss Darrow has taught some hours each week in a Govern­
ment school for girls, though she has .not found in it the opportunity 
she had desired. H er main satisfaction has come from being simply 
one of the factors that make our distinctly Christian mission academy 
possible.
Sturges Seminary
Sturges Seminary for girls, situated at Shimonoseki, is one of our 
union schools. A  union school has some distinct advantages, but as was 
intimated above, enthusiasm for joint management of mission school 
enterprises is not so strong as it was. However, this school has enjoyed 
the constant supervision of a single Japanese principal since its organi­
zation. It was founded in a large and worldly city with much fear 
and trembling, but its success has far exceeded our expectations. There 
are about 350 students. Something more than half come from the im­
mediate neighborhood, while not a few come from families living in 
Korea or China. There are a number of Korean girls among the 
students. The school is prospering and is making its influence felt over 
a wide circle.
A  girls’ school in Japan has a wide field of activity. The incipient 
"new w o m a n ” of the Orient takes to athletics vigorously and enthusi­
astically. Basket ball, volley ball and tennis are on the Sturges list, with 
an annual field day with the Baptist girls’ school in a neighboring city, 
and a day’s mountain climbing excursion.
Bazaars are n o w  popular in such schools and Sturges had two last 
year, though with increasing experience they can turn off a bazaar with­
out entirely disrupting the more serious business of the institution. There 
is a prosperous Parent-Teachers Association. O ne day a large group of 
primary school teachers and principals from the neighborhood was enter­
tained. The girls had the privilege of paying their respects to the 
Prince Regent (now Emperor), the Crown Prince of Sweden, as well 
as General Booth, as these distinguished people passed through.
T he musical department of Sturges flourished under Miss Keizer’s 
care during Miss Pieters’ absence. The bazaars have given a new baby 
grand piano for the chapel. A  concert was given for the friends in 
Shimonoseki, and three others were given in adjacent cities. T h e  school 
has, for several years, conducted a baby clinic. This year 72 children 
were examined by a physician w h o  is an elder in the Shimonoseki 
Church, indeed the son of a former pastor. A  booklet on the care of 
children during the summer was given and a lecture on the care of 
children during measles was distributed. B y  the Y. W .  C. A. clothing 
was collected, was made and distributed to needy persons w h o  came to 
the school to receive the gifts and give proof of their need.
The situation of Shimonoseki is such that every year religious 
workers of prominence visit and speak. This year was no exception. 
There is a Sunday School for the dormitory girls and one also for 
Korean children, taught by Korean students of the school. During the 
summer vacation the school buildings were loaned for the use of a 
Sunday School conference which was a blessing to this end of the 
empire. There have been thirty-three pupils and one teacher baptized 
during the year. There has been an unusual response a mong the post­
graduate students, w h o  come from non-Christian schools. At the end 
of the year all the girls in the upper dormitory, which houses the 
highest class girls and the post-graduates, were baptized Christians— a 
Christian family of forty.
O f  course the above is but a sketch of the activities of the school. 
Nothing more is possible in such a report as this. But it is evident that 
Sturges Seminary is flourishing.
Ferris Seminary
Ferris Seminary has been under the direct management of the Mis­
sion from its beginning over fifty years ago. So me  years back three 
nominees of the alumnae were added to the Board of Directors and 
their assistance has been greatly appreciated.
During the first half of the year the school was carried on under 
the direction of Miss Jeane Noordhoff. Since the earthquake there has 
been no head-teacher— the party w h o  is the right hand and under­
study of the principal, and the work has been carried on in buildings of 
barrack construction. Miss Noordhoff came to the school in the fall of 
1925 without previous experience as an administrator, but in spite of 
handicaps she laid d o wn  her task on the return of the principal, Rev.
L. J. Shafer, having w o n  high enconiums from all w h o  had observed 
her work. She left in September to go h o m e  via Palestine.
S o m e  time back it was decided to retain the old campus as the loca­
tion of the buildings to be used for instruction, while on a new campus 
five minutes distant, buildings should be erected to serve as homes for 
the foreign teachers and the boarding pupils. The dormitory and two 
residences at No. 37 were made the first section of the building program 
and this was carried to completion by September 1st. Dr. Peeke was 
in charge of construction. The dormitory can hold from forty to fifty 
pupils and has fine spaces for out-door exercise. The prospects are 
good that this new equipment will be used to the utmost.
With a view to beginning the second part of the building program, 
land has been bought with which to enlarge the old site and the G o v ­
ernment has built retaining walls to repair some damage done at the 
time of the earthquake. The architect of the dormitory and residences 
has been retained and is planning the new recitation halls. The Alumnae 
Association is endeavoring to raise Y e n  50,000. Parents and interested 
citizens in Yokohama will try to raise Yen 75,000. A  bazaar was held 
in the fall that netted Yen 3,000. The students themselves have started 
a “penny a day” fund with boxes in conspicuous places and already 
10,000 pennies, or rather half-pennies, have found their w ay into the 
receptacles.
It has been decided that the school shall fall in line with all other 
mission schools and seek Government recognition. It is hoped that this 
will be secured early in 1927 before the present graduating class goes 
out. This is an important move, but it will have no effect on the 
fundamental policies of the institution so far as its religious work is 
concerned. A  new head-teacher has been secured and the whole work 
of the school goes on a more stable basis.
O n  account of sickness and the financial depression the enrollment 
has fallen below 400, but with the opening of the n e w  year this will be 
brought up to 450, which has been set as the suitable total enrollment.
Aside from the Bible classes in the curriculum the religious work 
of the school centers around the Y. W .  C. A. It has functioned 
actively during the year carrying on Sunday Schools for little children 
and cultivating the faith of its members. The Christmas exercises were 
under a cloud on account of the illness of the Emperor, but patterning 
on the White Gift Christmas successfully conducted the year before, 
those w h o  wished publicly to give their hearts to their Saviour were 
invited to write their names on a slip of white paper and contribute 
these. Thirty-six girls responded. Here again it is impossible in a report 
of this kind fully to recount the Christian activities that are going on 
constantly in a mission school.
Ferris Seminary needs m a ny  friends if its building program is to 
be completed. The home papers give frequent notice of the activities of 
some of these friends and during the year various gifts have expressed 
the kind thought of others. The school has received several hundred vol­
umes for its library, a reflectoscope with screen, an English Bible, Bibles 
for the chapel, gifts of Y e n  100, of Y e n  19 and of Y e n  50 for various 
uses, and a Miessner piano, freight and duty paid.
The earthquake and fire, together with changes in the personnel dur­
ing the last four years have been a great strain on the organization of 
Ferris Seminary, but every succeeding week brings it nearer to the goal 
of a stable and well conducted Christian school.
The W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions is co-operating in the conduct 
of the W o m a n ’s Christian College in Japan, situated in Tokyo, and a 
member of the Mission is chosen each year as a member of the Board 
of Trusteess. Mrs. H. V. S. Peeke is at present acting in that capacity. 
T he school gives higher, i. e. collegiate, education to a little over 300 
young women, but more detailed reference does not lie within the scope 
of this report.
EVANGELISTIC WORK
The paragraphs which follow will have to do with the evangelistic 
work conducted by the m e n  of the Mission, most of which is more 
intimately connected with the Nihon Kirisuto Kyokwai organization.
Tokyo-Izu Field
W h e n  the North and the South Japan Missions were united some 
years ago, the purpose was to close out the Shinshu and the Tohoku 
fields in the north and consolidate in Kyushu. S o m e  thought that even 
the Tokyo Izu out-stations should also be closed out, but that question 
was left in statu quo for the time being. Quite contrary to our pro­
gram two w o m e n  evangelistic workers have been transferred from 
Kyushu to Tokyo. B y  the Mishima church attaining independence the 
four out-stations in the vicinity of Tokyo have been reduced to three.
For some time this field has not had an evangelistic missionary 
giving his entire time to its care. The evangelists have been left very- 
m u c h  to their own devices with such assistance and encouragement as 
could be given by a Tokyo missionary w h o  was working full time in 
the schools. Considerable help could be given by such a missionary and 
his wife to Gotenyama, lying within a mile of Meiji Gakuin, but little 
could be done for Gotemba and Kashiwakubo, and nothing at all for 
the hinterland of these places.
Gotenyama has had good workers for several y-ears and is moving 
slowly ahead. The last year has been one of its best. The evangelist 
is able and conscientious and was ordained during the year. The Sunday 
School is small but very well conducted. Mr. Stegeman, Miss Oilmans, 
and in the earlier part of the year, Dr. Peeke, rendered assistance. A  
half mile away several members of the church conduct a capital Sunday 
school on their o w n  initiative, the mission being beholden only for room- 
rent.
If w e  were choosing a location for such a work to-day w e  would 
Iprobably push farther afield to where suburban villages are growing up 
like mushrooms and where work is easy and the rewards are quick. But 
there is no lack of population where w e  are and the church and Sunday 
School certainly exercise a spiritual influence on the community. So me  
splendid young people were baptized during the year.
Gotemba is an old town lying about 80 miles west of Tokyo. The 
work goes on very slow-ly, but it is improving. O n  rented ground we
have had two houses, one used for Sunday services and parsonage, the 
other for work a mong the pilgrims coming to Gotemba to start up Fuji 
mountain. Times have changed and also the habits of the climbers, 
so the work for them near the station will be abandoned, although the 
results this year were not bad. In connection with a project to close 
out the two old buildings and erect a new plant on a new site, con­
siderable enthusiasm has been aroused. W e  hope it is the beginning of a 
n ew day in the town. T he Sunday school work conducted by the pastor 
and his wife is worthy of special mention. The pastor conducts meetings 
at two places a few miles on either side of Gotemba, making his total of 
Sunday services mount sometimes to as m a n y  as five.
Kashiwakubo is a rather remote hamlet and is served by an old 
minister, but yet well served as far as his abilities allow. The little 
Christian family is proud of its new church building. There were two 
baptisms last year. S o m e  day the pastor will retire and then w e  will 
find out whether it is possible to take a good church building in a 
frankly rural community and with a young and active minister build up 
a congregation that can stand upon its o w n  feet. The problem is an 
intricate one. Can w e  find a sufficiently well trained m a n  w h o  will 
throw himself actively into such rural work, and will the Mission stand 
by him long enough, and with sufficient funds, till he can comb out of 
the country-side a sufficient number of Christian families to duly sup­
port the work?
One of the growing problems in this field and in our Kyushu fields 
as well, is that of the out-stations that were prosperous towns when we 
entered them a score or two years ago, but which are giving w ay to new 
towns coming to prominence on account of changes in the lines of c o m ­
munication. O u r  Japanese friends urge, and w e  are strongly tempted, 
to rush to these n e w  and promising fields where returns are quick, just 
as late coming missions are doing, but it is by no means easy to abandon 
old fields or to discharge old and tried workers. Somebody must some­
time evangelize the more conservative people w h o  live in thousands on 
these older fields; so what excuse have w e  for changing ?
T he Kyushu evangelistic field has five centers of work where mis­
sionaries reside,— Nagasaki, with two evangelists, Mr. Hoekje in charge; 
Saga, with two evangelists, Mr. Ryder in charge; Kurume, with four 
evangelists, Mr. Moore in charge; Kagoshima, with two evangelists, Mr. 
Ter Borg in charge; and Oita, with six evangelists, Dr. Peeke in charge, 
but Mr. Kuyper and Mr. V a n  Bronkhorst on the field the earlier half 
of the year.
The missionaries in charge have naturally conducted their operations 
in different w a y s ; some of them are very new at the work, and some 
of them have assigned to them general missionary tasks that require no 
little attention. Mr. Hoekje has acted as secretary of the mission and 
has had responsibilities of a similar kind connected with our school 
boards and some very responsible mission committees. Mr. Ryder has 
been in charge of our property interests. Mr. Moore is in his first term 
and is properly devoting m u ch  time to language study. Mr. Ter Borg is 
also in his first term. Dr. Peeke, as a senior missionary, has consid­
erable work of a general kind, was obliged to give mu ch  attention after 
coming to Oita to finishing up his undertakings in the Tokyo region and
to learning the ropes of our largest and heaviest station, both his 
predecessors being off the field.
Nagasaki Field
Mr. Hoekje’s evangelistic activities have been of an exceedingly 
varied nature. In Nagasaki city w e  have a very well located and suitably 
equipped preaching place with a capital young bachelor minister in charge. 
Mr. Hoekje has co-operated with him by preaching at regular times, con­
ducting Bible classes in English or catechumen’s classes in Japanese, all 
this in a systematic manner blocked out by the young minister. H e  has 
done his share in connection with the group that maintains English 
services in Nagasaki, acting as chairman, has made Lenten addresses, has 
spoken at the Y. M. C. A., at a hospital for tuberculous patients, at a 
w o m e n ’s meeting at the home of Miss Taylor and at special meetings at 
the Oura Church in Nagasaki, Mr. Hoekje has been in Japan twenty 
years and is well equipped to render these varied services. It is not 
strange that in view of his and Mr. Yamaguchi’s activity, the work at 
our Nagasaki preaching hall is developing according to program. In 
fact a recital of the activities connected with the place would be some­
thing of a picture of just h o w  such work should be done.
Shimabara has been visited a number of times. This out-station is 
in charge of Mr. Moriyama and his capable wife. Here, too, the work 
is suited to the workers. Shimabara is a very conservative city, alive 
with prejudice and with strong Buddhistic ties. The mission owns a 
good property, and this is used every morning for children’s classes 
conducted after the manner of a kindergarten. The mission supplies 
the place, and Mr. Moriyama and his friends finance and conduct the 
classes. They are, in a sense, the foundation of the work. There have 
been three baptisms during the year. N o  attempt is n o w  made to 
touch the villages of the district. Under the circumstances it is quite 
impossible.
W e  are the only workers in this large region and should really 
push the work much harder than w e  are doing. It is a problem of m en 
and of money for travel. A  difficult question is soon to arise in regard 
to the kindergarten. W e  are likely to be forced to put up the funds 
necessary to run a really good institution that will meet Government 
requirements, or eventually go out of the business, and that probably to 
give way to some Buddhist organization. It is such decisions that try 
m e n ’s souls.
Saga Field
Mr. Ryder’s Saga field has an out-station at Karatsu and one at 
the town of Imari, from which point the evangelist visits also Arita and 
Takeo. These are all old towns, strongly Buddhistic, and with compar­
atively little coming and going of new people. That means very hard 
fields. Mr. Kurokawa’s mere residence at Imari naturally results in the 
breaking down of a certain amount of prejudice, to say nothing of the 
result of his aggressive activities. Good audiences greeted Mr. Kawamata 
when he held evangelistic meetings there. A  half dozen promising 
enquirers resulted.
Takeo has suffered from removals. O n e  bright spot is the faith­
fulness of a young m a n  in carrying on a small Sunday school and 
assembling the group when the minister comes from Imari each week. 
The Arita Christians are only a small company but they have built 
up a fund of Yen 130, for the day when church property shall be 
bought. A  young w o m a n  of fine character, trained in the intermittent 
Sunday Schools held there, was recently baptized.
Karatsu is one of our oldest out-stations but at the end of 1926 
had only traversed about half the journey toward independent self-sup­
port. It must be confessed, however, that its progress, though slow, has 
something of steadiness and doggedness in it. Early in 1927 it surprised 
and pleased us all by declaring its intention of joining Saga and 
Miyakonojo, which a year ago decided to stand alone.
T he Saga church is n o w  on its own, but the Mission still employs 
the pastor to visit and work in the villages of Kita-taku and Masuda. 
W e  hope for the day when this evangelistic work also will be taken over 
by the church.
Mr. Ryder has two regular Bible classes for students from the G o v ­
ernment college at his home, and an English Bible class at the Saga 
church. Bibles and religious books are constantly sold at the manse 
as well as at the semi-annual tent evangelistic services held in connection 
with a Shinto religious festival in co-operation with the Lutheran mis­
sionaries. The books sold during the year were 244 Bibles or Testa­
ments, 14S Hymn-books, and 163 other religious books, a total of S52 
volumes, of a value of Yen 362.52. All this region is very conservative. 
M a n y  leave; but few come in. The anti-Japanese legislation in America 
seems to have struck a severe blow at the prestige of America in these 
parts. However, it seems that the worst is past and the future appears 
brighter than for some years.
Kurume Field
Mr. Moore’s first task has been language study, but he has been able 
to do considerable in leading the ministers on the K u r u m e  field to 
aggressive evangelism.
A  n e w  evangelist came from the Tohoku to K u r u m e  and is giving 
excellent satisfaction. H e  does street-preaching twice a week when 
weather permits and has some kind of meeting every night but Saturday. 
At the village of Hainuzuka, Mr. Narasaki, a m a n  of rich spiritual gifts, 
works earnestly in the town and near-by villages. At Fukushima the 
young and rather inexperienced Mr. Kira and his exceptionally efficient 
wife conduct something of a kindergarten in connection with their work. 
It is village evangelism of a difficult kind, but the well-mated couple 
carries on persistently.
T he district of which K u r u m e  is the center is exceedingly populous 
and there is as fine a field for evangelistic effort as could be asked for. 
Mr. Moore finds m a n y  things in the conditions of the groups of believers 
that he would like to see improved and w e  m a y  well believe that his 
active management of affairs will in time bring many changes to pass. 
Evangelizing is his motto and during the spring tent meetings were 
held in four places with good results both in attracting hearers and in
training the workers. Mr. Moore teaches in an academy one day each 
week in order to obtain funds to carry on his evangelistic campaign. 
Can this be a wise arrangement on the part of the Mission or the Board? 
Certainly it would not pay a business house to send a representative 
to the Orient to sell goods and have him spend a day a week, during 
his sojourn, at some side job in order to raise money to pay his 
hotel bills.
Oita Field
This field enjoyed the care and supervision of Dr. A. Pieters for 
a number of years, during which time the Eiseikwan, an institution for 
evangelism through the use of print and the mails, was developed, 
property at a number of places secured, and the number of towns in 
which evangelists resided and worked raised to six. Dr. Pieters was 
succeeded by Mr. Kuyper, under w h o m  some of the above work was 
carried forward to completion. Possibly some of it was begun by Mr. 
Kuyper. T he field has profited greatly by the continued care over a 
long term of years of two such experienced men. Mr. V a n  Bronkhorst 
joined Mr. Kuyper a couple of years ago, bringing with him an auto­
mobile, funds to keep it going and to purchase books, tracts and equip­
ment for meetings of all sorts. The plan was for Mr. V a n  Bronkhorst 
to attend principally to touring while Mr. Kuyper should put emphasis 
on the work of the Eiseikwan.
Mr. Kuyper left on furlough in M a y  and Mr. V a n  Bronkhorst 
retired in July. Dr. Peeke arrived, not in the best of health, in Sep­
tember, to take over the work. It is not at all strange that the work 
has suffered a good deal from these changes and the necessary re­
adjustments. Dr. Peeke had not only to take over the evangelistic 
work which had not been his line for eight years, with the previous 
missionaries off* the field, but also to undertake the management of 
newspaper evangelism, of the methods of which he was quite ignorant.
However, the year was brought to a finish and Oita Station is still 
a going concern. There has been a change in the clerkship of the 
Eiseikwan, but for the better. There are about 700 volumes in the 
circulating library and these books moved to the extent of about 550 
volumes during the year, an average of 40 or 50 per month. F r o m  the 
office are mailed out each month 300 copies of the Gospel News, 300 
of the N e w  Life, 100 copies of the Morning Star, 100 of the Light of 
Love, and 50 of the Falling Leaves. The work of the Eiseikwan has 
not been pushed. It hardly could be with the chief and the assistant 
both inexperienced, but something like 130 requests have come in for 
literature and of these some forty have gone farther than mere request 
for reading matter.
There is no doubt that in the hands of a person with a taste for 
this kind of work the possibilities are very great. The diffusion of an 
interest in and knowledge of the gospel through this agency has far 
exceeded what one would expect on first thought. It is to be hoped 
that with a generous use of funds and the application of new and in­
genious methods this work m a y  be carried on to even far greater success.
Neither has the work on the field been pushed, but the care of local 
interests and Dr. Peeke’s condition of health precluded much attention
in that line. It is possible at the time of writing to speak only of the 
later months of the year and the conditions at that time. Oita Church 
has held its o w n  in spite of hard times and the shifting of members. 
The pastor preaches excellently and people come to him for instruction. 
There are baptisms, but the church meetings are poorly attended— though 
that is true of all Japan. The religious background of those becoming 
Christians does not make for church attendance on Sunday. A  small 
Sunday School has been resuscitated, the Ladies’ Society has prospered, 
and there is a better outlook for the n ew year.
The new pastor at Usuki has had bad health. Here, too, about all 
that can be said is that it has held its own. T he work has not grown, 
nor has there been aggressive evangelizing at neighboring places.
The village of Mori is up in the mountains. The pastor has been 
there about five years. At the first he could not make any contacts at 
all. During the last couple of years he has had a good meeting place 
and things have gone better. The Sunday School conducted by himself 
and his wife is a large one and a model one. W h e n  Dr. Peeke visited 
the town and when later Mr. K awamata came, they were greeted with 
good audiences. It is to be hoped that the present pastor will hold 
steadily to his purpose of making the name of Jesus known in all that 
mountainous region.
Beppu Church is perhaps our best. The town is a health resort and 
aside from the transient population the permanent population is made 
up of outsiders, and on that account much more ready to listen and 
believe. The pastor is most faithful though a more gifted m a n  would 
suit the needs of the church better. The church has taken no step in 
advance in the matter of self-support though its income this year was 
25 per cent, better than expected. However, it will undoubtedly take 
courage and step forward in due time. A  prominent m e mb e r  has been 
under discipline and an influential elder opposes the step toward lifting 
the ban, and it is possible that difficulties m a y  result. W o u l d  that all 
church officers were wise and moved only by the spirit of Jesus!
Hiji has enjoyed the services of a young pastor since spring. There 
is but a little flock, but they are very happy with the regular services. 
T he pastor is very inexperienced, but his spirit is excellent and there is 
every reason to expect the work to develop nicely.
Takada is a very conservative town near the sea. It has a faithful 
minister who is evangelistic enough in spirit to travel far and wide keep­
ing in touch with all those w h o  are Christians of any name whatsoever, 
and those w h o  are ready to hear the W o r d  of the Kingdom. It is a 
hard-scrabble circuit, but it is a very proper field for the kind of work 
that missionaries were sent to Japan to do.
The Oita field is our largest, best equipped and in ma ny  respects 
the most promising. Railroads are being extended in such a manner 
that the prefecture will grow in wealth and importance and the people 
in readiness to hear. There should be a missionary in charge of the 
Eiseikwan and the Oita city interests. There should be another in a 
position to spend 60 days in the spring and 60 days in the fall touring 
and preaching with the evangelists, provided with $500 or so that such 
work would require. It is a wonderful opportunity and should not be 
let slip.
K a goshima Field
The Kagoshima field covers a wide expanse and at one time there 
were six evangelists working, but w e  are not doing as much as that at 
present. In Kagoshima city Mr. Ter Borg is conducting a library and 
reading room called the Tanshinkwan. Makurazaki, a town of 20,000 
about 40 miles to the south, has been without a minister all the year. 
Shibushi, quite as far away across the bay, and not so easily accessible, 
has been in the care of our oldest evangelist, Mr. Tomegawa. Miyakonojo, 
somewhat north of Shibushi, became independent a year ago, and is 
prospering, but the pastor does some evangelizing at our expense. Forty 
odd miles further to the north an active young evangelist has been 
digging in at Miyazaki, and the prosperity has been almost phenomenal. 
This vast field is very populous and though our Mission has been evan­
gelizing for fifty years, one finds few signs of this activity outside two 
or three large centers, though doubtless the seed widely sown will germi­
nate one of these days.
T he Tanshinkwan is the center of the work in the city. It has a 
loan library of 600 volumes. The books are circulating well. A  sales 
department is stocked with Bibles, hymnbooks and tracts; and there is 
also a reading room. A  w o m a n  of mature years is in charge daily. So me  
441 books, of which almost 300 were Bibles and hymnbooks, were sold 
during the year. Mr. Ter Borg has also had some success at taking 
books out for sale on the highways at suitable times and places. F r o m  
the reading room work have evolved two English Bible classes with 
an average attendance of a dozen.
Early in the month of March the missionary was obliged to release 
the evangelist at Makurazaki, but fortunately some friends put some 
money at his disposal and in the fall he took over the Ford car that 
had been in the Oita Station. These things made it possible for him to 
keep agitating in that section to a certain extent. There are as yet only 
five Christians, but one determined young w o m a n  was baptized and 
added to their number during the year and her influence has done much 
to secure the approval of her family to her act. This is a traditional 
field of our Mission, one in which the responsibility for the m a n y  tens 
of thousands of people is shared by no others and it is to be hoped that 
w e  m a y  be able to do our duty by it.
Shibushi is so far away that it has been little visited by the mis­
sionary, but there are ten resident members and one person was baptized 
during the year. Makurazaki and Shibushi are both very remote towns, 
situated on the sea and only great persistence and faithfulness can get 
results. The Shibushi pastor retires on account of age in the spring of 
1927 and it will not be an easy thing to suitably m a n  these outposts.
The young minister at Miyazaki has pushed his work and has had 
the active assistance of a compact body of Christians. During the 
twelve-month nineteen people have been baptized and added to the c o m ­
pany and nine adults have come from other parts. The church must 
have doubled and doubled again during the year and is soon to be 
organized as a so-called Mission Church. At the present rate of progress 
it will not be m a ny  years till the church can walk entirely by itself. 
This prefecture was until a few years ago very remote and difficult of 
access as well as sparsely settled. Improvement in communications and
the influx of strangers, w h o  as newcomers are not hampered by tradi­
tions, account for the ready growth.
The automobile and other equipment taken over from Oita have 
considerably strengthened the hands of Mr. Ter Borg, and with growth 
in knowledge of the language and conditions (this is still Mr. Ter Borg’s 
first term of service), Kagoshima field bids fair to have the active and 
pushing evangelism to which it is entitled.
T he above is the record of the work of the Japan mission for 1926. 
Three of our schools m a y  well be said to be flourishing and to a large 
degree attaining the results anticipated. The situation in the fourth,
Meiji Gakuin, is more hopeful than for some time. O ur work carried
on by single-women evangelists is scattered, is short of workers and is 
suffering from a certain amount of disorganization. This state of 
affairs can easily be remedied by the commission and training of devoted 
women, provided they have a heart to rough it and are not taken up
for school work more rapidly than they are trained for the work of
evangelism. Except at Miyazaki there has been no progress in the gen­
eral evangelistic field that could be called brilliant, though the Kodokwan 
at Nagasaki has done very well indeed. There has been an excellent 
spirit of harmony between foreign and Japanese workers at a time when 
relations have been greatly disturbed in some other oriental countries. 
There is no reason to be down-hearted. The King d o m  of Heaven was 
never expected to be established in a day. It must always be “First the 
blade, then the ear,” and the fruit only after the early and the latter rains.
There have been very considerable changes in the Mission personnel. 
M a n y  of the missionaries have found the year 1926 one of unusual 
spiritual strain and stress. The general dullness in the affairs of the 
empire has also affected them more or less. Keen disappointments have 
caused humility and heart-searching that should make more faithful and 
effective m e n  and women. But no one doubts that the Lord Omnipotent 
reigneth, and that w e  shall reap in due season if w e  faint not.
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A rea occupied, A rabia, 1,000,000 s q u a r e miles
P opulation
Oman: Sultanate 
Trucial . 
Bahrain Islands .
Kuwait .......
Basrah Vilayet .
Hasa ........Nejd ........
500.000 Hadramaut .........  150,000
80.000 Yemen ............. 1,000,000
100.000 Asir ..............  1,500,000
50.000 Hejaz .............. 1,000,000
250.000 The Bedouins (Central
150.000 Arabia) ..........  500,000
250.000
Total Population, 5,530,000
The Arabian Mission at present has reached Oman, Bahrain Islands, 
Kuwait, Basrah Vilayet, Hasa, T he Nejd.
Missionaries.— Amarah: Rev. D. Dykstra, Dr. W .  J. Moerdyk. 
Basrah: Rev. James E. Moerdyk, Rev. John V a n  Ess, Miss C. B. 
Kellien, Rev. H. A. Bilkert, Miss Ruth Jackson, Miss Rachel Jackson, 
* Mr. T. Essebaggers. Bahrain: Rev. G. J. Pennings, Dr. P. W .  
Harrison, Miss C. Dalenberg, Rev. B. D. Hakken. Kuwait: Dr. C. S. G. 
Mylrea, Rev. E. E. Calverley, Miss M. C. V a n  Pelt. Muscat: Miss
F. Button, Rev. G. D. V a n  Peursem, Dr. S. L. Hosmon.
Kuivait: Language Study, Rev. and Mrs. G. E. D e  Jong and Miss 
Swantina D e  Young.
Associate Missionaries.— Mrs. John V a n  Ess, Mrs. D. Dykstra, Mrs. 
C. S. G. Mylrea, Mrs. G. J. Pennings, Mrs. E. E. Calverley, M.D., Mrs.
G. D. V a n  Peursem, Mrs. P. W .  Harrison, Mrs. H. A. Bilkert, Mrs. 
B. D. Hakken, Mrs. W .  J. Moerdyk.
On Deputation in Persia and in America.— Rev. and Mrs. S. M. 
Zwemer. < .rtjojJVoj
On Furlough.— Dr. and Mrs. L. P. Dame.
Emeritus— In America.— Miss Jane A. Scardefield.
Native Helpers.— Ordained Ministers, none; Other Helpers: Men, 16; 
W o m e n ,  11; Total, 27.
Schools.— Boarding: Boys’, 1; scholars, 25; D a y  Schools: 6;
scholars, 445. Total schools, 7; scholars, 470.
Hospitals and Dispensaries.— 5; Patients treated, 28,459.
* Short Term Teacher.
REPORT FOR 1926
The Arabian Mission, meeting in Basrah this year, enjoyed a very 
full Annual Meeting, twenty-nine missionaries being present. A  review 
of the year’s work reveals doors open for medical work in O m a n  and a 
promising outlook in Debai territory; increased opportunities in educa­
tional work where there are no schools as well as where schools have

. •
been established; and a spiritual outlook that is far from discouraging in 
spite of active opposition in several places. As the reports of the year’s 
work were being read one could not help but picture again the Sower 
casting seed into the ground. In the story from each station comes an 
illustration of seed sown by the wayside, in stony places, or among 
thorns. W e  see the sowers, patiently toiling on, meeting losses and dis­
appointments, yet always expecting to gather in an abundant harvest. 
A n d  the harvest has begun, for there is good ground where the seed has 
died and brought forth living plants. W e  praise the Creator w h o  has 
called them forth and by whose power they are growing and bearing 
fruit. Oh, that they might increase! That hidden seeds might spring 
up to see the Light of Day. W e  labor on, trusting in His promise, “So 
shall m y  word be that goeth forth out of m y  mouth; it shall not return 
unto m e  void.”
The reports which follow have been divided into three groups: 
medical, educational and evangelistic, each group beginning with Muscat, 
as they were read and discussed at the Annual Meeting.
Evangelistic Work
In Muscat the hope of evangelism seems to be a m on g  the young 
boys, with w h o m  Mr. V a n  Peursem spends most of his time. Last 
winter the school work, which Mr. V a n  Peursem has been conducting 
in his home, suffered a serious handicap when he was touring in O m a n  
with Dr. Dame. However, when he reopened m u c h  enthusiasm was 
shown. H e  writes, “W e  opened the school with fourteen on the roll and 
they continue to come. O ur aim is never lost sight of, and that is to 
influence the boys to better living. T o  attain that end w e  are content to 
teach them A, B, C, Geography and G r a m m a r  for three hours in order 
to have twenty minutes reading and studying the Gospel. . . .  If we 
are to continue the school, there is need of a school building. The 
present room in the Mission House is wholly inadequate for the purpose.”
In Muscat as a whole there is little response to the giving of the 
message. The people of the outlying villages are more open to impres­
sion. In Sib there was one w h o  was considered a sincere inquirer, w h o  
read all he could on the subject of Christianity, but w h o  dared not pay 
the cost of renouncing Islam. Village touring has been and always will 
be a great asset to the work in Oman. This, however, requires a doctor. 
“W e  have definitely seen demonstrated the benefit, last year, of the 
doctor and the evangelist touring together. Therefore w e  reiterate our 
call for a doctor to come to O man.”
One of the reports this year says, “M u c h  goes into a year of work 
in the w a y  of little deeds of service, a word here and there, which can­
not be recalled or recorded. . . .  ‘In the morning sow thy seed, and 
in the evening withhold not thine hand.’ ” This is verily true of the 
work among w o m e n  in Muscat. This year Miss Lutton especially reports 
on her Sunday School. Attendance is not as large as last year. W h e n  
the school becomes very popular, parents withdraw their children in 
alarm and sometimes beat them. Others come from Arab schools and 
are fortified with m u c h  repetition of the Koran just before coming to 
the Sunday School. A m o n g  the women, “one cannot help but rejoice
that one has liberty to give a Gospel message every Sunday. . . . 
O n e  w h o  has come out of Islam often tells m e  h o w  Moslems contend 
with him, and about their overbearing manner regarding h i m ; especially 
when he is left alone in the summer they show their hatred in a very 
marked way. There are no closed doors as far as visiting houses are 
concerned, but one has to mourn over hearts that are closed to the 
Gospel.”
In Bahrain Mr. and Mrs. Pennings resumed work upon their return 
from furlough. “There is not much change in the attitude of the people,” 
writes Mr. Pennings. There is still the same quiet adherence to Islam, 
although there is an undercurrent of new thought. A  Literary Club in 
Moharrek, composed of the leading young m e n  of the place, was accused 
of having liberal and infidel tendencies. So the rising tide of liberal 
thought is touching the shores of these islands. A n d  with that, "there 
should be some opening, some point of approach for the entrance of the 
Gospel . . . W e  are sorry not to be able to announce any conversions. 
Ali, w h o  had been slipping for some time before, went from bad to worse 
till w e  can no longer call him a Christian. A n  inquirer has been with us 
for some time w h o  seems a real Christian at heart. H e  is employed by 
the Mission, and goes about the bazaar selling tracts.”
The Bible w o m a n  has been a great help to Mrs. Pennings in her 
work a mong the women. M a n y  calls were made, where opportunities 
were given to read and explain the Gospel message. A m o n g  a roomful 
of superficial listeners there are usually a few w h o  are really interested 
and want more detailed explanation, but it was a disappointment not to 
find anyone ready for more intense personal work.
Hospital evangelistic work is divided between Mrs. Pennings, Miss 
Dalenberg and the Bible woman. “W e  find these hours spent among the 
clinic and in-patients most satisfactory. They show they have been 
helped, and w e  believe they are taking some n e w  light with them to the 
various towns and villages along the coast. The Baharinas are much 
more responsive n ow that they have equality and freedom. The new 
hospital, with its greater privacy, offers a beautiful center for evangelistic 
work.”
“Gospel Meetings” were held during the year, in the winter at the 
Chapel and during summer in villages and district centers. W h e n  Miss 
Cobb was with us in March she led one of the Chapel meetings and the 
w o m e n  were mu ch  interested in the message she gave them.
In Kuwait a stereopticon has been an addition to the evangelistic 
activities of the station. Religious pictures were shown and the occasion 
was also used to distribute Christian literature in Arabic. Sunday 
School classes are conducted regularly for girls, w o m e n  and men. Dr. 
Calverley writes: “O u r  special service for Moslems at the school on 
Sunday afternoons fluctuates in attendance, but it always demands one’s 
very best efforts. One Sunday during the summer over fifty w o m e n  were 
counted. Both the colporteur and school teacher have shared these 
preaching services with me. . . . Scripture sales in the Bible shop
totaled 210. Not all of the evangelistic opportunities of the station 
have been fully used. I a m  just as convinced that the evangelistic work 
in Kuwait deserves the full time of a missionary as that the educational 
work requires a missionary’s full time for any real success. A  review
of the year’s work reveals but little if any progress. W e  have been 
pursuing our task, but our main work still remains to be done. The 
apparent lack of results adds its o w n  weight to the burden of the labor.”
That there is active opposition in Kuwait is brought out in the 
w o m e n ’s evangelistic report and also, later, in the m e n ’s medical. 
In spite of attentive listening at dispensary prayers and a friendly 
response in the homes, there is disquietude. In the Friday sermons in 
the mosques the missionaries are referred to and the people are warned 
against coming to us.
“Miss Cobb’s visit was a great joy to us all,” writes Mrs. Mylrea. 
“Unfortunately it was during Ra ma d h a n  so very few w o m e n  were coming 
to the house or hospital and w e  were not wanted in the houses. However 
she met some of our friends and she was able to see the desert at its 
best. W h a t  rejoiced our hearts was that she was able to give us a week 
in Kuwait. W e  all appreciated it very much.”
Kuwait has been influenced greatly by Basrah since the motor service 
was started between the two cities. W o m e n  have come d o wn  by car, 
leaving after an early breakfast and getting to Kuwait by noon.
Mr. Bilkert reports from Basrah: M y  second year in the evangelistic 
work in Basrah m a y  be looked upon as a year of consolidation, the first 
year having been one of forming acquaintance. Contacts of the first year 
have been followed up and developed. The greater part of m y  time was 
necessarily spent in the bazaars. Ashar bazaar was divided into districts, 
and each district visited every week. Most of m y  time was given to 
Ashar, with no deliberation on m y  part, but because I was following up 
the opportunity that lay nearest at hand. As a result I feel that Basrah 
has been left untouched to a degree which is distressing. It is a 
question of deciding which task must of necessity be left undone in the 
time at one’s command. However, Basrah city was not without a
witness. The Bible shop is still in its old location and the colporteur 
was in charge, rendering his usual faithful service.
The native Protestant congregation n o w  has a pastor of its o w n  
and conducts its affairs entirely independently of the evangelistic mission­
ary. Therefore the way was opened to him to give his entire attention 
to building up a preaching service purely for Moslems. F r o m  January 
to August this was held in the chapel, the attendance reaching as high 
as 31. Since the opening of the work this fall, this meeting has been 
held in the afternoon and in the school building rather than in the 
chapel and has developed into a service purely for men. Because of its 
location, the school is more accessible than the chapel and at the last two 
meetings several of the school boys were present. All of this points to
the imperative need of some sort of building in which to center our
evangelistic activities: a building for our services so arranged that m en
and w o m e n  can attend, some sort of reading room and an office or
mejlis where the misssionary can meet callers in surroundings that 
approximate those to which they are accustomed.
Miss Ruth Jackson, in her work a m on g  the w o m e n  and children in 
Basrah, finds mu ch  poverty. “With the aid of friends in America,” she 
writes, “w e  have sought to serve H i m  by ministering unto them, giving 
food, medicines and w a r m  clothing.” Last Christmas, instead of the 
usual big gathering of women, the poor, the halt, maimed and blind
were gathered in and given a bountiful meal of rice, meat and vegetables. 
“Ignorance and suffering do not produce active minds and it takes 
much patient labor to make even the simplest message understood, but as 
it is heard over and over again, gradually some of the message enters 
their consciousness and they become eager to hear more. . . .  In the 
houses of the more prosperous there is not the same welcome for our 
Book, but even here w e  meet with response. For the w o m e n  of the 
rich suffer even more than do the poor from the power of their men, 
and the love of Christ, His care for w o m e n  and teaching in regard to 
divorce cannot help but strike a chord in their hearts.” Groups were 
reached in the villages d o wn  the river. This w'ork could easily be built 
up when the money is available for it. The Sunday School class con­
tinues to thrive, the attendance reaching 57. The mothers of the children 
are visited and thus new homes have been opened to evangelistic work. 
There are great opportunities for work a m on g  these people w h o  are 
entirely outside of the circle that the schools reach.
In Amarah, the misssionary staff was increased from two to four, 
making possible the opening of medical work. A  sad event in the be­
ginning of the year was the death of Naeema, w h o  shortly before had 
made a voluntary confession of his faith in Christ. Sixteen days later 
there passed away another w h o  had been coming to the Mission for 
three years and w h o  had stoutly proclaimed his belief in the truth of 
the Gospel and maintained this confession to the last.
With the sadness comes a note of great gladness. Mr. Dykstra 
writes: “N a ee m a ’s death brought to life the faith of two others, as they 
began to confess more openly and lost no opportunity to take part in our 
services of prayer. It was a great joy to see these two baptized on a 
Sunday in April. Their growth in grace is a constant pleasure to us 
all and their fellowship with other converts and inquirers is a cause for 
mu ch  thanksgiving. . . . There are three more w h o  pray publicly in
our meetings and ten others w h o  have expressed their faith in the truth 
of our teachings. S o m e  are studying by themselves, others depend on us 
to help them to a better understanding of our message, while all of them 
attend services when they can. I have purposely left out all names of 
converts and inquirers but shall be glad to furnish their names to any 
w h o  would join us in praying for them.”
Sunday services have been richly blessed. The morning service con­
tinues to be largely what the Arabs would call a “reading,” with ma ny  
of the audience joining in. Thus the m e n  become accustomed to use 
their voices publicly and gain confidence necessary for a public con­
fession. The afternoon service is a combination Sunday School and 
prayer meeting. It was in this meeting that N a eema made his public 
confession. A  few Sundays ago five men, w h o  had once been Moslems, 
rose up in succession and prayed in the name of Jesus. O n  Sunday 
evenings a mejlis is held for religious discussions. The interest is not 
always keen, “but we pray that the meeting m a y  become increasingly 
blessed and become a real factor in reaching the young m e n  of Amarah.” 
O n  Saturday nights there is a meeting of prayer and intercession, a 
source of strength to all and a means of binding them closer together.
The Bible shops at both A m a r a h  and Nasiriya continue to be well 
patronized. The colporteur at Nasiriya made tours on the Euphrates as
well as on the Tigris and in the A m a r a h  district some visits and tours 
were made by the medical and evangelistic staff combined, but there was 
no time this year for major touring.
Prayers have been answered in the acquisition of a suitable piece of 
property for future medical and evangelistic work. The new Lansing 
Memorial Hospital is beginning to take form. The addition of medical 
work this year has given Mrs. Dykstra increased opportunities. With all 
her evangelistic and educational work, she gave three mornings a week 
to the w o m e n ’s clinic and found the work well worth while. During the 
year a Bible w o m a n  was engaged and she has helped mu ch  in the 
hospital. Calls were made by both, in town and in the nearby villages. 
There is a week-day meeting with the women, held for the present in 
the house occupied by Dr. and Mrs. Moerdyk. The wives of the two 
converts are a m on g  those w ho attend. The Sunday meetings, held in the 
court of the Dykstra house, are not advertised among the w o m e n  because 
there is no place for them. The m en are coming out so well that all 
the available space is being reserved for them. That larger and better 
accommodations are needed goes without saying. At present the court 
can accommodate an audience of seventy-two, and has, but in winter 
there is no place to come in out of the rain.
The Sunday School work has grown greatly. Three classes convene; 
the first a mixture of young and old, average attendance, fourteen. The 
second class meets in the afternoon, with the servants as regular at­
tendants. The third is a class of small boys which developed out of the 
second. In regard to this last class Mrs. Dykstra writes: “It is boys 
like these, and girls too, that w e  meet every day in town and in all the 
surrounding country. These children and the problem of h o w  to get at 
them, have been on m y  mind a great deal during these last few years 
and I feel that the Lord is sending them to us in answer to m y  prayers.”
During the year thirty pupils have been given reading lessons. S o m e  
have come for only a few days. At present there are fourteen w h o  
recefve daily lessons in reading.
In regard to fruits of the year’s work, Mrs. Dykstra writes, “W e  
thank the Lord for the evidences of the Spirit’s working. T w o  girls 
have asked for baptism, one N a eema’s sister, the other our protege 
Hawata. The former realizes that such a step would not be approved 
of by her parents and she is not yet so convinced in her o w n  mind as 
to be ready to face their opposition. The other is older and has less to 
oppose her since she is with us, but with both continued instruction will 
be the best and the Spirit in his o w n  time will bring them to the point 
where the final decision will be made. There is a third girl w h o  is 
interested and participates in our message and because of it suffers cruel 
treatment.” Prayers are asked for her.
Educational Work
The report of the Muscat educational work has been given in Mr. 
V a n  Peursem’s evangelistic report. Both in Muscat and in Kuwait this 
work is limited to such time as can be given to it by missionaries who 
are in charge of other work. There was a time when all the young men 
in Kuwait seemed to be desirous of seeking an education and Moslem
schools flourished. “At present,” writes Mr. Calverley, “The educational 
situation is not as intense as formerly. There is a noticeable slackening 
of interest. Only one school, and that the newest, seems to be prosper­
ing. Our o w n  school has been holding its o w n  with a total enrollment 
of 38 boys and an average attendance of 18. Our school would un­
doubtedly be larger if the missionary could give his full time to it. If 
he were to accept part time students and open a night school he would 
double and perhaps triple the enrollment.”
In Bahrain the Boys’ School has been given the trial of a mis­
sionary’s full time, although Mr. Hakken was not able to take up the 
work until the end of February, on account of illness. Muallim Nasif 
had carried on, however, and when Mr. Hakken resumed work, con­
tinued with all the Arabic subjects while Mr. Hakken took the English 
classes. H e  writes: “The attendance this year was slightly better than 
last. The average monthly attendance was 21, a gain of IS per cent, over 
last year. The percentage of Jewish students was the same for both 
years, about 33 per cent, of the total enrollment. . . . T he demand
for English is very strong, but it is difficult to get the younger Moslem 
boys to come. There are two fairly good Moslem schools in the neigh­
borhood of the Mission School, which draw heavily on the Moslem 
boys.” Courses in Bible study were given throughout the year but it was 
during the summer when the school was open for two and a half hours 
every morning, that Mr. Hakken had his best opportunity for personal 
work. T w o  boys came for daily lessons in English and Bible reading 
and discussion. One was of the royal family, and the other a son of 
one of Bahrain’s leading merchants.
Mr. Moerdyk was in charge of the Basrah Boy's School. The 
enrollment of boys there was larger than ever. In January, 1926, the 
number reached 242. Attendance kept up well until the month of June 
when all of Iraq was afflicted with the epidemic of malaria that swept 
over the country. The boys succumbed also and the mark for average 
attendance was pulled down to 178 boys per month. O f  this number 96 
were M o h a m m e d a n  boys, 55 Christians, and 27 Jews. Five of the boys 
w h o  were in the highest class last year secured promising positions this 
year and one has gone to continue his studies in the University of 
Beirut. “Wherever our boys are employed,” writes Mr. Moerdyk, “w e  
hear favorable comments upon their efficiency and their good conduct.” 
Bible classes were taught by Mr. Moerdyk, assisted by Mr. Bilkert. 
Of these classes Mr. Moerdyk writes, “The Bible, as a text book, has 
received first place on the program. The boys of the upper classes 
seemed to enjoy discussions about the teachings of Christ. Their inter­
est was encouraging.” There was a special class in Bible stories on 
Sunday afternoons, taught by the teacher of the Elementary School. 
Attendance was voluntary and a good number of Moslem boys attended. 
There is a Literary Society composed of pupils of the High and Middle 
School, directed by the boys themselves, with one of their Arabic 
teachers as helper and adviser. Successful programs were produced. The 
boarding department had from sixteen to thirty boys throughout the 
year. These lived together in harmony and under Christian supervision 
and influences.
Mention should also be made of the three schools for girls, one
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in Bahrain, which was in charge of Mrs. D a m e  and later of Mrs. 
Hakken, after the former had gone on furlough, and two in Basrah. 
O f  the excellent work being done in these schools an account will be 
found in the Year Book of The W o m a n ’s Board.
Medical W o r k
Muscat had no doctor during the year 1925-26, but Mrs. V a n  Peursem 
carried on. She reports: “O ur working year has been very busy and 
interesting although very short. Nothing, however, can be reported 
which could gladden the weary hearts of those w h o  are patiently praying 
and waiting for a harvest of souls. The old story was repeatedly told, 
listened to and occasionally inquired into. But the seeds, as far as 
w e  can see, have not sprung up to show even the first blades.
The work capped its climax in January when Dr. D a m e  came 
through for the tour in Oman. W h e n  we knew of his coming w e  
informed all those w h o m  w e  considered in need of surgical help. Many, 
ma ny  c a m e ; others are still waiting for the next visit of a surgeon. 
Dr. D a m e ’s stay in Muscat was short, so only the most needy were 
attended to. T he out-patients came in large numbers and the medical 
staff found the dispensary far too small for the crowds that came.”
In Bahrain the year began with Dr. D a m e ’s tour in Oman, of which 
a full report has been sent before. U p on  the departure of Dr. Dame, 
Dr. Harrison took up the medical work in Bahrain. H e  writes: 
“Throughout the community, the year has been one of bitter and increas­
ing poverty among all the classes except the very rich. T w o  bad pearl 
seasons have been followed by a third much the worst of them all. 
Numbers have been turned away from the hospital, not because they were 
unable to pay a fee, but because they would have nothing to eat during 
their proposed stay of perhaps two weeks. As m a n y  such applicants as 
private charity and the limited resources of the hospital could care for, 
have been taken in. The rest have been sent away. D u e  to this extreme 
poverty, the work of the year has been light.” A  second tour was made 
later in the year by Dr. Harrison to the district around Debai. “Political 
tension was so high that an invitation to Debai from the Sheikh was 
countermanded upon the Doctor’s arrival and w e  had to be satisfied 
with a stay in Ajman, a small town twenty miles d o w n  the coast. The 
reception here was most cordial and the medical work heavy. This tour 
and Dr. D a m e ’s show again the very great opportunity open to us on 
that coast. T he most receptive Arabs of Arabia live there. In Ajman, 
Christian services were asked for and well attended^”
N o  tours have been made in Bin Saoud’s territory for some time. 
Permission has been obtained from the British authorities for the ladies 
of the Mission as well as the m e n  to visit Kateef. Bin Saoud has been 
absent in the Hedjaz throughout the year. H e  writes most cordially 
that upon his return to Riadh he will send for the doctor to come and 
make him another visit.
The outstanding event in the medical work in Bahrain this year 
was the completion of the n ew hospital for w o m e n  and children, for 
which they have worked and planned and prayed. A m ar a h  gave us six 
months of Mr. Dykstra’s time, and “with the fifty thousand rupees pro­
vided he put up a building that is the object of enthusiastic admiration 
up and down the whole Gulf.”
That the building means a great deal to the w o m e n  of Bahrain was 
shown by all on the dedication and opening days. O n  the special day 
for w o m e n  about two hundred and fifty came. Rich and poor were 
represented and all shared in the joy of opening up this fine new build­
ing. It surprises the w o m e n  no less than the men that so superb a 
hospital has been built for women, and that they appreciate this has 
been shown since by the almost doubled numbers in the daily clinics.
T o  the regular work of the hospital was added a weekly touring 
program. Regular clinics were held at a Baharina village not far from 
M e n a m e h  and at an Arab community farther away. In M a y  Miss 
Dalenberg, accompanied by one of the Mission helpers, m a de  a week s 
tour of the villages to the west of the island, using the “Medical Ford” 
for the longer distances. In years past such tours were made by donkey 
and sailboat. N o w  there is hardly a village that cannot be reached by 
motor. It is our hope to visit these districts more often and especially 
to develop work in such places as Jidhofs and Sinabis, Baharina centers.
W e  are looking forward to the coming of Dr. Margaret Rottschafer 
w h o  seems to us to be a godsend in answer to our prayers for a w o m a n  
doctor in Bahrain. The new hospital with all its splendid opportunities 
for service stands waiting for her and we trust she m a y  find here the 
realization of her hopes for a close touch with those in need.
Dr. Mylrea reports for the Kuwait M e n ’s Hospital: “During the 
first half of the year it was extremely difficult not to be discouraged. 
The old spirit of opposition to which I referred in m y  report last year 
was very active. W h a t  are the reasons for this opposition to our medical 
work? It is well to remember that the movement is not n ew but that 
the fires of opposition have burned, n o w  fiercely, n o w  merely smoldering, 
ever since w e  held our first dispensaries here in 1911.” H e  suggests 
three reasons: natural opposition, fear that they will be w o n  in spite of 
themselves, and a turning against the message, the deity of Christ, which 
has been stressed more than the people care to hear. However, as the 
year wore on, a change for the better had set in. W o r k  picked up in 
every way.
“It was a great pleasure to have Miss Cobb in Kuwait from 
March 18-25. W e  feel that w e  have someone in N e w  York w h o  has 
really lived with the Mission and seen the steady daily routine which 
constitutes the backbone of all w e  do.”
The W o m e n ’s medical work in Kuwait had the doctor’s full time 
this year, uninterrupted by a s u mmer holiday, and a strenuous year of 
work is reported. The latter part of the summer was doubly strenuous, 
with Dr. Mylrea, Miss V a n  Pelt and Shah Raza all on vacation. Mrs. 
Calverley writes: “The growing confidence of the w o m e n  of Kuwait in 
allowing us to undertake more serious surgical operations has been very 
gratifying. Every year the work is becoming easier in this respect. 
Clinics were larger than ever before.
Miss V a n  Pelt, as superintendent of the two hospitals, made the 
Kuwait medical staff this year a complete one. All of the helpers are 
constantly under instruction and observation, in an endeavor to raise their 
technique, ability and responsibility.
The newest medical work is in Amarah. The Lansing Memorial 
Hospital was transferred from Basrah and has made a splendid begin­
ning in its n e w  field of service. Dr. Moerdyk reports: “Counting the 
large number of friends that the medical work has made, considering 
the work done in the typhoid epidemic last spring, calculating the number 
of persons w h o  have been drawn to our services through medical work, 
and watching with interest the attitude of the patients w h o  come to our 
morning prayers, I think w e  can truthfully say that A m a r a h  has shown 
the effects of our first year of medical work and realizes that w e  are 
trying to do something more than treat their bodies and cure their 
illnesses. . . . Though hampered in our hospital work by small
quarters in a native house, the work has been steadily growing. Larger 
numbers of patients are reporting to us from outlying districts. W e  
hope next year to arrange a regular touring program to reach the needy 
people in the sheikhdoms around Amarah.”
The n ew hospital is in progress of construction and the people 
praise its arrangement and facility and show that they are looking forward 
in anticipation to the service it will render.
T he work a m on g  the w o m e n  has shown their need. M a n y  w o m e n  
came in the daily routine of m e n ’s dispensary days, so that clinics were 
held for them three days a week, and on one day an opportunity was 
given them to be seen by the American doctor.
The future of the medical work in A m a r a h  looks bright, judging 
from the large number of friends made, patients treated, and earnest 
inquirers met, as well as the financial success of the undertaking.
Medical Statistics
Muscat
M e n ’s Dispensary N e w  Cases....
Total Treatments..........
W o m e n ’s Disp. N e w  Cases... 1,853
Total Treatments ...... 5,211
M e n ’s Outcalls ...............
W o m e n ’s Outcalls ............
In-patients, M e n  .............
In-patients, W o m e n  ...........
Surgical Operations, Men.... 37
Bahrain Kuwait Amarah Total
9,843 2,109 3,218 15,170
20,000 10,275 7,059 37,334
4,376 4,740 2,539 13,508
10,387 18,461 4,869 38,928
582 353 725 1,660
424 423 847
197 85 282
94 92 186
1,200 655 41 1,933
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REPORT FOR 1926
Mesopotamia is a land where the dead past continually thrusts itself 
upon our notice. O n  the site of old Ninevah stands the Mosque of Nebi 
Unas, guarding the supposed remains of the Prophet Jonas. Hundreds 
of miles below on the same River Tigris is the impressive burial place 
of the Prophet Ezra, visited by thousands of pilgrims yearly. M i d w a y  
between the two, Baghdad itself is closely identified with the tombs and 
mosques of the great leaders of Islam bearing their names and per­
petuating their honors. While to nearby cities, consecrated by the graves 
of the founders of the Shi’ah sect, countless corpses have been brought 
year by year, many from distant lands, to lie in holy ground. All this 
is typical of the state of m e n ’s minds. Ignorance and superstition pre­
vail. The authority of tradition and unbridled fanaticism have abounded. 
These and the deadness of a petrified faith have for centuries made of 
this valley of the two rivers, “a valley full of bones.” Thus was the 
vision of Ezekiel beside a river of Babylon.
But the vision and the prophecy go together. T o  this same land 
came the voice, “Thus saith the Lord Jehovah unto these dry bones, 
Behold I will cause breath to enter into you, and you shall live, . . .
and shall kn ow  that I a m  Jehovah.” W h a t  has the United Mission done 
this past year to hasten the fulfillment of this glorious promise?
A s  yet our meagre resources have precluded the use of the ministry 
of healing, except as it has been exercised in limited degree by untrained 
but loving hands, and this report can only speak, and that briefly, of our 
educational and evangelistic activities. Perhaps somewhat of past attain­
ment and future promise in our schools m a y  be glimpsed by reference 
to this year’s closing exercises.
At Baghdad the Boys’ School with its Primary and High School 
Departments, enrolling 250 boys, celebrated its first Commencement.
Its graduating class was not large as numbers go, but the presence of 
the High Commissioner, the Consuls of foreign countries, the Moslem 
Minister of Education, and not less than twenty members of the Iraq 
Parliament gave dignity and official sanction to the occasion. Besides 
the usual routine of orations, the religious background of our work was 
recognized in the opening and closing prayer, and was linked up with 
the intellectual life of the past by a poem written and read by a cele­
brated Arab poet. A  full account of the exercises appeared in all the 
city papers.
At the Mosul School for Girls, a novel feature of the year’s close 
was a pageant, witnessed by three hundred of the w o m e n  of the city. 
A n  exhibition of work done in the industrial department also attracted 
m a n y  visitors, both m e n  and women. Here the enrollment of 230 has 
reached the limit for efficiency with our present working force.
The Girls’ School at Baghdad is working along quieter and simpler 
lines, as is doubtless best for a new venture among the backward w o m e n  
of this city. Here nearly a hundred girls of varied social standing are 
learning what will make them better wives and mothers, not alone 
through added knowledge derived from books, but by knowing the great 
examplar, Jesus Christ. A  member of the Arab Parliament is reported 
as saying that this was the best Girls’ School in Baghdad.
Increasingly are our schools attracting and welcoming Moslem 
pupils. Especially do w e  note the need for boarding facilities. When, 
as at Mosul, influential Moslem parents come and beg us to take their 
children into our home life for training in righteousness, the responsibility 
for refusal m a y  not be lightly dismissed. Our stationary income makes 
any expansion very difficult, and quite impossible any response to the 
insistent call for schools in the outlying Kurdish and Yazedi districts.
Turning to the definitely evangelistic woi'k of the year, we note with 
m u c h  satisfaction the opening of the first out-station of the Mission at 
Hillah on the Euphrates, about sixty-five miles south from Baghdad. 
O u r  missionary family has been there but a short time, but long enough 
to report the distribution of over 3,000 tracts in the bazaars and a steady 
stream of callers at the Mission house. The encouraging thing is that 
these people came again and again, seemingly anxious to k n o w  the truth 
about our belief. Hillah was visited by missionaries of the Arabian Mis­
sion over thirty years ago, and w e  feel that m a n y  prayers for this city 
are n o w  being answered.
In Mosul a persistent attempt has been made by the missionary to 
use the numerous coffee-shops as places for meeting the m e n  of all 
classes w h o  daily gather there and sit for hours. A  circuit of twenty 
shops was worked, some of them being visited several times a week. 
The results were highly encouraging. The gradually growing interest in 
the visitor led up to m a n y  a conversation on the message of the Gospel. 
Over a hundred scriptures were sold and over two thousand copies of 
Bible parables and sermons were distributed among those asking for 
them. Here again systematic attempts have been made to impress upon 
the Oriental Christians the duty and privilege of telling the Moslems 
about Christ. Encouraging results have followed, and a spirit of evan­
gelism is slowly being awakened among those w h o  for centuries have not 
accounted a Moslem as a neighbor in the gospel sense.
In Baghdad the Reading R o o m  continues to be an evangelistic 
agency, affording m a n y  opportunities for meeting n ew enquirers and 
stimulating the old. This can still better be done when our hope for a 
church and Mission house is realized. Ground is being purchased and 
the building only awaits the gifts of those interested in thus establishing 
the Kingdom.
Missionary tours have been made in various directions. Khanakin, 
Arbil, Sinjar, Kerkuk, are a m on g  the towns where the missionary’s face 
and message are at least tolerated, sometimes welcomed. Contacts have 
been made with m a ny  Arabs of the out-country, leading to a better 
understanding of the reason for our presence a m on g  them. Notable 
among these was Sheikh Ajeel, chief of the great S h a m m a r  Tribe. 
Kurdish tribesmen and Kurdish officials in the Iraq Government have 
become our friends, and it seems n o w  that the responsibility for telling 
the great Kurdish race of the message of Christ is largely resting upon 
us. W e  have a missionary set apart for that purpose, and plans are 
being considered for co-operating with the Bible societies for the long 
delayed translation of the Gospel into that language. In this part of 
our field the settlement of the boundary dispute between Iraq and 
Turkey has given us more freedom and opportunity, and has been the 
occasion of mu ch  rejoicing in all circles.
A n d  here must be mentioned the systematic instruction in the scrip­
ture given in all our schools. Since the right to insist upon this was 
conceded by the Government, but little objection has been met with from 
any source. The morning assembly for reading, singing and prayer; the 
fostering of religious organizations among the pupils; special services 
and a constant personal attention by the Christian teachers; all serve to 
make our Lord known and His message dominant.
The above brief report is a partial answer to the question w e  started 
with— what have we, or rather you through us, done to bring about the 
fulfillment of G o d ’s promise? W e  have seen the living Spirit of Christ 
breathing upon this land and bringing n e w  life to the dead bones. M u c h  
still remains ahead of us. N e w  schools in widely scattered quarters are 
called for. Those existing have their limited facilities overcrowded. W e  
need more native evangelists to reap in the ripening fields. W e  need—  
but w h y  go further when the appropriation from home this year was 
only equal to that of last? H o w  can w e  go forward? W e  leave it to 
the Hearer and Answerer of Prayer.
GENERAL SUMMARY 1926
♦China India Japan Arabia ** Mesopo­tamia
Total
Stations occupied........... 5 9 8 5 1 28Out-Stations and Preaching Places . 84 259 33 1 1 378
Missionaries, men, ordained.... 12 10 12 9 2 45Missionaries, men, unordained... 6 4 2 5
Assoc, missionaries, married women 15 14 11 12 2 54
Missionaries, unmarried women.. 15 24 15 815 23 11 49
Other native helpers, men..... 253 476 73 ie 4 822Native helpers, women....... 165 204 21M 11 2 m'A24 17 19 1 61
Communicants............ 3617 5207 503 8 30 9365210 535 72 2 8196 9 m 1 17M
1044 532 1124J/2 25 2725H10 7 1V2 m i1030 474 563 20671 1 lA 2H25 35 14 74
Sunday schools............ 16 251 41 5 1 314
Scholars................. 2272 9547 1423 129 30 1340163 227 6 1 2973030 10726 445 116 143176 6 5 17
28891 29398 28459 86748Rs. 17041 Y 5575.17 Rs 4063
Native contributions, U. S. gold.. $21799 $5680 $2787.59 $1354. $31620
* Figures for China are those of the previous year, except for missionaries.
* * Figures for the United Mission in Mesopotamia, except for missionaries, represent the portion of the work applicable to one of the three co-operating Boards.Fractions indicate union institutions.
COMPARATIVE SUMMARY, 1858-1926
Stations ...................Out-stations and Preaching Places...Missionaries, Men ............Missionaries, married women .....Missionaries, unmarried women ...Native ordained ministers .......Other native helpers, men ........Native helpers, women.........Churches ..................Communicants ...............Boarding Schools, Boys’.........Scholars ....................Boarding Schools, Girls’ ........Scholars ...................Theological Students ..........Day Schools .......... ......Scholars ...................Hospitals and Dispensaries ......Patients Treated .............Native Contributions ..........
1858 1868 1878 1888 1898 1908 1918 1926
6 10 11 11 23 20 27 28
2 18 49 123 241 268 366 3788 14 16 28 36 41 50 62
6 12 14 21 31 33 42 54
1 7 9 20 33 46 63
"22
4 6 26 30 37 45 49
76 86 173 211 367 520 822
" t
2 10 47 41 146 311 403$
13 31 47 47 42 64 61
297 816 1,563 4,559 5,564 5,282 7,114 9,3652 1 7 10 9 16$ 174
55 40 308 517 1,004 1,724 2,725$
1 3 5 10 11 in 18$46 97 300 456 766 1,320 2.067
7 19 32 61 80 83 74
6 17 44 106 201 195 236 29787 413
115.507
$1,134
1,341
1
9,673
$1,500
2,612 6,059418,046
$10,758
8,245
8107,571
11,858
25128,660
14,317
1786,748
$8,325 $24,500 $35,367 $31,620
TABULAR VIEW OF RECEIPTS
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CHURCHES
rt o
.S."
<A 
SO rt O
Yo
un
g
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’e'd -3
la O o aw w
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is" I
Ave..
CLASSIS OF ALBANY
Albany, 1st .. .. Albany, Madison Albany, 3rd . . .. Albany, 4th . . .. Albany, 5th . . . . Albany, 6th ... . Bethlehem, 1st .Clarksville ...Coeymans ...Delmar .....Jerusalem ...New Baltimore .Union ......VV esterlo ....W. M. Union ..
849
521
193
326
85
350
196
25101
279
25
55
20 00
Total
CLASSIS OF BERGEN
Bergenfield, N. J. . . .Bogert Mem’l ....Closter .........English NeighborhoodHackensack, 1st ...Hackensack, 2nd .... Hackensack, 3rd .. ... Harrington Park . . . . Hasbrouck Heights . . North Hackensack . . .Oradell .........Ridgefield Park ...Rochelle Park ....Schraalenburg ....Teaneck Community .Westwood .......W. M. Union ....Englewood ......
3029 51
328 18 
291 96 
19 50 343 17 
1615 10 
53 10 
48 00 
189 00 
227 86 
618 95 
123 06 
120 00 132 75 
77 41| 
197 57!
50 00 12 94 
10 00
15 00
26 44
10 22
'is'oo
139 60
14 55 
7 50
20 00
10 33
2 89
1309 99 
1769 33 338 68 
243 00^  
201 00' 
180 00 
256 00 
20 00 
80 00 
355 00 10 22 
23 
20 
45 00
4874 12
105 00
50 001
61 24 
46 61 
43 86
90 00 
25 00|
Total
CLASSIS OF 
SOUTH BERGEN
Bayonne, 1st ....
Bayonne, 3rd ...Bayonne. 5th St. .. 
Jersey City:
Bergen .......
Faith-Van VorstGreenville ....
Hudson City, 2nd
Lafayette .....
Park .........
W. M. Union ...
4385 611 308 76
82
5
471
60| 00|. 
27|.
50 00
102 66|.
144 
162 
35 
408 
865 
24 
31 62 
132 
310 89 
74 55 
60 00 
250 80 65 41 
390 41 
42 50 
5 00
3171 35
.| 295 30
1091 00| 200 00| 
68 03
Total
600 08 
61 00
27 85|.
56 45
2578 98 186 96
242 50
963 00 
164 75 
61 50 
100 00 321 36 
38 00 22 50
2208 91
3
H
2159 34 
2341 14 
545 53 
579 00 
286 00 
530 00 
452 95 
60 00 
181 00 
671 07 
35 24 
91 56 
23 62 
55 00 
45 00
8056 45
105 00
472 80 
469 3862 50 
751 67 
2530 40 
77 40 
99 40 
251 00 421 40 
976 45 
241 47 
180 00
473 55 
167 82 
587 98
42 50 
5 00
7915 72
480 56 
5 00 
713 77
2054 00 
364 75 
157 38 
100 00 
977 89 
99 00 
22 50
4974 85
iCHURCHES
Ch
ur
ch
es
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ool
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l.
Tot
al.
CHASSIS OF 
CASCADES
54 06 
185 79 
456 30
54 06 
228 07 
564 30 
10 00 
39 56 
35 36 
337 14 
206 50
42 28 
108 00......1......
....... ...... ...... 10 00
27 14 
16 66 
157 91 
125 00
12 42 
2 70 
99 94 
22 50
16 00 
58 29 
44 00
21 00 
15 00
1022 86
1328 00 
75 86 
1595 00
118 29 36 00 
......
297 84
518 50 
68 00 
275 00 
45 00 1791 02 
85 00
1474 99
2846 50 
312 56 
3302 27 
195 00 
4939 44 
779 76 
87 42 
557 13 
187 66 
1273 67 
1754 27 
126 02 
62 00 
1117 04 
1753 70 
1315 00 
247 28 
6037 69 
75 70 
260 83 
90 00 
90 00 
108 15 
251 41
CLASSIS OF CHICAGO 
. 1000 00
168 70 
1432 27 
150 00Chicago, Englewood, 1st ...
Chicago, Roseland, 1st .... 
Chicago, West Side ....
2900 00 239 76 
29 92 
372 13 
113 60 
150 00 
1363 13 
71 02 
20 00 
632 04 434 65 
510 00 
128 50 
1510 32 
47 50 
161 35
248 42 
25 00420 00 
57 50 
87 00
10 00
98 00
48 30 
50 00
25 76 
1073 67 
391 14 
40 00 
36 00 
175 00 
555 22 
235 00
......
......
............
15 00 
6 00 
250 00 
763 83 
70 00 
63 78
......
60 00 ......
...... 500 0055 001......
843 52 
18 20
1849 35 
10 00 
82 58
1834 50
Wichert ............. 16 90
South Holland M. F.....
Lansing M. F...........
W  estside Co. M. F.......
90 00 
90 00 
64 97 43 18 
251 41
Total ............ 11927 75 4444 10 86 90 7703 83 3607 92 27770 50
CHASSIS OF DAKOTA
11?4 881 20 on 95 00 269 88
...... 25 00 40 00 65 00
96 83 96 83
187 45
......
...... 64 99 150 50 402 94
2 57 2 57
204 68
......
55 00 50 50 310 18
362 14 110 00 170 50 60 00 702 6416 50 16 50
20 50! 3 54 82 00 106 04
Monroe. Sandham ...... 47 00| 9 77 25 00 22 09 35 00 138 86
83 45 ...... ...... 50 GO 133 4 53 84 ...... 1 75 5 59
550 OOj...... 500 00 1050 00
31 221 9 71 985 35 1026 28
25 00| 10 00 60 00 95 0020 00!...... 20 00
238 56 75 00 290 65 604 21VV M  Union . 45 22 45 22......
Total ............ 2044 62 238 02 50 00 2462 55 296 00 5091 19
CHURCHES
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To
tal
.
CLASSIS OF
GERMANIA
100 00 100 00
50 00 7 00 57 00
43 00 5 00 50 00 98 0011 03 11 03
25 00 18 00 64 00 107 00
97 67 fl 75 109 42
44 75 37 45 7 50 89 70
40 16 40 16
70 00 70 00
84 00 7 88 91 88
131 21 6 68 6 65 88 00 232 54
71 00 71 00
37 60 6 70 44 30
50 00 24 78 40 O'O 114 78
123 60 5 00 128 60
75 00 10 00 85 00
31 68 31 68
Total ............ 1074 67 132 57 6 65 268 20 1482 09
CHASSIS OF
GRAND RAPIDS
10 00 ...... 23 00 10 40 43 40Beverly ............Byron Center ........Corinth ............Grand Rapids, 3rd .....Grand Rapids, 4th .....Grand Rapids, 5th .....Grand Rapids, 7th .....Grand Rapids, 8th .....Grand Rapids, 9th .....Grand Rapids, Bethany . . .Grand Rapids, Bethel ...Grand Rapids, Calvary .... Grand Rapids, Central . . .. Grand Rapids, Fairviev . .. Grand Rapids, Garfie’ * Pk..Grand Rapids, Grace ...Grand Rapids, Immanuel .. Grand Rapids, Knapp Ave.. Grand Rapids, Oakdale .... Grand Rapids, Trinity .. ..Grandville ..........Grant ..............Grand Rapids W. M. Union M. F.
36 78 
431 00 
13 20 
2427 04 
400 00 
1918 24 
373 54 
750 10 
53 63 
969 87 
575 50 741 69 
2895 62| 
154 22 
88 50 
1102 48 
1895 81 
51 63 
459 50
121 47|.
39 35 292 24 
716 03 
1271 98 
1650 00 
750 00 
962 06
586 26 
150 00 
429 12
515 46 
15 20 
291 08
55
36
100
657
4252
Total
50 00
20 00 
’ 7 06
| 16160 091 8257 36| 77 06
CLASSIS OF GREENE
Athens .....
Catskill ....
Coxsackie, 1st 
Coxsackie, 2nd
Kiskatom ...
Leeds ......
W. M. Union
Total . ...
67 45 
1081 07
353 14
53 40) 17 50
25 00|
1580 06| 17 50
507
60
1260
128
1350
180
109382
434
1233
77
40
466
995
43
243
36
2078
25 00
398 46
225 00
9007 69 260 40
185 87 1380 00 
192 87 
172 75 
44 18 
19 00 
24 00
2018 67
35 00
208 
518 
52 
3226 
1176 
4500 
2176 
2850 
1216 
2062 
1251 1550 
4557 84 
231 64 
129 00 
1568 48 
2945 95 
132 
803 
693 
1149 
26 
291 
398
2583
55
31
0372
61
6047
96
36
69
33762 60
288
2461
192
525
115
44
24
32
07 
87 
89
08 00 00
35 00 3651 23-
CHURCHES
CLASSIS OF 
HOLLAND
Beaverdam .........East Overisel ........Hamilton, 1st .......Hamilton, Amer.......Harlem ............Holland, 1st ........Holland, 3rd ........Holland, 4th ........Holland, 6th ........Holland, 7th ........Holland, Central Pk....Holland, Ebenezer ....Holland, Hope .......Holland, Trinity .....Holland, No. Holland .... Holland, Van Raalte Av. .Hudsonville .........Jamestown, 1st ......Jamestown, 2nd ......No. Blendon ........Ottawa ............Overisel ...........South Blendon ......Vries land ..........Zeeland, 1st ........Zeeland, 2nd ........Colonial M. F........
aiv
•§1 rt o w C/3
Ji.»u a
j !
218 001 
165 66| 
603 91' 
178 34j.
t/il»o rf o •■O.XJ H o 3 CO C/3
61 91 
115 90 
353 20
c o o3 <U OoP-(C/3
I
2028 04| 
1580 001
Total
CLASSIS OF HUDSON
Claverack ...Gallatin ......Germantown ....Greenport ....Hudson ......Linlithgo ....Livingston Mem’lMellenville ...Philmont .....West Copake . .. W. M. Union ...
492 
217 
83 
275 154 
1846 
1034 
344 
127 137 
907 
508 00 41 94|
14 70 
650 00 800 00 20 00 
38 94
100 00
80 00
180 00 
142 04| 
77 92 
420 18 
50 00 
92 50
1347 88 
76 81 261 37 
1315 00 
3630 00 
145 00
17722 91
349 50 
40 00 
241 25
830 89 
24 10 
36 02 
90 T)0 
317 93 
69 33
722
40510
5
460
19
261
959
5861 19
76 77
30 00
54 22 
30 00
17 50
12 50
9 76
242 26
5 00
5 00
*G’t3
| g
191 55 62 51 
411 89 
185 64
I
1223 
2404 
930 
50 
31 
60 
123 
880 00 
1447 59 
248 
18 • 887 
200 
240 
91
14 20
626 15 
25 00
401 24 
104 47 
357 28 
730 06 
1155 50
12435 99
Total (-.[ 1999 02
CLASSIS OF ILLINOIS
Chicago, Bethany .....Chicago, Emmanuel . . . . Chicago, Englewood, 2nd Chicago, Kensington Ital.Fairview ..........Raritan ...........W. M. Union ......
2791 31 
125 00 
151 87
Total
201 79
3269 97
154 40
47 50
157
31
134
50
419
73
16
61
174
31
33
208 49 10 00 1182 94
959 15 
25 00 521 05 
2 91 
93 80 
80 00 
13 62
1695 53
20 00
30 00 
100 00
1507 75
46 45
46 45
3
H
471 
344 
1369 
378 
14 
4627 
4809 
1522 
306 
115 
515 
419 
2804 
3635 
642 
238
1024 _ . 
1830 07 
1153 00 
156 21 
5 00 2229 31 
210 91 
910 48 
3104 30 
4785 50 
145 00
46
070018
70 
5894 
45 86 14
75
76 37 16
95
71 24
37770 10
583
71
411
50
1304
127
52
174
49210133
46000000
9210
5002
400500
3400 45
3796 91 
150 00
8272
343
80
13
5213 85
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CLASSIS OF
K A L AMAZOO
1120 00 130 00 26 25 1276 25
31 40 18 50 20 00 69 90
436 80 193 86 25 00 364 70 1020 36
82 00 82 00
8 06 6 00 14 06
2 27 3 54 5 81
475 00 750 72 1225 72
2050 00 ......1...... 408 26 7 00 2465 26
820 07 110 00 250 00 1180 07
267 86 74 48 4 42 204 61 551 37
550 00 295 75 325 00 1170 75
441 54 178 73 620 2729 3 5 76 59 172 76
17 43 21 78 4 18 43 39
80 85 211 12 185 19 477 1615 00 15 00
123 80 50 00 35 35 209 15206 76 206 76
Total ............. 6573 90 1004 84 29 42 3164 63 33 25 10806 04
CLASSIS OF
N O R T H
LONG ISLAND
255 00 44 62 299 62
50 00 68 50 118 50
10 00 10 00
530 84 2 95 128 85 662 64
15 00 41 28 56 2835 00 35 00
2450 00 445 00 2895 00
17 79 22 72 18 54 59 05
931 82 810 00 35 00 1776 82
20 00 20 0050 00 50 00
95 00 40 00 135 0030 00 30 00
60 on 60 00
55 00 193 68 248 68
6 00 13 071...... 10 00 29 07212 50 165 00 377 5020 00
117 SO ...... 30 00 ......1 147 50
7.3 601...... 81 80 105 40
352 62 461 37 813 99
301 63 ...... 306 29 607 92
South Bushwick ....... 322 00 96 54 36 00 233 50 26 00
688 04 
26 00
40 00 10 00 50 00TT f • 11 •  ^ 1 . 1 3 5 15 108 60 143 75
25 00 15 00 25 00 65 00
Total ....... .... 5996 45| 180 28 36 00 3283 03 35 00 9530 76
CHURCHES
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CLASSIS OFSOUTHLONG ISLAND
439 25 25 00 1094 25 1558 50
45 00 45 00
251 80 1559 00 1810 8040 00 40 00
2743 55 1008 79 3752 3410 00
127 07 94 37 268 84 490 28
175 00 16 36 145 00 336 36
517 51 135 50 653 011 1 1- 1140 74 120 ooi...... 440 00 1700 74
......... 32 00 42 00..... 30 00
10 00 10 00
625 35 142 11 172 00 939 4615 00 5 00 20 00
St. Thomas, V. I. U. S. A. . 29 50 13 50 43 00100 00 553 11
56 16 180 00 236 16
25 SO 100 00 125 00861 89 861 89
6340 93 382 84 25 00 6508 88 13257 65
CHASSIS OFM O N M O U T H ■
. ........ 22 00!...... 5 00 27 0024 00 24 00
10 00 171 35 205 78
1747 50 68 20 210 00 2025 70
120 00 17 54 100 00 237 54
76 70 73 10 149 80
43 44 140 00 183 44
75 00 245 00 320 0017 32 17 32
2087 07 117 74 985 77 3190 58
CLASSIS OFM O N T G O M E R Y
1 1 1 165 58 33 14 62 65 261 37
.... ......... 132 73 329 90
85 99 ......... |.......... 82 91 168 9020 00 20 00
67 61 ......... i.......... 147 50 215 11
147 50 167 50 315 00
125 00 24 001...... 100 00 249 00
75 00 10 001...... 218 14 303 1453 00 84 86 137 86
30 50 10 00 40 50
181 10 103 64 10 00 173 81 468 55
636 43 586 25 1222 68
119 31 50 00 169 31
70 90 75 94 146 8420 00 20 00
37 26 61 92i...... 99 18
10 00 16 05 50 00 76 0530 00 30 00
123 90 311 70 435 60
130 00 85 00 215 00
25 00 30 00 55 00Thousand Islands ...... 99 75 116 50 216 2522 72 10 39 33 11
T otal ............ 2453 72 170 78 10 00 2543 85 50 00 5228 35
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rd.
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Tot
al.
CLASSIS OF 
MUSKEGON
Allendale, 1st ....Atwood .........
Coopersville ..... .Covenant ........
Falmouth .......
Fremont ........
Grand Haven, 1st ... 
Grand Haven, 2nd .,
Moddersville .....
Muskegon, 1st ....
Muskegon, 2nd ...
Muskegon, 3rd ... . .Muskegon, 5th ...
Muskegon, Unity . . .
New Era ........
Rehoboth ........
South Barnard ...Spring Lake .....
Classis of Muskegon 
W. M. Union ....
Total
CLASSIS OF N E W A R K
Belleville ...........
Brookdale .........
East Orange, 1st ....
East Orange, Hyde Pk.
Franklin ...........
Irvington, 1st .......
Irvington, 2nd ......
Linden ............
Marconnier (Oak Tree)
Montclair Heights ...
Newark, 1st ........
Newark, Christ ......
Newark, Clinton Ave. .. 
Newar, Mt. Olivet It. .. 
Newark, N. Y. Ave. .. .
Newark, North ......
Newark. Trinity .....
Plainfield, Netherwood .Plainfield, Trinity ...
W. M. Union .......
Total
CLASSIS OF 
N E W  BRUNSWICK
Bound Brook .......
East Millstone .......Griggstown ..........
Highland Park .......
Hillsborough ........
Metuchen ...........
Middlebush .........
New Brunswick, 1st . . . . 
New Brunswick, 2nd .... 
N. Brunswick, Suvdam St.Rocky Hill ..........
St. Paul’s P. A ........
Six Mile Run .......
Spotswood ..........
30 
75 400 
118 6289 
2825 00 
427 75
14 75 
1521 00
800 00
15 00
336 00 
51 19 
106 83 51 25 
250 00 
8 00
7327 66
li 78 
300 27 47 28
24 03 3 38
140 66
14 8814 00
19 69
183 00 70 00
1
831 27| 135 54
37 131 141 56 
207 60 
850 00
30 00 
80 75
916 65
1245 00 
10 00 
15 00 
1287 50
25 00 
1100 00
5946 19
109 
43 88 
125 
140 
492 
64 
1009 
1065 
447 
55 
7
15 69 
8 71
20 00
21 95
6 00
13 44
63 84
48 67
76 
16 
165 
54 
3
149 
658 
2056349 
695 8 00 
45 00 
158 00 
30 00 
10 00
398 25
33 00
75 00
-h3062 27| 75 00
48 21 
717 
167 
475 
20 
45 80 
33 
185 
632 00 
80 00 
120 00
7
1060
16
15
18547
21 95[ 3958 451 100 00
53 00
22 181. 
17 701. 100 001.
48 361.
I-
379 301 
94 91|.
21 111.
... I.
Total ............ | 4122 26| 258 02) 53 00 3128 94
17510120
192202
147
210
41522
906101
100 00
356 02 
77 58
107 03 
103 80 
913 24 
172 
9
466 
3558 
633 21
2010 1495 00 
37 88 
59 
632 
81 
136 
51 
901 8 
33
00
95
63
50
505000
00
50
19
52
25
250000
11431 74
4874 
989 
374
1325
40
75
161 28
33
1102
632
80
1365
1622
2347
16
40
1298
47
10090 43
333
144
161317
342
662
292
1524
1288
1402
156
7
756
172
7562 22
SOu
l lrt o o>C/3
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C H U R C H E S to> . 0rt O
CO
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CHASSIS OF 
N E W  YORK
11877 62 1200 00 13077 62 6191 00 
4897 50 
4091 00 
1629 36 
835 21 
504 54 
280 00
19 00 
1008 00 2229 00
191 73 
83 00 510 55 
1045 00 
676 41 
208 90 
194 10 
60 00
20 00 
387 06
15 00 
105 00 
844 00 
8 00 
590 22 
100 00 
95 00
65 00 5 00 
53 00 
34 09 
22 70 
5 00
35 66 6156 00 4897 50 
2536 00 
1589 36 
29 63 
32 66 
105 00 19 00 
247 50 
279 00 80 77 
53 50 
285 62 
195 00 
277 00 
141 05 
48 07 
15 00
1500 00 55 00 
40 00Middle ...............
805 58 
439 88 
80 00
Knox Memorial ....... 32 00 
95 00Vermilye Memorial ..... ...
Bethany Memorial ...... 760 50 
1950 00 
110 96 
29 50 
224 93 
850 00 
399 41 
67 85
......Brighton Heights ....... ......1.....
Hamilton Grange ...... ......|......Harlem ..............
Elmendorf ............ ..........
346 03
......
......[..
45 00 
20 00 
260 04
Melrose, German .......
Mott Haven .......... 127 02 
15 00 
15 00 
294 00 
8 00 
270 00
Sixty-Eight St., German ... 
Staten Island ......... 90 00 400 00 150 00
Union High Bridge ..... 320 22 
100 00 
75 00
40 00 
5 00
West Farms ..........
Zion, German Evang..... ......i...... 20 00 
25 00
Missions:
Columbian Memorial .... 1......|......Vermilye .............
McKee ............... 53 00Annville ...........  ..
22 70Clove Valley Chapel .... 5 ooi......
Total ............. 20602 52 372 00 35 00 17871 47 1200 00 40080 99
CHASSIS OF
ORANGE
21 75 21 75
38 35 17 5S
22 13 ......1 .
14 75
150 00Ellenville ............. 319 49 263 7 5Grahamsville .......... 30 98 ......i...... 14 17 45 155 00 ......Montgomery .......... 102 02 134 69444 64 60 00
73 00 15 50 62 15New Prospect ......... 203 80 1 56 77
Walden .............. 522 36 75 00Wallkill .............. 160 00 65 0069 6214 75 6 7510 00 29 62
20 00W. M. Union ......... 48 00
Total ............. 2180 89 180 12 1629 49 3990 50
jr
CHURCHES
CLASSIS OF
• PALISADES
Central Ave., J. C. ...
Coytesville ........Guttenberg ........
Hoboken, 1st .......
Hoboken. Germ. Evang.
New Durham ......
North Bergen ......
Trinity, W. N. Y....West Hoboken, 1st ... 
Woodcliff-on-Hudson . . 
W. M. Union ......
Total .........
CLASSIS OF 
PARAMUS
s
Ch
ur
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604 46 248 4045 00
98 95 77 28
177 00 
770 26 
400 00 
17  ^nn
......1 125 811
430 110' .... 857 54
...... 360 00
...... ...... 380 00
420 38|’ 120 63
424 00|......
433 00
50 00 385 00 400 00
3100 051 615 791 50 00I I
I
3312 03
852 86 
65 00 
176 23 
10 00 
367 97 
2057 80 
760 00 
555 00 974 01 
859 00 
400 00
7077 87
Acquackanonck .........I
Athenia ...............I
Clarkstown ............ I
Clifton ...............I
Clifton, 1st Holland .... |
Clifton, Lakeview Hts.....I
Garfield .............. I
Glen Rock ............ I
Hawthorne ............ I
Hohokus .............. I
Lodi, 1st Holland ...... I
Lodi, 2nd ............. I
North Paterson .........I
Paramus .............. |
Pascack .............. |
Passaic, 1st Holland ....Paterson, 1st Holland ...
Paterson, 2nd .........
Paterson, Broadway .....
Paterson, Covenant .....
Piermont .............
Ramapo ..............
Ridgewood ............
Saddle River ..........
Spring Valley .........
Tappan ..............Upper Ridgewood ......
Wald wick ............. I
Warwick ..............I
W. New Hempstead .... I
Wortendyke, 1st Holl..... I
Wortendyke, Trinity .... I
W. M. Union ..........I
2242 03 
228 68
670 68 
24 63 
130 60 
44 25
155 69
156 00 
42 231 
64 51 
10 00
140 89 
•
34 05| 
*25' i^ i!
56 821 
1640 00 
70 05
05|, 
93|
421
374
158
50
113511
91
63
195
588 48 
50 00 
82 04 
171 10
10 00|. 
47 271.
155 26|
200 00 
100 00 
125 00
8 75 
50 00
10 66 
108 02 25 00
66 77 ......
1------
23
4200
7800|60
25
78
2917 
125 
45 
405 
85 
58 20 
132
165 00 
37 50
121 82 
60 00 
146 98 
140 70 
178 47| 
369 04 
7 50 184 70 
339 51
166 28 
120 00
50 00 
719 10
247 
98 
40
3
168 
75 
71 
78
248
126 00
9377 10| 913 03| 180 26| 7639 44
139 00
*53 ’70|
279 61
10 00
5285 26 
354 10 
194 00 
1123 73 
163 33 
223 25 
64 50 
313 66 
321 00 
79 73 
186 33 
70 00 
307 92 
378 89 
260 29 
2488 65 
177 55 
615 38 
761 31 
540 98 
278 22 
100 00 
1855 50 
30 50 
389 50 
171 82 
235 63 
13 50 
890 23 
125 00 220 24 
249 40 
248 74
Total 608 31! 18718 14
CHURCHES
CLASSIS OF PASSAIC
Boonton .........
Fairfield .........
Lincoln Park, 1st ....
Little Falls, 1st ...
Little Falls, Holl. ...Montville ........
Mountain Lakes ...
Paterson, 6th Holland 
Paterson, People’s Pk. 
Paterson, Riverside .. 
Paterson, Totowa, 1st 
Paterson, Union Ref’d
Pompton .........
Pompton Plains ...
Ponds ...........
Preakness .........
Wanaque . ........
Wyckoff ..........
W. M. Union .....
toID
•§! rt o m c/3
P a
in XO rt o -d-r: c y 3  C/3 C/3
£§"S
Total
CLASSIS OF PELLA
Bethany .......
Central, Osk. ...
Ebenezer, Leighton 
Eddyville, 1st . .. .
KilldufF, 1st ....
Otley .........
Pella, 1st ......
Pella, 2nd ......
Pella, 3rd ......
Pella, Bethel ... .
Prairie City ...
Sandrtdge S. S. . .
Sully .........
Pella Mission Fest. 
Pella Classis ..... 
East Prairie Miss. 
W. M. Union ....
15 00|. 
30 00|.
260 28 
165 00
451 83 
850 00 
250 00 
163 86 
926 00 
84 681 
183 74 
102 25
59 11 
25 06
5 00
165 001.
162 22|. 
64 90 
143 00
c-d
£ g
53 10 
64 
306 
28 
25 
185 810 00 
75 00| 
127 57
3852 76
1720
235
258
254
1700
915 05
• I.
107
123
246
46102
37109
48
249 171I 5 001 2506 52
25 00|. 
63 56|.
147 561.
120 001.
65 00 
50 00
71 491 38 811
..... | 21 16|.
50 001 30 00).
163 561.......|.
29 581.......1.
5 00
250 00
250 00
29 
16 
77 
40 
85 210 
641 
1606 88 
977 731 10 001 
53 001
36 79
.j.125 63|.
• • 50 00
Total
CLASSIS OF
PHILADELPHIA
Addisville Blawenburg 
Clover Hill 
Harlingen 
Neshanic
No. and So. Hampton 
Philadelphia, 1st ...
Philadelphia, 4th .......j 390
Philadelphia, 5th 
Philadelphia, Talmage
Stanton ...
Three Bridges 
W. M. Union
Total
SH
68 00 
40 00
69
626
218
25
636
1660
325
291
926
356
557
348
46
264102
252
48
6863 45
47 
61 
375 
65 
94 
612 
2443 
1656 88 
2012 78 10 
168 21 
205 
163 
29 
50
11
62
5600
14
34
62
0030
16
63565800
| 3490 34 446 09 120 00 3980 06| 36 79 8073 28
1 85 43 30 00 7 20 84 8sl...... 207 51
1 44 80 25 001...... 69 80
CHURCHES
Ch
ur
ch
es
 an
d 
Me
n’
s S
oci
eti
es.
Su
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ay
Sc
ho
ol
s.
Yo
un
g
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op
le
’s
Soc
iet
ies
.
Wo
ma
n’
s
Bo
ar
d.
Spe
cia
l.
Tot
al.
CLASSIS OF
PLEASANT PRAIRIE .A, 1 58 90 5 60 10 00 74 50
487 62 10 00 40 00 537 62
117 89 25 00 142 89
95 51 14 00 109 51
176 76 176 76
89 25 6 95 55 65 151 85
183 00 7 00 190 00
Elim ................. 50 00 5 00 55 00
50 80 15 92 66 72
385 82 65 00 25 00 61 33 537 15
238 05 112 00 350 05
271 54 62 98 95 60 430 12
215 00 15 C!t> 50 45 280 4580 00 12 00 ...... 92 00
60 16
......
14 12 22 94 97 22
325 00 63 25 388 25
165 00 25 00 190 00
270 27 38 59 115 00 423 86
303 50 18 20 86 84 408 54
107 90 ...... 158 00 265 90
510 50 20 00 530 50
227 35 21 20 10 00 258 55
4469 82 234 641 35 00 997 98 5757 44
CLASSIS OF
POUGHKEEPSIE
431 01 53 46 78 54 377 25 940 26
Fishkill .............. 60 25 60 25
29 26 110 00 139 26
13 00 13 00
53 00 13 50 66 50
10 00 10 00 20 00
417 32 25 00 2172 26 2614 58
78 75 78 7540 13 165 00 205 1379 631...... 60 00 139 63
W. M. Union ......... ....... ...... ...... 47 54
......
47 54
1110 601 88 461 78 'U 3047 30 4324 90
CLASSIS OF
RARITAN
16 19 5 00 43 001...... 64 19
250 17 211 93|... 462 10
11 16 11 16
36 00 3n nn...... 86 0029 96 25 00 68 00 122 9647 15 138 50 185 6529 50 21 92 75 00 61 03 187 45
1323 60 207 00 1530 60
750 00 100 00 753 70 1603 70
181 50 98 29 15 00 146 79 441 585 00 17 50 22 50..67 33 30 55 93 87
82 99 82 99
73 75 23 78 267 75 ...... 3*3 28
W. M. Union ......... ....... 35 03......
Total ............ 2757 96| 362 89‘| 95 Oo'| 2177 09 ......1 5392 94
sCHURCHES
Ch
uv
ch
es
 an
d 
Me
n’
s S
oci
eti
Su
nd
ay
Sc
ho
ol
s.
Yo
un
g
I’e
op
le
’s
Soc
iet
ies
.
Wo
ma
n'
s
Bo
ar
d.
Spe
cia
l.
CLASSIS OF 
RENSSELAER
79 60 
144 95.......
i
I
23 54 67 57 148 17 
30 00 
77 0069 06
70 00
52 50 
254 14
53 24 
10 00 
40 00 
33 25
318 88 
174 95 
77 00 87 34 
118 50 
247 45 
666 68 
159 42 
18 00 
40 00 
33 25 75 00 
67 00 
23 17
......|......
15 28 48 50 
131 00 262 54
3 00|......
63 95|......
150 001......104 56 1 62-|......
8 00Rensselaer. 1st ........ |
50 00 
67 00
j 25 00......I......
W. M. Union ......... 23 17
911 43 242 111 67 57 885 53 2106 64
CLASSIS OF
I
I
ROCHESTER
1165 00 ......| 10 00 425 00213 08 91 761...... 100 54 405 38....... 5 00|...... 5 00so no 100 001......
.......
16 78 166 7846 061 17 061...... 71 99 13 5 11
572 66 122 95j...... 477 261... 1172 8740 71 ......f...... 108 63|..136 90 ......j . . . 140 001145 73 62 381 10 85 26« 211
50 73 43 221... . 131 00101 45 19 251...... 91 00 211 70
270 00| 100 00|... 377 87700 001 230 OOl 10 00 638 62148 84 31 291...... 144 15 324 28490 001 50 001 27 50 294 00 861 5014 75 ......|...... 83 75
28 67 142 OOi__70 83 27 87|... 23 5 65]
225 00 ......j......W. M. Union ......... 98 70
Total ............. 4470 41 1042 78; 58 35
1
1
3703 15 9274 69
CLASSIS OF
SARATOGA 1
63 50 25 001...... 160 501 .Buskirks ............. 15 00 ......I...... .......1 . 15 00180 00 79 85|. . 236 0025 50 .............
226 03 ..... , . .
68 68 ......|....
39 00W. M. Union ......... ......j...... 20 03 ...... 20 031------ !------ 1----- 1------
I 578 7l| 104 85|...... | 654 73Total 236 00| 1574 29
CHURCHES
Ch
ur
ch
es
 an
d 
Me
n’
s S
oci
eti
es.
Su
nd
ay
Sc
ho
ol
s
Yo
un
g
Pe
op
le
’s
Soc
iet
ies
.
Wo
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n’
s
Bo
ar
d.
Spe
cia
l.
Tot
al.
CLASSIS OFSCHENECTADY
134 54 101 00 235 54......1...... 25 00 25 00
93 00 74 00 167 00
89 76 14 70 125 00 229 46
124 95 125 68 250 63
17 00 25 00 169 62 211 62
19 85 98 00 117 85
55 43 175 40 230 83304 00 472 56 776 56
900 00 120 66 6 68 880 32 55 00 1962 66
Schenectady, Bellevue .... 1691 00 50 00 295 56 150 00 2186 56
75 00 141 00Seliciicnla| Hi dm., .^nd.. 
Schenecta'dy, Woodlawn . . . 74 29 190 00
25 00 
39 50
74 13 
249 94
173 42 479 44
95 09 95 09
Total ............. 3848 82 315 86 6 68 3308 83 205 00 7685 19
CLASSIS OFSCHOHARIE
36 88 58 67 95 55
33 34 ...... 93 32 ...... 126 6612 00 12 00
M  34
......
5 00 85 25 159 59
94 001...... 30 00 124 00
...... 5 00 5 00......
79 65 17 701...... 64 55 161 90
55 70 40 05 ......1 95 75
53 75 ...... 82 75 136 5018 15 18 15
422 66 22 70 489 74 935 10
CLASSIS OF
EAST SIOUX
484 99 50 76 20 00 218 22 773 97
116 50 88 00 13 00 107 50 325 00
33 93 22 09 56 02
473 00 322 50 100 00 260 00 1155 5042 25 42 41 100 00 75 00 259 66
460 62 186 43 20 00 192 00 859 05
250 00 220 00 512 50 982 50
42 78 30 00 72 781514 45 225 00 402 88 2142 33
32 25 22 50 54 75
10 62 10 62T t 12 50 12 50
12 26 12 26
1159 40 141 90 267 52 1568 822684 56 50 00 25 00 630 00 3389 56
52 70 210 00 262 70
41 60 141 19 19 00 154 51 356 30
20 51 19 39 39 90
41 39 40 00 20 00 101 39
150 00 106 88 125 00 381 88
42 55 9 95 
......
47 00 99 50
Firth & Pella M. F...... 170 00 .............. 170 00490 11
'......
490 11
W. M. Union, ...... 90 29 ...... 90 29......
Total ........  .... 8326 47 1625 02 197 00 3443 90 75 00 13667 39
CHURCHES
CLASSIS OF
W E S T  SIOUX j
Bethel ................j
Carmel ...............
Chandler .............. ]
Churchville ........... |
Clara City, 1st .........I
Denver ...............|
Boon ................ |
Edgerton ..............I
Hull, 1st .............. j
Hull, American .........|In wood ...............|
Maurice, 1st ...........I
Rock Rapids .......... |
Rock Valley, 1st ....... |
Roseland .............. |
Sandstone .............|
Silver Creek .......... |
Sioux Center, 1st ...... |
Sioux Center, Central .. .. iSteen ......  I
Trinity ...............|
Valley Springs .........I
Volga ................|
Edgerton, Chandler
& Leota M. F. ....... 1
Sioux County M. F...... |
Rock Rapids M. F....... |
Sioux County Syndicate 
gifts not included in 
above tables ..........I
Total ............. I
CLASSIS OF ULSTER I
Bloomingdale .......... i
Blue Mountain .........|
The Clove ............ |
Flatbush .............
Guilford .............
High Woods ...........
Hurley ..............
Jay Gould Mem’l ......
Katsbaan ..............|
Kingston, 1st ..........|
Kingston, Fair St........ I
Kingston, Ch. of the Comftr.l
Marbletown ........... I
Marbletown, North ..... i
New Paltz .............I
Plattekill ..............I
Port Ewen ............ |
Rochester ............. |
Rosen dale ............. I
St. Remy ............. [
Saugerties ............ I
Shandaken ............ |
Shokan ...............|
West Hurley .......... |
Woodstock ............ |
W. M. Union ..........|
94
324
6010
13
128
48
181
1808
91
187521
32542
13
50
2119
1250
123
179
5420
I
22'
2900
48
72|
045514559
741
06
40
89
95
35|
32
1800
83
98
27
48
92 43
......
15 001......
35 00 16 0220 00 ......118 00|......
318 00i......28 94
46 30 7 00122 00 25 5016 75 6 00130 00 20 00
10 00f 50 00
......1......
399 34 45 00
75 00 ::::::::
128 75 110020 00
36 37
47 58 . 
490 10|. 
74 721.
36 271.
9486 46| 1611 88|
II
II831001.001
59 
10 
10 
589 00 
100 00 
10 62 
121 68 
40 
65 
207 
424 
222 
68 
17
89 . 
98 . 10 
031 
05| 
62 
38 .
I
26 33|
'u'soi
56 94|
" *3*3o| 
25 00! 
.... I
iio ’ooi
95 00| 
20 00! 10 00|
208
25
4
25
265
29
29
46
19
75 . 
53 
30|. 86|. 00|. 
321 
501. 
501 
OOf. 20|.
9 90!
10 00|
... !5 28!
I
i
180 52
61 23|
15 00 
13’ 241
18 95 
10 00
2421 14| -I-399 25| 118 421
112 50260 00
65 00
2 72
101 62
49 10
270 03346 0074 69
100 24
531 45
57 82
270 0075 00
9 60
20 00
516 43
577 68
32 15429 2565 00
44 38
206 72 676 72 
125 00 
13 20 
28 72 
280 68 
117 65 
569 48 2472 59 
103 63 
245 28 
2554 01 
101 97 
745 89 
177 95 
22 95 
70 32 
3079 95 
1902 68 
155 98 
748 98 
139 27 
101 23
47 58 
490 10 
74 72
36 27
4010 66 15289 52
121 95
25 00 
73 00|
6 85
40 00
234 02
14 03
150 81
194 40
22 50
90 90
51 87109 50
9 49
45 25
67 46
2 23
5 00
313 73
13 50
19 45
5 00
9 00
149 00
208 11 
10 00 
52 50 
780 17 
100 00 
20 77 
201 68 
274 91 
93 25 
477 91 
713 43 
283 50 
179 52 
69 25 
109 50 
30 24 
63 68 
92 76 
7 09 
30 00 
589 05 
43 00 
54 23 
51 00 
28 20 
149 00
1773 94|Total 4712 75
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H
CLASSIS OF 
WESTCHESTER
Bronxville ........
Cortlandtown ......
Greenburgh .......
Greenville .........
Hastings ..........
Hawthorne ........
Mount Vernon .....
Nyack ............
Peekskill ..........
Tarrytown, 1st .....
Tarrytown, 2nd ....
Yonkers, Park Hill .. . 
Yonkers, Crescent PI. 
Yonkers, Lincoln Park 
Yonkers, Mile Square 
W. M. Union ......
Total
CLASSIS OF 
WISCONSIN
Alto ............
Baldwin .........
Cedar Grove ......
Forrestville ......Friesland ........
Gibbsville ........
Greenleafton ......
Hingham .........
Milwaukee .......
Oostburg ........ .
Randolph ........Sheboygan, Hope ... 
Sheboygan Falls, 1st
Vesper ..........
Waupun, 1st ......
Sheboygan Co. M. F.
Randolph M. F....
W. M. Union ....
2608 69 
32 73 
29 50i
50
23
900
567
25
974
196
675
816
33
6203 50
238 22 
23 45 
15 68
55 00 
31 54
I
3127 
355 682 
26 347 
569 
904 
418 68 
200 00 
399 19 
195 43 219 68 
80 00
29|
411
78
25
2500
24
661 60 172 71 
248 00
Total
363 89
186 23| 
140 74 
50 00
25 00 
150 00
14550
225
4674
32
666 07
29 90 
75 00
98 43
2945 00 
80 50 
13 50 8 00 
223 00
42 53 
280 23 
406 24 
105 00 
677 72 
239 56
1256 44 
37 39 
2 80
43 50 
34 00
6395 41
460 27 
333 75 
138 98 
56 92 
161 
140 
694 
264 
601 
318
198 00 
40 00 
25 12 541 16
77 60
50 00
221 00
5791
136
588
273
65
1180
973
130
1652
490
1963
1198
77
34
91 68 68 00 00 
54
23
24 00 
13 
95 
41 11
92 00 00
12962 80
3823
829
871
304
509
734
1778
903
851967
399
492
152
25
1967
172
248
77
79
90
76
17 10 00 
6558 00 3259
18 
44 12 
26 
71 00
60
8607 51 1791 641 303 33| 4134 69| 271 00] 15108 17
cno
•si
CLASSES
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ay
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Tot
al.
PARTICULAR SYNOD 
OF ALBANY
Albany . .. .
Greene ...
Montgomery 
Rensselaer . 
Rochester .. Saratoga .. . 
Schenectady 
Schoharie ..
3029
1580
2453911
4470
5783848
422 66|
139 60 
17 50 
170 78 242 11 
1042 78 
104 85 
315 86 
22 701
13 22
10 00 
67 57 
58 35|
6 68
Total .............| 17295 32| 2056 18| 155 82* 18478 62
PARTICULAR SYNOD 
OF CHICAGO
Chicago ...............!
Grand Rapids ..........I
Holland ...............|
Illinois ...............!
Kalamazoo ............ [
Muskegon ............. I
Wisconsin ............. |
11927 751 4444 10
16160 09 17722 91 
3269 97 
6573 90 
7327 66 8607 51
8257 36
5861
201
1004
8311791
86 90 
77 06 
242 26
29 42 
135 54 303 33
Total ............ | 71589 79122392 30
PARTICULAR SYNOD 
OF IOWA
Cascades ....
Dakota .....
Germania .
Pella ... .
Pleasant Prairie 
East Sioux .... 
West Sioux . . .
II
1022 86! 
2044 62| 
1074 671 
3490 341 
4469 82! 
8326 47| 
9486 46|
118
238
132
446
254
1625
1611
Total
PARTICULAR SYNOD 
OF N E W  BRUNSWICK
Bergen .....
South Bergen . 
Monmouth . . . .
Newark .....
New Brunswick
Palisades ....
Paramus ....
Passaic .....
Philadelphia . . . 
Raritan .....
894 51
4874
2018
2543
885
3703654
3308
489
77039007
12435
1695
31643062
4134
41204 63
36 00 297 84
50 00 2462 55
6 65 268 20
120 00| 3980 06'
35 00| 997 98
197 00| 3443 90
180 52| 4010 66
35 00 
50 00
236 00 
205 00
526 00
3607
260
1507
46
33
75271
5891 77
296 00
36 79
75 00
Total .............. I 39616
PARTICULAR SYNOD 
OF N E W  Y ORK
Hudson .......
North Long Island 
South Long Island
New York .....
Orange .......
Poughkeepsie ....
Ulster ...... . .
Westchester ....
Total ....
Grand Total
29915 24 4426 51 625 17 15461 19 407 79 50835 90
4385 61 308 76 50 00 3171 35 7915 72
2578 98 186 96 2208 91 4974 85
2087 07 117 74 985 77 3190 58
5946 19 63 84 21 95 3958 45 100 00 10090 43
4122 26 258 02 53 00 3128 94 7562 22
3100 05 615 79 SO 00 3312 03 ' 7077 87
9377 10 913 03 180 26 7639 44 608 31 18718 14
3852 76 249 17 5 00 2506 52 250 00 6863 45
1408 82 224 15 11 20 1340 47 10 00 2994 64
2757 96 362 89 95 00 2177 09 5392 94
39616 80 3300 35 466 41 30428 97 968 31 74780 84
1999 02 208 49 10 00 1182 94 3400 45
5996 45 ISO 28 36 00 3283 03 35 0C 9530 76
6340 93 382 84 25 00 6508 88 13257 65
20602 52 372 00 35 00 17871 47 1200 0C 40080 99
2180 89 180 12 1629 49 3990 50
1110 60 88 46 78 54 3047 30 4324 90
2421 14 399 25 118 42 1773 94 4712 75
6203 50 363 89 6395 41 12962 80
46855 05l 2175 33| 302 96 41692 46 1235 00 92260 80
205272 20)34350 67 2434 87 147265 87 8928 87 398252 48
8056
3651
5228
21069274
1574
7685
935
27770 50 
33762 60 
37770 10 
5213 85 
10806 04 11431 74 
15108 17
141863 00
1474
5091
1482
8073
5757
13667
15289
Contributions from Individuals for the Board of Foreign Missions,
R.C.A.
“A Friend” .............
“A  Friend” .............“A Friend” .............
“A Friend” .............“A Friend” .............
“A Friend” .............
“A  Friend” .............
‘‘A Friend” (Conditional Gift)
American Bible Society ....
American Tract Society ....
Anonymous Donor ........
Augur, Mr. and Mrs. W. A....
Bahler, Rev. P. G..........
Baldwin, Mr. W. A........
Beall, Mrs. L. S...........
Beardslee, Rev. J. W., Ph.D...
Becker, Miss Dorothy E.....
Becker, Mrs. K. G.........
Bennett, Dr. A. K ..........
Beran, L. P...............
Blackstone, Rev. Wm. E.(Trustee) ............ \ .
Boers, Miss Blanche E......
Boers, Mr. C. C............
Bogart, John L............
Brokaw, Mrs. Isaac P......
Bunce. Miss Augusta.......
Chamberlain, Rev. Lewis B., D.D. 
Chamberlain Memorial Fund. . . 
Chicago Missionary Committee 
of all Reformed Churches in
Chicago and vicinity......
Christian Reformed Mass Meet­
ing, Grand Rapids........
Courtelyou, Mr. Peter.......
Cutler, Miss Ethel.........
Daughter of the Church, A....
De Fischer, Mr. William....
De Jong, Rev. J. P.........
De Mott, John W ..........
De Free, Miss Evelyn.......
De Valois Mission Syndicate. . .
Doran & Co., G. H .........
Dosker, Mr. C............
Drury, Miss C. K ..........
Dubbink, Miss Jennie.......
Duryee, Rev. J. R., D.D.....
Eastern League of Christian
Young Men's Societies....
Estate of George Cleveland . . . 
Estate of Mary F. Hagaman. . .Estate of Elsie Manton .....
Estate of S. J. Sloan.......
Fagg, Miss Kate M. and sisterFcrtuine, Mrs. H ...........
Foster, W. E............
From Friends ............
From Friends ............
From Friends ............
From Friends Through Dr. L.
P. Dame ...............
From a Friend............
From a Friend............
Garretson, Mrs. J. H .......
Gebhard, Rev. J. G., D.D....
Grinnan, Mrs. R. B........
Hamel, Miss Georgiana......
Harper. Rev. R. H .........
Hay, Mrs. E..............
Heemstra, Mr. John and family 
Heidenwereld Publishing Co...Hills, Mrs. B.............
Hills Brothers Company.....
Hoffman, John D...........
Hope College Y. M. C. A ....
Hyde, Mr. F. P...........
Ingraham Mr. George S.....
Jackson, Mrs. H. E. D ......
Jansen, Miss L. L .........
Jenny, Mrs. E............
Karsten, Misses A. and J....
$1,000 00100 00
160 00100 00
2,000 00
25 00
50 00
1,000 00
500 00
100 00
50 00
150 00
5 005
25
00
00
1,000 00
15 00
50 00
10 00
98
2,500 00
55 00
65 00
100 0020 00
1 00
25 0050 00
1,300 00
100 00
200 0050 00
100 00
25 00
10 0025 00
25 00
590 00
47 751,375 00
5 00
10 00200 00
22 00
268 9744 4540 00
25 00
15 00
5 00
. 10 00
7 00
20 00
220 00
246 55
750 00
15 0050 00
7 50
2 50
50 00
10 002 30
700- 00
250 00
1 00
1,000 001 00
800 00500 00
1,000 00
50 00
15 00
4 00
50 00
Ketchum, Mr. L. W ........
Kiel, Dr. and Mrs. Lee H ...
Kuiper, Mr. Theodore.......
Kuyper, Rev. Hubert.......
Lake, Miss Agnes N ........
Lammers, Rev. B. W .......
Laurent, Miss A. F.........
Le Fevre, Rev. George......
Lyman, W. Hoffman.......
Marcley, Rev. A. F.........
Maris, Mrs. C............Mason, Dr. Lewis D ........
Messer, Miss Jennie R ......
Miedema, Mr. A ...........
Miller, Miss Katherine......
Moody Bible Institute.......
Mulder, Dr. and Mrs. C. D....
Mulder, Miss Ella..........
Mulder, Misses ...........
Muskegon, Consistorial Union of
Naberhuis, Mr. Henry.......
New Brunswick Theological
Students ..............
Noordsy, Miss Gertrude.....
Norris, Mrs. R. A..........
North Jersey Reformed ChurchOuting ................
Oele, Mr. and Mrs. John....Olcott, Miss Anna \V.......
Olcott, Mrs. E. E..........
Orberg, Rev. C. E.........
Overocker, Mrs. W. J......
Paalman, Mr. John H ......
Palen, Miss Grace.........
Pearson, Miss A. L........
Peters, Miss Narina Heath...Pillsbury. Mrs. M. M .......
Pond, Mrs. N. M ..........
Pownall, Dr. E. E.........
Punt, Mr. and Mrs. Arie...
Read, Rev. E. G., D.D......
Rens, Mr. Matt...........
Richards, Mr. Theodore.....
Rockwell, Miss Alice E.... .
Rockefeller Foundation .....
Fomaine, Messrs. Theodore andDemarest ..............
Roosa, Miss M. C..........
Roosenraad, Rev. and Mrs. A..Sanford, Mr. Francis B......
Sanson, Miss Kittie M ......Schauffler, Mrs. A. F.......
Schilstra, Mr. A. G........
Scudder, Mrs. S. D........
Scudder Memorial Associationin America .............
Sioux County Churches.....
Sigtenhorst. Miss Margaret.... 
Smallegan-De Klein Syndicate. .
Stegeman, Miss Hilda C.....
Stekete<v Rev. J. B........Stillwell, Mrs. A. L........
Strvker. Miss Florence......
Sully, Iowa Picnic Association.Thank Offering ...........
Thorn, Mrs. William.......
Todd. Rev. H. I...........
Travis. Miss Edna S.......
Trompen, Mr. J. N .........Two Friends .............
Two Friends .............
Two Friends .............
Two Friends .............
Two Old Friends..........
Union Serv:ce Collection at 
Faith-Van Vorst Church..... 
Van Buskirk. Mr. Arthur, Jr... 
Van Bronkhorst, Rev. and
625 00 
50 00 
15 00 
10 00 
60 00 
25 10 
1 00 
25 00 
70 00 
5 00 
25 00 
50 00 
5 00 100 00
1 93 
150 00
25 00 
45 00 
30 00 
124 06 
10 00
140 00 
25 00 
100 00
50 00 
50 00 
10 00 
25 002 00 
10 00
800 00 
20 00 
15 00 
300 00 
10 00 
120 00 
20 00 
2,300 00 
10 00 
1,800 00 
50 00 
. 4 00
2,025 00
35 00 
25 00 
5 00 
ioo on
25 00 
100 00 
10 00 
100 00
200 00 
1,650 00
5 00 
800 00
10 00
6 48 
135 50
5 00 
IS 88 
5 00 
5 00 
45 no 
1 00 
700 00 
100 00 
100 00 
200 00 1.200 00 
10,000 00
24 11 
5 00
Mrs. A ................. 25 00
Vander Ploeg, Mr. and Mrs. S. 5,000 00 
Van Eerden Family Reunion.. 10 00
Van Houten, Miss Jessie F.... 40 00
Van Peenen, Miss Elizabeth... 20 00
Van Santvoord, Mr. M .. 60 00
Van’t Hof, Mr. Hugo... 5 00
Varick, Miss M. R.....  20 00Veenker, !Rev. G.......  10 00
Vennema, Mrs. A......  10 00
Voorhees, Rev. Oscar M . 65 00
Voorhees, Mr. Willard andsister .................  20 00
Walvoord, Mr. and Mrs. A. C.. 20 00
Walvoord, Rev. Wm. C..  20 00VV arnshuis. Dr. and Mrs. A. L. 100 00
Webster, Miss Margaret C..  5 00Werkman, Mr. Herman.. 7 50Western Theological Seminary. 243 50
Wharton, Mr. George F...  20 00
Williams, Miss Gertrude E..  5 00Yates, Miss Louise...... 10 00
Zwemer, Rev. S. M.. D.D..  20 00
Legacies
From the Estate of G. J. Hoperaan.......
Alice E. Torrey.......Martje Waalkema .....
Eunice E. Barckley.....
Amanda Jones .......
Richard j. DeBay......
Jane Eckert .........
Mary Van Ness.......
William C. Stryker....
Nicholas A. Voorhis... .
Mary E. Horton.......
Gerritt Beyer, Sr......
Sabe H. Akker.......
Mrs. Virginia M. Monroe
$ 100 00 
5.470 00 
2,000 00 
10,000 00 
200 00
111 32 
3,504 69 
1,000 00
100 00
112 24 
159 59 
500 00 
914 50
5,000 00
$29,172 34
RECEIPTS OF THE BOARD SINCE 1857, IN PERIODS OF FIVE YEARS, WITH TOTALS AND AVERAGES.
Years. Receipts. Totals for Five Years.
Average for 
Five Years. Increase. Decrease.
Total, 1858-1862. $134,055 49 $26,811 101863........... $42,257 361864........... 35,391 181865........... 82,038 221866........... 55,783 751867........... •63,030 89
278,501 40 55,700 28 $28,899 181868........... 53,472 911869........... 81,410 381870........... 57,342 941871........... 71,125 521872.......... 65,173 26
328,525 01 65,705 00 10,004 721873........... 83,948 611874........... 55,352 95 \1875........... 54,249 95
1870........... 64,342 911877........... 58,152 53
316,046 95 63,209 37 $2,495 61878........... 69,085 871879........... 58,443 491880........... 63,183 711881........... 92,984 321882........... 58,184 71
341,884 10 68,376 82 5,167 451883........... 65,284 581884........... 76,955 231885........... 88,131 041886........... 86,386 551887........... 86,787 02
403,544 42 80,708 8S 12,332 061888........... 7109,940 11 •1889........... 93,142 241890........... 117,090 141891........... 116,265 451892........... 112,163 59
548,607 53 109,721 5C 29,012 621893........... 136,688 101894........... 106,071 481895........... 1111,288 001896........... 154,139 421897........... 111,111 89
619,798 89 123,959 77 14,238 271898........... 124,301 181899........... 126,838 361900........... 147,213 781901........... 173,204 121902........... 167,911 73
739,469 17 147,893 89 23.934 121903........... 158,894 941904........... 142,474 791905.......... 150,239 941906........... 174,464 741907........... 179,232 60
805,307 01 161,061 40 13,167 511908........... 197,468 261909..... ..... 205,372 641910........... 207,404 59
1911.......... 282,231 86
1912.......... 284,269 36
1,176,746 71 235,349 34 74,287 941913........... 255,838 47
1914........... 321,942 58
1915........... 300.752 511916............ 309,419 861917............ 302,433 02
1,490.406 44 298,087 29 37,262 051918............ 325,292 08!1919............ 345.462 82
1920............ 478,614 66
1921............ 593,942 881922............ 445,182 90
2,188.495 34 437,699 07 139,611 781923............ 562.450 49 11924............ 544,808 39|1925............ 532,146 69
1926............ 553,364 00 11927............ 510.977 32
2,703,746 89 540,749 38 103,050 31
* In addition $56,500 were given by Mr. Warren Ackerman to remove the debt resting on the Board.
tin addition $45,335.06 were given for the Endowment of the Theological Seminary 
in the Arcot Mission, through the efforts of Rev. Jacob Chamberlain, D.D. 
t From 1895, receipts of the Arabian Mission are included.
Auditors’ Statement
To The Board of Foreign Missions, R. C. A., 
25 East 22nd Street,
New York City.
May 18, 1927.
Gentlemen:
We have completed our audit and examination of the books, records and accounts 
of your Board for the year ended April 30, 1927, and submit the statements listed 
on the Index immediately following, which, in our opinion, set forth the operations 
of the Board for the year and its financial condition at April 30, 1927.
Receipts of Cash, as shown by the Cash Book and supported by the Collection 
Record, were found to be in agreement with the deposits credited by the Bank, while 
disbursements were vouched against the cancelled checks. The balance of Cash in Bank as of April 30, 1927, after giving consideration to receipts and payments to and 
including May 3, 1927 which were considered as occurring prior to May 1, was con­
firmed by the depository. The Cash on hand was verified by actual count.
Investments, consisting of securities held in the safe deposit box and mortgages 
kept in your office, were examined by us and found to be in order. Fifty dollars 
was accepted in settlement of the deficiency judgment arising out of a mortgage 
formerly held on the property located at 69 West 10th Street. Manhattan. The 
balance, $626.10, was written off, as shown on Exhibit “A ”.
There was a net increase in Investments during the year of $12,364.30, made
up as follows: •
New Bonds and Mortgages................................  $18,500.00New Mortgage Bonds....................................  14,120.40
$32,620.40
Less:
Decrease in Bonds and Mortgages............. $12,500.00
Decrease in Mortgage Bonds.................  1,860.00
Stock exchanged for Bonds.................. 4,270.00
Payment on Mortgage Note................... 500.00Deficiency judgment discharged...............  676.10--------  20,256.10
Net Increase, as above............................. $12,364.30
The income arising from Investments was duly accounted for.
The Statement of Revenue and Expenditures reflects the changes in all funds 
except those of a permanent or trust nature, which increased as follows:
Increase in Trust Funds:
Scudder Memorial Hospital Fund... ....... . ........... . $1,000.00
Permanent Fund for support of Medical Missionary Work in
Arabia ......................................... 20.00
John H. Oerter Memorial Fund.........................  35.00
Cornelia M. Wallace Fund.............................  525.00
Less— Balance of Lewis Francis Fund (Arabia) disbursed
$1,580.00243.74
Net Increase in Trust Funds........................ $1,337.26
The increase of $20.00 in the “Permanent Fund for support of Medical Mis­
sionary Work in Arabia” represents a gain of $140.00 on the redemption of a 
mortgage bond, less $120.00 lost on your holdings of Standard Oil stock called.
Increase in Conditional Gifts:
Lucy E. Ferrill......................................  $ 400.00
John Heemstra .....................................  2,000.00
Laura Roosa .......................................  500.00
Mrs. John P. Van Gorp...............................  1,000.00
Edward Whiteside ...................................  2,000.00
Virginia T. B. Cobb................................... 4.000.00
$9,900.00
Less— Conditional Gift, “A Friend from Meservey, Iowa” matured 1,000.00
Net Increase in Conditional Gifts....................  $8,900.00
Following your usual procedure, there was remitted to the mission fields the sum 
of $49,669.99 to meet the May and June, 1927 appropriations, as well as part of the 
designated gifts and transmissions received during the period under review. These 
checks are not considered as disbursements until presented for payment in New York.
Respectfully yours,
LOOMIS, SUFFERN & FERNALD,
Certified Public Accountants.
Statement of Revenue and Expenditures
M A Y  1, 1926 TO APRIL 30, 1927
EXHIBIT “A ”
Revenue
Collections ................................................  $402,590.33
Legacies .................................................  29,248.77
Income from Invested Funds:
Conditional Gifts ............................. $ 2,792.31Security Fund ...............................  2,945.06
Endowment and General Funds................... 12,059.41
----------  17,796.78
Income from Invested Funds available for specific work:
Hospitals and Schools..........................  $ 8,787.41
Ministerial Education in India...................  1,257.72
Support of Native Pastors in India................  868.68
--------  10,913.81
Income from Trust Funds held by Board of Direction.............. 511.42Interest on Bank Balances..........................  $ 691.82
Miscellaneous Interest received....................... 37.20
------------------  729.02
Income from Investments held in trust for
The Woman's Board of Foreign Missions.....................  570.00
Gifts for specific purposes— Exhibit “C"........................  39,039.64
Transmissions— Schedule No. 4................................  46,129.41
Total Revenue ......................... .........  $547,529.18
Expenditures
Mission Work:
Amoy Mission ...............................  $ 81,144.13
Arcot Mission ...............................  129,740.30
Japan Mission ...............................  101,351.70Arabian Mission .............................. 82,180.70
United Mission in Mesopotamia..................... 10,435.50
$404,852.33Interest on Bank Loans............................  1,377.65
Home Expenditures— Schedule No. 1.................  42,594.24
Foreign Mission Conference.........................  650.00
Anglo-American Committee ....   200.00
Contributions to Missionary Associations...............  230.00
Contributions to Publications........................  500.00
Hertzog Hall Missionary Home......................  500.00
Remittances to Missions of Income from Invested Funds not
within appropriations ..........................  7,033.40
Remittances of Trust Fund Income to Woman’s Board of
Foreign Missions ....    570.00
Annuities on Conditional Gifts....................... 2,443.37
Expenditures of Gifts for specific purposes— Exhibit “C”... 41,213.90
Transmissions remitted— Schedule No. 4............... 48,415.07
Legacies remitted for Improvements and Repairs to Buildings 12,044.90
Total Expenditures ...............................  562,624.86
Excess of Expenditures made over Revenue from all sources
— for year ended April 30, 1927..................  $ 15,095.68
Less— As to Expenditures:
Remittances from balances existing May 1, 1926:
Designated Gifts ..........................  $ 2,174.26
Transmissions ............................. 2,285.66
--------  4,459.92
$ 10,635.76
Less— As to Revenue:
Income from Funds for specific work, not remitted.... $ 3,880.41Legacies reserved for action of the Board........... 17,203.87
Deficiency judgment written off................... 626.10
--------  21,710.38
Deficit— April 30, 1927 ............................  $ 32,346.14
Statement of Assets and Liabilities
APRIL 30. 1927
EXHIBIT “B"
Cash:
In Bank 
On Hand
Assets
Securities and Real Estate— Schedule No. 2
Prepayment to Missions ...............Advance to Amoy Mission for Working Fund
Prepaid Interest on Bonds purchased.....
Atlantic Mutual Insurance Company Scrip...
$ 11,666.81 
75.99 $ 11,742.80 563,474.60 
14,251.53 
1,052.25
133.00
490.00
Funds— Schedule No. 3: 
Trust Funds:
Principal .......
Accumulated Income
Liabilities
$591,144.18
$428,123.40
16,740.99
Conditional Gifts .......................
Security Funds .........................
Designated Gifts not yet remitted— Exhibit “C”--
Balance for Transmission— Schedule No. 4.......
Legacies reserved for action of Board...........
Insurance Fund ................. .... . ■ • ■ • • •; •Deferred Credit— Ballagh House Rentals (1922-1923) 
Deficit— April 30, 1927.......................
$444,864.39
54,725.00
71,545.83
$571,135.22
12,550.74
593.07
38,503.77
690.00
17.52
32,346.14
$591,144.18
T H E  B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  M I S S I O N S ,  R.C.A.
Statement of Receipts and Disbursements of Designated Gifts
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1927
EXHIBIT “C" 
Receipts
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Amoy Mission ....
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arcot Mission .....
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Japan Mission ....
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arabian Mission ...
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Mesopotamia ......
Newspaper Evangelism in Japan.............
Rens Scholarship .........................
Total Receipts— Exhibit “A ”.......
$ 5,313.90 
10,220.07 
1,012.87 
18,561.04 
153.70 1,728.06 
2,050.00
$39,039.64
Disbursements
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Amoy Mission ....
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arcot Mission ....
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Japan Mission.....
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Arabian Mission . . . .
Gifts Ex-appropriation— For Mesopotamia ......
Gifts Ex-appropriation— General .............
Newspaper Evangelism in Japan.............
Fukien Christian University.................
Arabian Hospital Building Fund.............
Rens Scholarship .........................
$ 8,605.51 
9,395.22 
1,262.87 
17,535.90 
158.70 20.00 
1,382.94 
102.76 
2,000.00 
750.00
Total Disbursements— Exhibit “A ” 41,213.90
Excess of Disbursements over Receipts......
Balance unremitted— May 1, 1926....... .Transferred from Income— Arabian Hospital Building bund
$12,725.00
2,000.00
$ 2,174.26
14,725.00
Balance unremitted, April 30, 1927— Exhibit “B $12,550.74
Statement of Investment Securities and Real Estate
APRIL 30, 1927
EXHIBIT “B” SCHEDULE No. 2 
Railroad and Industrial Bonds:
10M American Tel. & Tel. Co., Debenture 5%, 1960.........
10M B. & O. Railroad Co., 1st Mortgage 4%, 1948..........
10M B. & O. Railroad Co., Equipment 5%, 1987.............
5M B. & O. Railroad Co., Refunding 4%, 1941.............
1M B. & O. Railroad Co., Refunding and Gen. Mort. 5%, 1995
7M Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit 6%, 1968.................
$500 Cedar Rapids M. & Power Co., 1st Mort. 5%, 1953.....
500 Central Indiana Power Co., 1st Refunding 6%, 1947......
11M Central Railroad of N. J., Gen. Mort., 5%, 1987........
2M Chicago & Alton Railroad Co., Equipment 6%, 1936......
1M Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R. R. Co., Equip. 5%, 1936 
6M Cleveland Un. Term. Co., 1st Sink. Fund Gold 5%%, 1972
2M Cuban American Sugar Co., 1st Mortgage 8%, 1931......1M Detroit Edison Co., 1st Mortgage 5%, 1933.............
13M Detroit River Terminal Co., 1st Gold 416%, 1961.......
3M Great Northern Railway Refunding 4J4%, 1961.........
29M Illinois Central Railroad Co., 1st Mortgage 3*6%, 1951....
6M Lehigh Valley Railway Company. 1st Mortgage 4^%, 1940.
3M Manhattan Railway Co., Consolidated 4%, 1990........
10M Minn., St. P. & Sault Ste. Marie R. Co. Gold 4%, 1938... 
2M New York Central Railroad Co., Cons. Mort. 4%, 1998.... 
17M N. Y. Central & Hudson River R. R. Co., Deb. 4%, 1934... 
1M N. Y. Gas. Elec. Light, Heat&Power Co., Prior Mort. 4%, 19493M Niagara Falls Power Co., 1st Cons. 6%, 1950.........
6M No. Pacific R. R. Co. Ref. & Imp., 4%%, 2047.......15M No. Pacific R. R. Co. Ref. & Imp. 5%, 2047..........
5M Penn. R. R. Co. Gen. Mort. Series “B”, 5%, 1968.....
2M Penn. R. R. Co. Gen. Mort. Series “A ” 4%%, 1965....
$4,600 Phila. & Reading Coal & Iron Co., Ref. 5%, 1973......
9.300 The Reading Co. Gen. & Ref. Mort. Ser. “A ” Gold 4^%, 1997
500 Rochester Gas & Electric Co. Gen. Mort. 7%, 1946.....
500 Sherwin-Williams Co. of Can. 1st and Ref. Mort. 6%, 1941
15M Southern Pacific R. R. Co., 1st Ref. Gold 4%, 1955....
4M Standard Oil Company of N. J. Deb. 5%, 1946........
13M West Shore Railroad Company 1st Mort. 4%, 2361 ......
$500 Wickwire-Spencer Steel Company 1st Mort. 7%, 1935... .
$ 9,552.50 
7,573.75 
9,611.72
4.400.00 
1,000.00
7.099.00490.00
465.00 
11,325.00
1,983.20
973.93
6.120.00
2.019.00 
991.2511.201.50
3.000. 00 
29,000.006.000. 00
3.000. 00
8.825.00
2.000. 00 
15,375.00
850.00
3.090.00
5.272.50 
14,212.50
4.975.00
1.865.50 
4,572.22 
9,243.83
542.50
490.00
12.943.75 
4,021.40
12.818.75
330.00
Stocks:
20 shs. American Sugar Refining Co., Pref. 7 % ....
20 shs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. Co. Pref. 5%
85 shs. Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Common... 
30 shs. Cons. Gas.&Elec. Light Co. of Balt., Pref. 8%
140 shs. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co....30 shs. Glen Alden Coal Company................
5 shs. Kansas City Power & Light Co., 1st Pref. 7%.
50 shs. Morris & Essex Railroad Company, 7^4%...
20 shs. National Biscuit Company, Preferred 7 % ....
7 shs. Northern States Power Company, Pref. 7 % ...79 shs. Pennsylvania Railroad Company...........
65 shs. United States Steel Corporation, Pref. 7%.... 
3 shs. Utica Knitting Company, Preferred 7 % ......
$217,233.80
$ 2,130.00 
2,020.00
11.985.00
3.480.00
18.725.00 
2,648.10
470.00
4.075.00
2.480.00 
647.50
3,683.38
7,597.50240.00
--------  $ 60,181.48
United States Liberty Loan Bonds:
$ 50 par value First-Second Conv. 4^4%
7,250 par value Second Conv. 4J4% ....
1,300 par value Third 4}4% ........3,550 par value Fourth 4^4% .......
$ 43.70
6,545.62 
1,220.00 
3,550.00
--------  11,359.32
Bonds and 
4049
175
343
323
340
Mortgages:
Brandon Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., guaranteed..
Dartmouth Street, Rockville Centre, N. Y....Dean Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.............
Duffield Street, Brooklyn. N. Y...........
Filbert Street, Garden City, N. Y ..........Franconia Avenue, Flushing, N. Y ..........
Fifth Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y............
Eighth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y...........
Hart Street, Brooklyn, N. Y ..............
Hilbert Street, Brooklyn, N. Y ........... .
Jamaica Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y ..........
Lee Avenue, Woodside, L. I..............
$ 2,000.00
4.750.00
9.000. 00
4.500.004.000. 00
5.000. 00 
11,500.00
3.500.00
3.750.00
5.500.00
4.500.006.000. 00
Statement of Investment Securities and Real Estate (Continued)
Mansfield Place, Brooklyn, N. Y ........... 10,000.00448 New Jersey Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y ........  3,800.00
New Utrecht Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y......  8,500.00
Park View Place, Baldwin, N. Y.........  4,750.00Reservoir Avenue, Bronx, New York City...  10,000.00
Rossmore Avenue, Bronxville, N. Y.........  6,500.00South Drive, Great Neck, L. 1............  8,000.00
Spruce Street, Brooklyn, N. Y ............  13,000.00
292 East 7th Street, Manhattan, N. Y. City..... 20,000.00
633 10th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y ............... 10,000.00
1620 East 13th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y...........  3,200.00
1058 East 14th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y........... 5,500.00
East 26th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y........... 6,000.00
East 29th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y..........  6,500.00
1434 54th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y ..............  7,750.00
82d Street and Colonial Road, Brooklyn, N. Y. 22,000.00
76th Street, Brooklyn, N. Y..............  4,250.00
119th Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y ............  3,000.00160th Street, Jamaica, L. 1.........  6,000.00
192d Street, Jamaica, L. 1...............  5,000.00
197th Street, Jamaica, L. 1...............  4,500.00
East 227th Street, Bronx, New York City....  13,600.00
--------  $245,850.00
Mortgage Bonds:
Bar Building and Annex................. $ 5,000.00
Strand Building .......................  3,000.00222 West 29th Street, Manhattan, New York City 3,100.00
105 East 57th Street, Manhattan, New York City 2,000.00
61 East 66th Street, Manhattan, New York City 5,500.00
--------  18,600.00Mortgage Notes ...........................................  6,500.00
Real Estate:
Kollen Property— Holland, Michigan ....................... 3,750.00
Statement of Trust and Security Funds
APRIL 30, 1927
Trust Funds:Endowment Funds:
EXHIBIT “B” SCHEDULE NO. 3 
Accumulated
Amoy Hospital ....................
G. J. Kooiker, Bed Endowment— Amoy Hos.
Arcot Industrial School .............
Elisabeth H. Blauvelt Memorial Hosp...
C. H. U. Bed Endowment— Blauvelt Hosp. 
Scudder Memorial Hospital Endowments:
General Fund ...................
Euphemia Mason Olcott Fund.......
Dr. George A. Saridham Fund.......
Alida Vennema Heeven Fund.......
Elizabeth R. Voorhees College... ......
Jasper Westervelt— Neerbosch Hospital.... 
Isaac Broadhead Fund— Ranipettai Hospital Martha Schaddelee Fund— Sio-khe Hosp... 
Bahrain Hosp. Endowment Funds— Arabia:
General Fund ....................Alfred De W. Mason, Jr., Fund......
Van Rensselaer Burr, Jr., Fund... .
Permanent Fund for Support of Medical
Missionary Work in Arabia.......• • • •Basrah Hosp. Endowment Fund— Arabia...
Principal 
$ 3,643.26
700.00
20,000.00
5.000. 00
500.00
10,038.58
1.000. 00
5.000. 00
1.000. 00 
10,000.00
1,000.00
1,000.00
785.00
7.259.00 
5,000.00
1.200.00
7,064.72 102,161.86
Income
354.75
1,673.85
132.00
61.02
6,563.44
499.95 2,000.00
Total
$16,349.73 $177,287.70 $193,637.43
Ministerial Education in India: 
William R. Gordon Fund...
Joseph Scudder Fund ....
Christian Jansen Fund ...
G. B. Walbridge Fund ....
$ 2,000.00 
2,000.00 
12,555.36 
5,000.00
--------  21,555.36
Ministerial Education in Japan:
John Neefus Fund ... ............
Support of Native Pastors in India:
C. L. Wells Memorial............... . $ 391.26 $ 15,316.54
Support of Native Preachers in India:
P. I. and M. V. K. Neefus Fund.....
Mary Neefus Fund.................
. $ 14,000.00
. 4,045.09
Held in Trust for Woman’s Board:
Susan Y. Lansing Fund ............
Josephine Penfold Fund ............
. $ 5,000.00
. . 5,000.00
9,379.86
15,707.80
18,045.09
10,000.00
General Funds:
William C. Barkalow Fund ........... $ 10,784.60
Abbie J. Bell Fund ................  200.00
Caroline E. Ackerman Coles Fund...... 1,000.00
Elizabeth Diehl Memorial Fund........  6,500.00
Lewis Francis Fund ................  243.74
Less— Remitted to Arabia.........  243.74
Garret N. Hopper Fund ........................
In Memoriam Fund ............ .............
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Kollen Memorial Fund......
John S. Lyles Fund ..........................
Susan Y. Lansing Fund .......................Madison Avenue Reformed Church Fund ..........
Clarence V. B. and Lucy A. Matson Memorial Fund..
Charles E. Moore Fund .... ...................North Reformed Church, Passaic, N. J. Fund.......
John Oerter Memorial Fund ..........  $ 1,800.00
Received during year............. 35.00
Permanent Fund ...........
A. J. Schaefer Fund . ......Semelink Family Mission Fund 
A. C. Van Raalte Mission Fund
$ 1,500.00
500.00
3.750.00
50.000. 00
2.500.00
15.000. 00 1.000.00
475.00 
12,500.00
1,835.0014,550.00
194.2514,000.00
3,000.00
Statement of Trust and Security Funds (Continued)
Alida Van Schaick Fund .........
A. V. S. Wallace Fund ..........
Mr. and Mrs. William Walvoord Fund
Cornelia M. Wallace Fund .......
Received during year .........
........ 30,000.00
........ 625.00...... 1,000.00
$ 100.00
525.00 625.00 
5,000.00
------ 176,538.85
$428,123.40
16.740.99
--------  $444,864.39
Abby L. Wells Fund .......
Total Trust Funds:
Principal .......
Accumulated Income
Conditional Gifts
John P. Boon ................................  $ 500.00
Derk Bruins ................................  10,000.00
Rev. A. B. Churchman ........................ 2,500.00
Virginia T. B. Cobb ..........................  4,000.00
Peter Cortelyou ............................... 2,500.00
D. J. De Bey ................................  1,000.00Jacob P. De Jong .............................  300.00
Mr. and Mrs. Reel De Young...................  700.00
Mrs. Lucy E. Ferrill ..........................  400.00
A Friend from Meservey, Iowa (deceased) $ 1,000.00Less— Transferred to Collections ....  1,000.00
Mrs. Jennie Bruins Gliwen .....................  300.00
Elizabeth Hanking ............................  1,000.00
John Heemstra...............................  2,000.00Rev. Sidney O. Lawsing ......................  1,000.00
Dirk J. Obbink ............................... 500.00
Alice Oldis ..................................  1,000.00
Arie Punt ........................ $ 4,000.00Received during year ...........  1,000.00
------------------  5,000.00Laura Roosa ...............................  500.00William Schmitz .............................  4,525.00
J. H. S.....................................  5,000.00Mary C. Van Brunt .........................  7,000.00
Mrs. John P. Van Gorp .......................  1,000.00Mr. and Mrs. J. Visser .......................  500.00
Miss Mary Voorhees .........................  1,000.00
Edward W. Whiteside .........................  2,000.00John Wolf ..................................  500.00
Total Conditional Gifts ......................... 54,725.00
Security Fund ...........................................  71,545.83
’ Total Funds— Exhibit “B” $571,135.22
Statement of Receipts for Transmission to Others
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1927
EXHIBIT “B” SCHEDULE NO. 4
Total
Total Receipts during the year— Exhibit “A ”.. $46,129.41 
Balance unremitted— May 1, 1926 ...........  2,878.73
$49,008.14
Transmitted during the year— Exhibit “A ” ...  48,415.07
Balance unremitted— April 30, 1927—Exhibit “B” ....................  $ 593.07
Other SundryBoards Individuals 
$3,087.10 $43,042.31
...... 2,878.73
$3,087.10 $45,921.04
3,087.10 45,327.97
...... $ 593.07
THE BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS, R.C.A.
Statement of Home Expenditures
FOR THE YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 1927
EXHIBIT “A ” SCHEDULE No. 1
Annual Report..........................
Auditing ..............................
Books purchased ................ .......
The Christian Intelligencer and The Mission Field
Circulars and Printing....................Expenses of District Secretary..............
Rent and Office Expense of District Secretary...
Illustrated Literature .....................
Lantern Slides (net)......................
Missionary Education Expense..............
Neglected Arabia ........................Office Furniture and Repairs................
Pamphlets and Leaflets ...................
Postage, Telegrams and Cables..............
Progress Council ............... .........
Rent and Care of Office . ................
Salaries of Officers and Pension .............
Office Salaries ... ......................
Stationery and Supplies...................
Telephone ..............................Traveling Expense among Churches............
Sundry Expenses ........................
$ 1,066.00
325.00 
237.52
2.585.00 
485.76
200.00 
600.00 
270.75 
131.42 
614.68 
599.01 
121.45
1,573.03888.00
2.821.25
2.164.00 
16,685.49
7,432.50
609.22
242.63
1,801.27
1.140.26
Total— Exhibit “A ” $42,594.24
Board of Foreign Missions,
Reformed Church in America,
25 East 22nd St., New York, N. Y.
May, 18, 1927.
Gentlemen:
The Investment Securities of the Board as noted in the Balance Sheet of April 
30, 1927, and set forth particularly in the Board’s Ledger, have been examined by 
the Auditors and found correct.
We report that:
Par Value of the Stocks and Bonds is.............. $282,000.00
Their Value on our Books........................ 288,774.60
Market Value, April 30, 1927....................  310,451.46
Yours truly,
(Signed) W. E d w . F o s t e r , 
Chairman Finance Committee.
M I S S I O N A R I E S  O F  T H E  B O A R D
The_ following list contains the names of missionaries n o w  connected 
with their various Missions, whether in the field or at home expecting to 
return, with their addresses, and also those under appointment.
Letter postage to all lands here named, five cents for the first ounce, 
three cents for each additional ounce or fraction.
Postage on printed matter one cent for two ounces or fraction.
A M O Y  M I S S I O N
Only address— Kulangsu, A m o y ,  China
W E N T  OUT
**Miss Katharine M. T a l m a g e ...............................  1874
**Miss M a r y  E. T a l m a g e ..................................  1874
Miss Nellie Z w e m e r  ....................................  1891
Miss Margaret C. Morrison...............................  1892
Miss Lily N. D u ry e e ......................................  1894
Rev. Harry P. B o o t.......   1903
Mrs. A n n a  H. B o o t ....................................... 1908
Rev. Frank Eckerson ...................................  1903
Rev. H e nr y  J. Voskuil ................................... 1907
Mrs. M a r y  S. Voskuil...................................  1908
Rev. H e n r y  P. D e  Pree..................................  1907
Mrs. Kate E. D e  Pree........ ............................  1907
Miss Katharine R. Green, Bridgman School, Shanghai.........  1907
Rev. Steward D a y  .......................................  1908
Mrs. Rachel S. D a y ......................................  1908
Miss Leona Vander Linden...............................  1909
Mr. H e r m a n  Renskers (1924-1925)*........................  1910
Mrs. Bessie O. Renskers (1924-1925)*.......................  1910
Miss E d n a  K. B e e k m a n ...................................  1914
Taeke Bosch, M . D ........................................  1915
Mrs. Margaret B. B o s c h ..................................  1915
Rev. L y m a n  A. T a l m a n ...................................  1916
Mrs. Rose E. T a l m a n .....................................  1916
Rev. H. Michael Veenschoten..............................  1917
Mrs. Stella G. Veenschoten...............................  1917
Rev. H e n r y  Poppen ......................................  1918
Mrs. Dorothy T. P o p p e n .................................  1918
Rev. E d w i n  W .  K o e p p e ...................................  1919
Mrs. Elizabeth W .  K o e p p e ................................  1919
Clarence H. Holleman, M . D ...............................  1919
Mrs. Ruth V. E. Ho ll e m a n ................................  1919
Rev. H e n r y  Beltman .....................................  1920
Mrs. Sara T. Beltman.....................................  1920
Miss Tena Holkeboer ....................................  1920
** Emeritus.
* Service intermitted.
Miss Jean Nienhuis ......................................  1920
Mr. William Vandermeer (1923-1926)*.......................  1920
Miss Elizabeth G. Bruce, 176 Saratoga Ave., Yonkers, N. Y .....  1921
Richard Hofstra, M . D ....................................  1922
Mrs. Johanna J. Hofstra..................................  1922
Miss A l m a  L. Mathiesen.................................. 1923
Rev. A d a m  J. W e s t m a a s ..................................  1923
Mrs. Nellie K. W e s t m a a s .................................  1923
Miss Ruth Broekema ...................................  1924
Rev. William R. A n g u s ...................................  1925
Miss Agnes J. B u i k e m a ...................................  1925
Harold Eugene Veldman, M . D .............................  1926
Mrs. Pearl P. V e l d m a n ....................................  1926
Miss Helen Joldersma ...................................  1926
A R C O T  M I S S I O N
General address— Madras Presidency, India.
Miss Julia C. Scudder, Chittoor.............................  1879
Mrs. John W .  Conklin (1890-1919)*.........................  1881
Rev. Lewis R. Scudder, M.D., D.D., Vellore.................  1888
Mrs. Ethel F. Scudder, Vellore.............................  1888
Miss Louisa H. Hart, M.D., Madanapalle....................  1895
Rev. H e n r y  J. Scudder, N. Brunswick, N. J. (1894-1897, 1914-1919)* 1890 
Mrs. Margaret B. Scudder, N e w  Brunswick, N. J. (1914-1923)*... 1897
Rev. William H. Farrar, Arni..............................  1897
Mrs. Elizabeth W .  Farrar, Arni............................  1897
Rev. Walter T. Scudder, Tindivanam.......................  1899
Mrs. Ellen B. Scudder, M.D., Tindivanam.. ................  1899
Miss Ida S. Scudder, M.D., Vellore.........................  1899
Miss Alice B. V a n  Doren, 1 Stavely Rd., P o o n a ...............  1903
Miss Delia M. Houghton, Vellore..........................  1908
Rev. Bernard Rottschaefer, Katpadi........................  1909
Mrs. Bernice M .  Rottschaefer, Katpadi......................  1910
Miss Sarella T e  Winkel, Madanapalle........................  1909
Miss Josephine V. T e  Winkel, Madanapalle..................  1909
Mrs. H e n r y  Honegger, Ranipettai..........................  1910
Miss Charlotte C. Wyckoff, Chittoor........................  1915
Miss Elisabeth W .  Conklin, Chittoor........................ 1915
Rev. John D. Muyskens, Madanapalle (1919-1923)*.............  1915
Mrs. Dora J. Muyskens, Madanapalle.......................  1923
Mr. M a s o n  Olcott, Ph.D., Vellore (1917-1923)*................  1915
fMrs. Eleanor G. Olcott, Vellore............................  1920
Miss Gertrude Dodd, Vellore...............................  1916
Rev. Herbert E. V a n  Vranken, Ranipettai....................  1917
Mrs. Nellie S. V a n  Vranken, Ranipettai......................  1917
Miss Wilhelmina Noordyk, Ranipettai.......................  1917
Rev. Cornelius R. Wierenga, Palmaner (1920-1923)*...........  1917
Mrs. Ella K. Wierenga, Palmaner..........................  1923
* Service intermitted, t Transferred to Arcot Mission, 1924.
Miss Clara M. Coburn, Madanapalle........................  1918
Galen F. Scudder, M.D., Ranipettai......... ...............  1919
Mrs. M a u d e  S. Scudder, Ranipettai.........................  1919
Miss Ruth L. Scudder....................................  1919
Mr. John D e  Valois, Boyden, I o w a .........................  1920
Mrs. Henriette H. D e  Valois, Boj'den, I o w a .................  1920
Miss Alice E. Smallegan, Palmaner.........................  1920
Rev. John J. D e  Boer, Vellore.........1....................  1922
Mrs. E r m a  E. D e  Boer, Vellore............................  1922
Miss Harriet Brumleri Madanapalle........................  1923
Mrs. Sara W .  Zwemer, Madanapalle........................  1923
Miss Caroline L. Ingham, Ranipettai.......................  1924
Miss M a r y  E. Geegh, Chittoor.............................  1924
Mr. Arthur Wald, Katpadi................................  1924
fMrs. Ethel V. Wald, Katpadi..............................  1924
Miss Helen T. Scudder, Chittoor................. 1........  1924
Miss Cornelia W .  Jongewaard, Palmaner....................  1925
Rev. Ralph G. Korteling, P u n g a n u r........................  1925
Mrs. A n n a  Ruth W .  Korteling, P u ng a n u r ....................  1925
Rev. Cornie A. D e  Bruin, Vellore..........................  1926
Mrs. Frances L. D e  Bruin, Vellore... ......................  1926
Miss Margaret R. Gibbons, M.D., Madanapalle................ 1926
Miss Ethel T. Scudder, Vellore.............................  1927
Mr. Martin D e  Wolf, under appointment.
J A P A N  M I S S I O N
**Rev. Eugene S. Booth, D.D., 830 W e s t  179th St., N e w  Y o r k ....  1879
**Mrs. Florence D. Booth, 830 W .  179th St., N. Y. (1915-1919)* *... 1912
**Rev. Albert Oilmans, D.D., 2 Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ............  1886
**Mrs. Alice V. Oltmans, 2 Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ................  1886
Rev. H a r m a n  V. S. Peeke, D.I)., Oita (1891-1893)*...........  1887
tfMrs. Vesta O. Peeke, Oita (1891-1893)*......................  1887
Miss Sara M. Couch, 3 Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki............  1892
Miss Harriet M. Lansing, Seijo Gakuin, Kitatama, T o k y o ......  1893
ftfRev. D. C. Ruigh, 25 E. 22nd St., N e w  Y o r k ................  1902
Mrs. Christine C. Ruigh, 25 E. 22nd St., N e w  Y o r k ...........  1904
Miss Jennie A. Pieters, Baiko Jo Gakuin, Shimonoseki.........  1904
Rev. Willis G. Hoekje, 16 Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki.........  1907
tttfMrs. Annie H. Hoekje, 16 Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki.........  1908
Rev. Hubert Kuyper, Oita................................  1911
Mrs. M a y  D. Kuyper, Oita (1915-1917)*.....................  1912
Miss Jeane Noordhoff, Hospers, I o w a .......................  1911
Rev. L u m a n  J. Shafer, 37 Bluff, Y o k o h a m a ..................  1912
Mrs. A m y  H. Shafer, 37 Bluff, Y o k o h a m a ...................  1912
Rev. Stephen W .  Ryder, Nishi Horibata, S a g a ................  1913
* Service Intermitted.
** Emeritus.t Transferred to Arcot Mission, R.C.A., 1925. tt Transferred to Japan Mission, R.C.A., 1893. ttt Transferred to Japan Mission. R.C.A., 1905. tttt Transferred to Japan Mission, R.C.A., 1912.
fMrs. Reba C. Ryder, Nishi Horibata, S a g a ..................  1913
Miss F. Evelyn Oltmans, 2 Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ..............  1914
Miss C. Janet Oltmans, 37 Bluff, Y o k o h a m a .................  1914
Rev. H e n r y  V. E. Stegeman, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ............  1917
Mrs. Gertrude H. Stegeman, Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ...........  1917
Miss Edith V. Teets, 50 Sawyer St., Hornell, N e w  Y o r k .......  1921
Miss Dora Eringa, 37 Bluff, Y o k o h a m a ......................  1922
Rev. John Ter Borg, 45 S himo Tatsuo Cho, K a g o s h i m a .......  1922
Mrs. Amelia S. Ter Borg, 45 Shimo Tatsuo Cho, K a g o s h i m a...  1922
Miss Florence C. Walvoord, Baiko Jo Gakuin, Sliimonoseki...... 1922
Miss Flora Darrow, 25 E. 22nd St., N e w  Y o r k ...............  1922
Miss Florence V. Buss, 25 E. 22nd St., N e w  Y o r k ............  1922
Rev. Boude C. Moore, 1423 Hanabatake, K u r u m e ............  1924
Mrs. A n n a  M c A .  Moore, 1423 Hanabatake, K u r u m e ...........  1924
Miss Henrietta Keizer, 37 Bluff, Y o k o h a m a ..................  1925
Mr. Cornelius A. Dykhuizen, 2 Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o .........  1925
Mr. Martin Hoeksema, Tozan Gakuin, Nagasaki..............  1925
Miss Bessie J. Shafer, 4 Higashi Yamate, Nagasaki...........  1926
Rev. Eugene Clark Duryee, 5 Meiji Gakuin, T o k y o ............  1926
Mrs. Louise S. Muyskens, 37 Bluff, Y o k o h a m a ................ 1926
Mr. George W .  Laug, under appointment.
Miss Mildred I. Hubbel, under appointment.
A R A B I A N  M I S S I O N
**Rev. James Cantine, D.D., Stone Ridge, N e w  Y o r k ...........  1889
♦♦Mrs. Elizabeth D. Cantine, Stone Ridge, N e w  Y o r k ...........  1902
Rev. Samuel M .  Zwemer, Cairo, E g y p t ......................  1890
Mrs. A m y  W .  Zwemer, Cairo E g y p t ........................  1896
Rev. James E. Moerdyk, Amarah, Mesopotamia...............  1900
Rev. John V a n  Ess, D.D., Basrah, Mesopotamia..............  1902
Mrs. Dorothy F. V a n  Ess, Basrah, Mesopotamia.............  1909
**Miss Jane A. Scardefield, 340 W .  55th St., N e w  Y o r k .......... 1903
Miss F a n n y  Lutton, Muscat, Arabia........................  1904
Rev. Dirk Dykstra, Monroe, So. D a k o t a .....................  1906
Mrs. Minnie W .  Dykstra, Monroe, South D a ko t a..............  1907
C. Stanley G. Mylrea, M.D., Kuwait, Persian Gulf.............  1906
Mrs. Bessie L. Mylrea, Kuwait, Persian Gulf................. 1906
Rev. Gerrit J. Pennings, Bahrain, Persian Gulf................  1908
Mrs. Gertrud S. Pennings, Bahrain, Persian Gulf..............  1912
Rev. E d wi n  E. Calverley, Ph.D., Kuwait, Persian Gulf.........  1909
Mrs. Eleanor T. Calverley, M.D., Kuwait, Persian Gulf.........  1909
Paul W .  Harrison, M.D., Bahrain, Persian Gulf...............  1909
Mrs. Regina R. Harrison, Bahrain, Persian Gulf..............  1916
tfMiss Margaret Rottschaefer, M.D.. Bahrain, P. G. (1918-1924)* *... 1909
Rev. Gerrit D. V a n  Peursem, Muscat, Arabia................  1910
Mrs. Josephine S. V a n  Peursem, Muscat, Arabia..............  1910
Miss Sarah L. H o s m o n ,  M.D., Muscat, Arabia................  1911
* Service intermitted.
** Emeritus.ft Transferred from Arcot Mission, 1927. 
t Transferred to Japan Mission, R.C.A., 1914.
Miss Charlotte B. Kellien, Basrah, M e sopotamia..............  1915
Rev. H e nr y  A. Bilkert, Basrah, M e sopotamia................  1917
Mrs. A n n a  M. Bilkert, Basrah, Mesopotamia.................  1917
Miss M a r y  C. V a n  Pelt, Kuwait, Persian Gulf................  1917
Louis P. D ame, M.D., Bahrain, Persian Gulf.................  1919
Mrs. Elizabeth P. D ame, Bahrain, Persian Gulf...............  1919
Miss Ruth Jackson, 305 Dudley Ave., Westfield, N. J..........  1921
Miss Rachel Jackson, 305 Dudley Ave., Westfield, N. J........  1921
Miss Cornelia Dalenberg, So. Holland, 111....................  1921
Rev. Bernard D. Hakken, Bahrain, Persian Gulf..............  1922
Mrs. Elda V. Hakken, Bahrain, Persian Gulf................  1922
William J. Moerdyk, M.D., Amarah, Mesopotamia............  1923
Mrs. Cornelia L. Moerdyk, Amarah, Mesopotamia............  1923
Miss Swantina D e  Young, Kuwait, Persian Gulf..............  1926
Rev. Garrett E. D e  Jong, Kuwait, Persian Gulf...............  1926
Mrs. Everdene K. D e  Jong, Kuwait, Persian Gulf............  1926
Mr. Theodore Essebaggers, Basrah, Mesopotamia.............  1926
W .  Harold Storm, M.D., under appointment.
Miss J. Victoria Foster, under appointment.
Miss Esther I. Barny, M.D., under appointment.
U N I T E D  M I S S I O N  I N  M E S O P O T A M I A
Rev. Fred J. Barny, Mahallah Sinak, Baghdad, Masopotamia...  1897
Mrs. Margaret R. Barny, Mahallah Sinak, Baghdad, Mesopotamia 1898 
Mrs. Sharon J. Thoms, Baghdad, Mesopotamia (1913-1918)*....  1906
C O N D I T I O N A L  G I F T S
T h e  Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed Church in America
will guarantee you an income during your lifetime on the following 
conditions:
Y o u r  Part.— Y o u  pay to the Board a s u m  of m o n e y  designed for use 
in the w o r k  of Foreign Missions.
T h e  Board’s Part.— T h e  Board pays you, semi-annually during your 
lifetime, an amount equivalent to a fair rate of interest on the 
s u m  given, from 4 to 8 %  per annum, depending upon your age at 
the time of the gift.
T h e  contract thus m a d e  with you is called a Conditional Gift Agree­
ment by the terms of which you become a beneficiary for life, while 
your investment will ultimately serve the great cause of Foreign 
Missions under the care of the Board.
P U B L I C I T Y  M A T E R I A L
Sketches of O u r  Missions.— China and Arabia 6c. each. India 10c. 
A  n e w  sketch of the United Japan Mission, 1921, 10c.
Annual Reports— of the Board and of the W o m a n ’s Board.
There can also be obtained suitable material for graded missionary 
instruction in the Sunday School; for Primary classes, “Primary 
Mission Stories,” $1.75; for Juniors, “Junior Mission Stories,” $1.75, 
and for Intermediates, “Missionary Travelogues,” with twenty-four 
large posters in colors, $4.00.
Stereopticon Slides.— Sets of Stereopticon Slides, all colored, with 
accompanying lectures, have been prepared and will be loaned to 
any church or society for the s u m  of $1.00.
All inquiries should be addressed to the Board of Foreign Missions, 
R.C.A., 25 East 22nd Street, N e w  Y o r k  City.
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A C T I O N  O F  G E N E R A L  S Y N O D
T h e  following recommendations were adopted by General Synod on 
June 6, 1927:
1. That the last Sunday in February be again designated for the 
special presentation of Foreign Missions in our churches and Sunday 
Schools; and that the churches be encouraged to make special offering 
for Foreign Missions on that Sunday.
2. That in this Tercentenary year, wh en  every department of our 
Church is feeling the urge to take some definite forward step, w e  c o m ­
m e n d  to our Board (in co-operation with the W o m a n ’s Board of For­
eign Missions) to engage upon a constructive course of missionary 
education, especially among our children and youth to w h o m  w e  must 
look for the future support and carrying on of the work.
3. That it is our firm conviction that tithing is the mo^t satisfactory 
method of raising funds for the work of the Kingdom and w e  comm e n d  
to our Pastors the presentation of this method by sermon and otherwise 
as one means of avoiding the frequent deficits in the Foreign Mission 
Treasury.
4. That all our Sunday Schools and Y o u n g  People’s Societies be 
urged to make contributions to the Board of Foreign Missions as an 
essential part of their religious training.
5. That as one of the means of wiping out the deficit of $32,346 with 
which our Board is seriously hampered at the very outset of this Ter­
centenary year, w e  earnestly request our churches to increase by at least 
ten per cent, the amount n o w  given to our several Foreign Mission Funds.
6. Deeply impressed by the loyalty, self-sacrifice and consecration of 
our entire missionary staff, w e  send to each mission the assurance of 
the deep interest of the H o m e  Church in their work and to each mis­
sionary our affectionate greetings, assuring them of our constant 
prayers that they m a y  be given strength to do their noble work amidst 
difficulties and often trying circumstances and that they m a y  ever remain 
true to their great commission to preach Christ and H i m  crucified as 
the only hope of the world.
7. That because of the unusual trial and stress to which our mis­
sionaries in A m o y  have been subjected in recent months, a cable be sent 
by General Synod to the A m o y  Mission, assuring our missionaries of 
our prayers, and commending them for their courage, faith and devotion 
in their hour of testing.

